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ADVERTISEMENT
THE TRANSLATOR.

IN submitting the following Volume to the
Public, the Translator. is actuated by a
double motive. '. He is, in the first place, ,
anxious to gratify the curiosity which has
long since been excited by the promised
account of the p r ~ i g of
s t h e late
Rusaim Embassy- in Persia ; and he is
also -glad to seize an opportunity of ding some iafomation respecting a country, of which, until lately, little has beep
known in Europe.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The English language, undoubtedly,
possesses works upon Persia, which, in
point of reseatch, have hbt be& l i ~ a l l e din
the literature of any other country : indeed,
no nation has done more than our own to
extend a scientific knowlkdge of the most
distant parts' of the globe. Yet it may not
be unimportant to know what other nations
think of countries remote fiom the influence uf European, .civilis&ion ; and t h
to view diutant l r u l d ~ objects,
~ d
u,,it
were, through other &ids. tBen o u i emm.i
This w n s i ~ e d o n-dt
ikil t;o havi.~
its
weight ac applied JPeroia+ Thc &tiam
of Russia with h&, -tic
keighbm:.sre
aot to be viewed with ununtxmcan
by:otha
states ;. and.rtil1!1as: m , . i f : t b .r e m e . o f

us from a knowledge of the d~cummces
which gave rise to this splbndid $rnhsy,
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and of its actual result. For these reasons,
it is hoped that the present translation will
be deemed acceptable, as conveying a description, by an eye-witness, of the maner
in which the Mission wap received, and the
impression which it made upon the Court
of Persia ; for, as it is said by Lord Bacon,
6c The things to be seen and observed are
the Courts of Princes, especially when they
give audience to Ambassadors."

PREFACE.
1

THE'author of,this journal

is the' young
officer whose. name' was, .some years ago,
introduced to the notice ' of the publiic by
a narrative of his captivity in Franoe. Since
his return from Persia, he haa been residing
& Grusia, where he is employed on a survey
of the province.
'.
Not long since, he forwarded his manuscript to me, with the request that I would
commit it to the Press, but that the 'public
should at the same time be cautioned that
he by no means had the pretension- of
offering to them a description of Persia, in
imitation of the works of such predecessors
as Chbdin and MdMalo He requests also
,

I

.

...
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that some indulgence may be shown to the
artless, perhaps rather 'lropohhed style of a
seaman and a soldier, whose time, from his
early youth, has been actively spent in the
duties of both these professions. He flatters
himself, on the . othm hand, tbal; .his . ob
mation$, wbiP;b, in. tmtb, a
p to .?&I
.-s
thd .liaely, - will .nbt .be fmrdd,mp

.

w ~ s t b g , - t b f h e .bea, &&#d
.by

tee:~trieteetiegstd&tmth. ; . . .. . ,L
Thk is a l l .fitbat I . hare to*rbmllbo tld
public on behalf of the A
~-. - : . i. - .
.
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JOURNEY TO PERSIA.

THERE
-are individuals who appear destined
to be ever bustling through the world.
ShiRed continually from. one scene to another ; compelled, whether willingly or not,
to adapt themselves to the good or the evil
which befalls them ; who would undertake
tq 'd such men happy ? They impercep
tibly acquire that general constitution of
the mind which may indeed 'render them
fit to move on the great theatre of the
world, but which cannot fail to incapacitate
them for the calm enjoyments of dornestie
life ; and what can compensate them for
the bss of these ?
It has hitherto been my lot to be thug
made the sport of fortune. At the .age of
sixteen I sailed round the world. I wae
eighteen,.when, amidst the tumult of war .at
Friedland, I had an arm shattered bj-n
B
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grape-shot. In my twenty-fourth year, I
again fought the .battles of my country
under the gallant Count Wittgenstein, and
had the misfortune to be taken prisoner. I
was marched to France, liberated by my
victorious countrymeq, and sent back with
them, only to re-enter the field against
bnaparte. When these fresh troublea were
$peased, the division of the anny to which
I belonged was sent into cantonments in
the neighbourbood of Charkow, to enjoy
repose. I arrived there about the man*
of May, 1816, with my worthy commander,
Adjutant-General Baron KorBF. The estates
of his father-in-law lay in the neigbbourhood. His amiable wife had not seen him
during many years : rejoicings took +,
and lasted several weeks, until, satiated with
the intoxication of enjoyment, we returned
to the saber pleasures of our domestic
circles. Winter had imperceptibly p e s d
away, and nature was again reviving, when
my General was appointed to the command
of a oapr d'annie, and I received orders
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from tke quarter-master-general to proceedwith all s p e d to St. Petereburgh.
My separation from the general and his
h i l y is' a subject of painful reeolleetion.
I left my early friend, Colonel' Howen,
about to become a happy bridegroom, an&
was not even allowed to be present at hie
marriage. It was not,, therefbre, in the ,
sweetest humour that I threw myself into a
Russian post-waggon, and set out on my
jouFlrey.
,
I hsd the pleasure of travelling over s
heavy road, through eternal forests, enlivened by surly post-masters. At Smolensku, which has su&red very considerably
from the late am, the post-rnwr pbint
blank refused to furnish me with horses, ua-.
less I paid double fare ; and at the opposite
inn the treatment was nearly as badas being
skimed alive. A heap of Podoroschas
(passport+rders for pos~liorses),which lay
in a corner of a window, afforded me convincing pmfk that the post3master was not
trifling with me, apd that much greater
B
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men than.myself had been.waiting there all
day. Well, thought I, here are gentlemen
more inclined, and having better means to
enrich mine host, so I talked loid, paid the
double fare, and wished the worthy company
good morning. I soon got clear of the dirty:
road, but only to exchange it for the greater
torture of the famous.kniippelbriicke, which
runs the whole way from Weliki-Luki to
St. Petersburgh. I would advise all persons.
who may still hope to have further 'occasion
for the use of their bones, to. avoid this
dreadful road.. I soon perceived the beautiful town of, Gatschina, and arrived the
same evening in St. Petersburgh, where I.
alighted at the Hotel de Reval. Anxious
to ascertain the real nature o f my destidation, I, op the following morning, arrayed
myself in full. dress, and proceeded to the,
quarters of the general stiff,to wait upon
my chief, the AdjutantrGelleral Prince, .
Wolkonsky.
His: Excellency. does. not generally give.:
audience before txo o'clock. I therefore
employed - the interwning period in calling

D

upon some old .friends,-fromwhom I .leanit,
to my astonishment, that I. was appointed
to accompany a mission, .to Persia The
Prince soon afterwards confirmed this statki
xnent, and further acquainted me, that he
intended to send me to the privy-councillor
and astronomer, Schubert, to perfect myself in the study of astronomical -scien&,
during the two months that would precede
my departure. With my head full of astronomy and Persia, I went to the gymn+m,
to enquire after my brothers,,
Augustus and Paul, whom I had not seen
for -fiveyears. They were,
@
however, spending the holidays with b y father's friend,
the councillor of state, Wiirst ; and I 0 ~ 1 y
met them a few days ,abrwards, at a house
which became my favourite resort, and I
may add my only recreation during my stay
in St. Petersburgh. The dry ~alculationsof
science often made me peevish, and unfi.t
to mix ins gay circles ; but at this house I
always experienced. a welcome reception.
I. soon learnt that .one of my fiends,
B -3
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Paul de Rennenkampff, was also appointed
to the mission, and msreover directed like
myself to attend M. Schubert5 We re.,
solved to live together, aud I joined him
at Wslssili-OstroE The celebrated and
venerable man who was appointed to teach
us, showed the utmost patience throughout
his task, and knew so well how to enliven
long and tedious calculations by instructive and agreeable conversation, -that he
daily acquired fresh claims to our admiration ; and we passed whole nights in study,
in order to save him the trouble of repetition. Our connection with him procured
us the happiness of being admjtted to the .
'well-informed circle which every Monday.
assembles at his house.
In the month of August, we had nearly
completed our course of study, and we
were presented to the ambaesador, Lieutenant-General Jermolog the same officer
who, in the year 180'7, so highly distinguished himself at the head of the artillery,
and who subsequently .acted so important a

7
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part at the battre of Culm, which may .be
said to have at that period decided the fate
of Europe. He received us, in truth, more
as our friend than as our superior ; and we
must all admit to his praise, that he invariably observed the same line of oonduct.
My friend and I were delighted with him
to enthusiasm ;and we hastened to communicate our satisfaction to our venerable
teacher, who was pleased to take a great
interest in what concerned us. W.e learnt
soan afterwards, that the ambassador waa
about to leave St. Petersburgh, and that
all the members of the mission were at
liberty to travel as they pleased, provided
that they were all assembled at Tiflis in
the month of Novernbq.
Colonel de
Iwanoff, who had been appointed chief of
the .staff in Grusia, and who likewise belonged to the embassy, obtained from
Prince Wolkonsky a carriage for the conveyance of the astronomical clocks and
instruments. I took my seat in this vehide, and we all left the beautiful city of St!
B 4
#
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Petersburgh on the 17th of August. Rennenkampff went first to see his relations. in Livonia,,and afterwa~dsjoined us at Moscow.
On leaving the'city, in the dusk of the
evening, each of us sunk sorrowfully into
his corner of the carriage. I reflected on
the singular decree of fate, which, after
having so long tossed me about in every
direction, now sent me, packed up with
astronomical clocks, to Persia, a country that
used to inspire my boyish mind with no ordinary degree of awe when I contemplated
its swarthy inhabitants in books of prints.
Scorpions, tarantulas, and phalangia, I had
heard so much talked of at St. Petersburgh,
that I now shuddered a t the bare thought
of them. The pljigue and similar trifles weie'reckoned among the ordinary evils. I
must confess I left dear Gurope very unwillingly ; for, atter all, what does a man gain
by its being said of him, that he too has
been in Persia ?
I tdrtured my mind by a thousand fanciful
pictures of the future ; toy travelling co&
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panion was more wise, he slept. Sleep
makes us satisfied with the whole world,,
and I imitated his example. We must thus
have travelled several stages, for when we
awoke the day was dawning, and we sooxi
felt the approach of hunger, that evil
kpirit that torments the traveller. Here we
perceived that no fond mother had superintended the arrangements of our de.
parture from St. Petersburgh : we .missed
the well-stored basket and the exhilarating flask: and although some obliging
friends had provided us with a little wine,
yet provisions were only to be had at
an exorbitant price. After e x p e r i e n ~
ing many hardships, we reached Moscow
on the sixth day. The Emperor had arrived there a few days before us, and his
presence increased the bustle of this great
city.
Although born in Russia, and although
I had travelled in several of its provinces,
I had not hitherto had an opportunity of
seeingMoscow. Notwithatanding the dread-

10
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fpl conflagration, the city has loat nothing

of its magnitude. Many of the palacea
still bear marks of the fire. I apprehend,
there are no where so many splendid edifices, although every thing is heaped t,~gether in the greatest confusion ; p a l 4
are surrounded by wretched *hovels, and
the avenues to magnifiaent bridges are
narrow and dangerous footpaths. But I
must confess, that an air of grandeur reigns
over the whole, and that the confusion it+
self is interesting. The Emperor has promised the inhabitants that be will pass
the next year at Moscow: his presence
will stimulate their activity ; and I hope
that the great pillar which was to have
been formed out of the captured guns of
the enemy, and which I ,looked for in vain,
will be ereoted at last.
We left Moscow on the 27th, and arrived at the same time as the Emperor at
the pretty little town of Tula, celebrated
-for its manpfachries of hardware, the artides of which are very neat, and r e d -
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ably cheap. I was much *pleasedwith t b
agreeable situation of the town, and with
the neatness of its houses.
After staying there a few days, wa set
out, by way of Woronesch, for Nowotscherkask, the chief town of the Cossack country.
Beyond the former place, the country i m ~
mediately assumes a naked and desolate
appearance. The service of the posts is
performed so wretchedly, that a, whole day
is consumed in crawling from one stage to
another. Unless a traveller take a supply
of provisions at Woronesch, he cannot esl
cape dying of hunger an the road. I observed that all our postilions lived upon
water-melons, which are found in this
cbuntry in gre4t excellence The posthauses are miserable little sheda ,
The Cossacks disdain to engage in agricultural pursuits, for they fipd it both more
agreeable and convenient to draw their
means of support from the breeding of
cattle, from fishing, and trade This may b6
the reason why there is natza green field; a

12
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tree, or a single plantation to relieve the
wearied eye of the traveller. Surrounded
by endless wastes, he sees nothing but the
windings of the road that he pursues.
.The town of Nowotscherkask, the residence of the Hetmari Platoff, begins to
assume a stately appearance ; but on the
least rain, the whole place swims in mud.
'She dwelling-houses of the inhabitants .are
punctiliously neat. Cleanliness is properly
one of the religious observances of a sect
called Roskolniks, to which most Cossacks
belong. When a Russian has resided
among them, the apartment which he occupied, the utensils which he used, in short
every thing that he touched, must undergo
scouring and fumigation, and the priests consecrate anew the polluted objects. Should
tobacco have been smoked, all these proceedings must be repeated several times ;nay, a
very devout sectary would even rebuild his
'house. In every dwelling there is a press
with a glass-door, through which may be
seen silver spoons of every size ,and fashion,

JOURNEY TO PERSIA;
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from all,.quarters of the world, still
displaying heraldic achievements, knives
and' forks, and an infinite variety of other
articles ; but the good Cossaeks have fought
bravely, and they may well be forgi;en for
having indulged their taste for antiquities.
The Don wine really deserves praise ; it is:
light, has a 'mild and agreeable taste, and*
sparkles like Champaign.
The horses which we got at Nowotscher:
kask did not carry us out of the town'rnore
expeditiously than we had reached it ; and
it cost us several hours of laborious exertion
to ascend the first hill that w e encountered.
In two days we reached Wmutschei Jerlik,
thi quarantine station o n the frontier:
The sight of this place promised no great.
satisfaction to us on our return ;'as w e
should be obliged to stay there several weeks
to be fumigated.
From this,place onwards, the villages are
all peopled by Russian settlers, which is:
immediately observed from the good condition of the horses. The limits of the Caul

14
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casian' government begin here. W e sbon
perceived the town of Statvrapol. An involuntary exclamation of joy burst from us
at the sight bf trees, a pleasure of which.
we had been so long deprived. From the
post-house the majestic Elburus is seed
towering above the clouds. M. de Wischnefiky, the astronomer, h p measured this
mountain, and ascertained its elevation to
be 16,700 Frmch feet*
I t is unsafe to travel beyond Stawrsipol'
without protectidn, and accordingly there
are parties of Cossacks at every stage, ready
to escort travellers. The distance to
Georgefsk is about sixty wersta, the road
Mowing the direction of the river K u h ,
which winds along the base of the Caucasian
mountains. The ~auntrybeyond this river is
+

This mountain, the most elevated of the Caucasiari

&$inl h& f6tmeA.y been estimated by Professm Palhs
td be equbL in he"Qltt rt Mont Blanc ; but it would appear &om the above statement, that it is .actually 2000'
feit higlier.
.
..
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idabited by the Tsetkesaes, the KabmGm
&cwho &e all desperate robbers, Tortneoted
by h u g e r and the plague, they fiqwntlfY
aalicit the friendship of the Russians, and
deliver hostages to them, as pledges of their
desire to live on amicable terms : but thege
promises are soon fopgotten; and they
eagerly seize the first- favourable opportunity to carry off both persons and things,
and generally to plunder wherever they
can. They rhostly attend to the breeding
of cattle, fishing, and hunting in dl its
branches. Agriculture, which is not very
compatible with their habits, little engqea
their attention. The laborious &es
of
life are all performed by the women ; the
men are ashamed of working ;' they are
held in estimation by their tribes in propoAion to the number of robberies and
murdeza which they may have comittxxL
In order ta increase the interest which may
be felt fror these amiable savages, I must
add, that .they never scruple to mtucder
d o h . They ~sneidera q p i n ay re-

.
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venge a most sacred duty, which must
never be neglected ; and the first murder
that was committed among their ancestors,
will be revenged from age to age, by one
tribe upon the other. Although the offended and the offending families know each
otlier perfectly well, their revenge is never
exercised but in a treacherous manner,
either in a forest, a moor, or in some
other place where there are no witnesses.
I t therefore not unfrequently happens, that
many years elapse before the injured pqrty
succeeds in sacrificing his victim. But from
that moment he returns to his home in
triumph, and it now becomes the duty of
the other family to seek revenge. If the perpetrator of the murder die, his next relation
knows that it will be revenged on him,
They behave in the same manner to the
Russians. If, during a skirmish, a mountaineer be killed, his next relation does not
rest until he obtains the head of a Russian ;
but should one of his campanions in the.
mean time succeed in catching the identical

.
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o&nder, he sells him at a dear price to the
other,. 'who. gluts his . ferocity in. the slow
.murder of' his unfortunate victim. What
a-people to disgrace the ranks of 'mankind .!
-Thanks, however, to Providence (and the
Turks, who occasionally send them the
.plague) there is some check t o the extension of th&e noxious weeds. If the fiussian government could dishonourably render themielves guilty of that 'negligence
which characterises the proceedings-of the
Ottoman administration, a good plagrie
would exterminate at- once this .brood of
vipers ; but the. only punishment which ,is
inflicted upon 'them, is an ocqional military expedition into the mountains, to destroy their houses and . drive away 'their
cattle. Tm,cowaidly to defend their dwellings, when attacked, they run into 'the
inountains, pray forgiveness, deliver h o b
tkes, and make promises which they never
keep. ~ h Mahornedan
h
lliiis foibid theh
adoption of any measure whatever to guard
themselves again+ the. plague ; they .SOXI,

'
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sider it its a dispensation of Providence,
and die resigngd to.their fite. There .is&Iother p e q l e surpassing the Kahdins, the
Tserkesses, and generally .all 'the mountain
tribes; i n , the virtues which I have described ; I allude to -th' Tsbtshenzes, who
inhabit an .inaccessible part of -the Caucasus, and endanger the security of oair
military road. T h e j were formerly triL
butary t o the Kabardins, but are now ind&
pendent, and excel their ancient masteia i n
the .arts of depredation.
GeneralDelpoko, the present commandefi
in-chief - on the Catrm'ian frontiier, who 'is
a veteran of seventy, had the . misfbrtiine
some, years back to be made prisoner by .
the Tshetshenaei They welooine. their
cipti+eB by fettering their hands and feet,
and dsaining them by the neck. during the
night; They torture them in proportion ss
they think them- rich, and give them the
mains : of -'writing.t o the Russian goye&
m a t , in the bbpes of obtaining .thereby
mure mdney, in i mark expeditious . h a n d ;
;
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Th;~Riissian.-peasants$whohll i n t ~thek
.
h&dS are tn%dmvie.krtien
.
tly ; they de
n-& subjected to,any persolial restraint, and
are.werely compelled to work. Alhoagb
they allowed themselves to;ill treat General
Wpozo, :get:they .respectid his years and
his mnk, &d.,:on every occasion of violea
altercation, they appealed to his judgmenti
and . submitted. without s; . murmur to _ his
decision. When, after many months .. .of
su&rin&, ,the Generid was at last ragao~ed,
they, said to him, '! Papinka" (little ,papa)
forgive.us for-having ill used thee -;"but
they required,notwithstandihg, a h'hhndsinne
sum of money for taking off his fetfa%
They. did not, . however, gain ' mbch . b
s
this &ahsactian; .their a t l e having.t)*
driven too far into the valley, ware fiuh
p h d and captured ; the whole b e d fi-41
%tca..thephds.
of the R u s h s , and ,wa
pnbliely sold fm the same sum which' hird
beenpaid as the General's. ransom; ' M@QD
,

cc7

remained in their hands during a. year and
c -2
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a h a s 'and has only now been liberated
through the particular exertions of thti
commander-in-chief. It really redoundkr
to General Jermoloff's eternal honour, that
he has, in so short a period, succeeded, if
not in bringing these people to a sense of
ebedience, at least in inducing them to d e
.liver up hostages, and promise to remain
quiet. The military road has since then
'been more safe.
At Sewernoe, which almost equally divides
the distance between Stawrapol and Georgefsk, we, for the first time, saw the majestic
chain of the Caucasian mountains, whose
snowy summits shed around the most veriegated colours. These tremendous masses,
which are piled ppon eadh other with a confusion\ not to 'be described, soar into the
clouds, and present a most awhl and terrLfic ,
spectacle. The Elburus and the Casebeck
stand like mighty props at the ends of the
chain. The Peak of Teneriffe, on : a m u n t
of its insulated situation and conical fbrm,
is a magnifioent sight, but it m o t be

21
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compared to these mountains. The. inhabitants speak of a place, situated, awarding to their calculation, half way up the
mountain, beyond .which no mortal dares
ascend ; a dreadful wind chills the. unhappy wanderer to instant 'death sod birds
which-venture into this region, drop l i f '
less
t h e ground. The spirits of the
deed are w e n distinctly heard to groan !
But to be serious, it would seem that some
powerful stream of air issuing from the
immense granitic gulfs that surround. this
mountain, blasts every living creature .which
encounters it.
.On the 20th September 'we .reached .Georgefsk, where I became acquainted with
General Delpozo. The ambassador also'
'arrived .a :few days after us, ,and took by
surprise the public authorities assembled
to receive him. H e d r ~ v eup in - a plain
post carriage, and t~ the enquiries of the
impatient gentlemen, who were asking h i 4
how .far off the ambassador still was, he
c 3
'

';

,

replied by leaping among them, and saying,
here he is." '
The plague ia frequently prevalent at
Wlgefsk, and ~ a r t i c u i a r in
l ~ the hospital,
~ h i c hGeneral Delpzo nevertheless vieit.
daily, takmg the precaution first to wadi
Ids h ~ n d sin vinegar, a d particulazly to
&void allowing his clothes to come in COXG
tact with any thing. Singular opinions
arsCentertainedwith respect to the procers
of cdntqion. Some individuals who ha*
Mched *infected persons, have not, it -is
said, taught the disease ; while others have
had that misfortune, who were unconarci~us
of having committed any imprudence.
There is said to be a particular dispogtiod
6f?.
the human fmme w h i ~ hrenders it very
&ghcly, pethap not at $1, ewcqtible uf'
thedeadlg poison. In spring and autumn,
thekontiigion is must daagema. Its preliminary symptom is a pain in*the ,side,which
is fdllo~edby a-violent.head-a~&~
a d sub
&pently by -swellings, gmer'ally in the
arm-pits ; the wild stape ensues, the mouth

b s , .and ' the patient. dies. Livid spq@
p e d l y break out on h e body nReF dieaohition, but when they appear before
death, it is considered a favourable syrnp
tom. There are. Gequent instances of the
swellings bursting, and then the patient i a
saved. The plague comes as it goes, nobody k n ~ w sfrom whence nor whither, I
ie aaid that the eating copiously of gadic. is
a preservative agaipst contagion. I haye
shudderd when I haye hmrd several d
my friends v e a k of this dreadfill malady,
which they had hquently witneased ia
Gxusia. All social communication is put
an. end to. Evey person becomes a prisoner .in his own house. Nobody is seen
in the streets except criminals, who, clotbed
in oil-skin clokes, drrrg the deadqbodies by
means of long tongs ost of the .town, to
throw. them into one common pit. The
inhabitants anxiously enquire fiom the
l s r i ~ w safker their friends and acquainb
a c e . Smh a one, is the reply, t$es &e+
in the gram ;. another hes f d m 26 yqa&rc 4

*
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doy ; every one thinks 'that hid own turii
will come -to-morrow. But what can exceed 'the. distress which must ensue in a
family, when one of its members is attakkd
by the awful symptoms? All assistance
must be, withheld, the unfortunate victim
expires in their view in the most horrible torture, .and the oil-skin clokes are called from
the window. Thky have not always leisure;
however, to attend to every call, and not
unfrequently, the body of the deceased lies
.a whole day in the house, until yielding. to
solicitation, t h q at last drag it withetheir
tongs through a window, together with all
the clothes which had been worn,or touched
by the dead person. 'When once a fat$
base has occuried'in a.house, it is generslly
followed -by others in the same family, as
it is impossible to take such . precautions. as
may have absolutely prevented .contact with
&me infected substance. A person' also
frequently carries with him. the seeds 'of
contagion, before the real symptoms of
the plague have broken out ; and thus the

'
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malady extends its ravages, until only the
last individual is left to die without help;
in dreary solitude. .Ineed not dwell upon
the inconvenience which' must be felt with
regard .to provisions. When the. .danger
of contagion has begun to subside, when
death is tired with destr'uction, and thd
suspkcted sick have been safely lodged .in
the hospital, the houses 'are gradually
opened, and living ghosts are seen crawling out, to congratulate each other on being
alive, -but still cautiously abstaining from a
friendly shake of the hand. The most
punctilious courtesy reigns in the streets,
and every passenger keeps - a t a respectful
distance from another. Fathers have lost
their children, husbands their wives ;others,
.the relics of 'numerous familid, find thems e h s solitary occupants of large. house&where every thing reminds them of their
losses. -Accx>rding to the custom of .the
country, the . . dead howl is raised, .and'
'drun in despair to the church $9
pour forth their prayers arid supplications.
'

.
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During the,prevalence of sthe plague, many
pdrsons bmy articles of their property,
under lthe idea that they are free from: in&tion : if they live, these articles are dug
up,, h d befink the matter is thought
of, :h e plagueqis again disoeminated. 'It
b s been maintained, that articles thus dug
up &r. #many years; have circulated the
v i m of mntagion. The best process of puT
rifying auspiuous clothes, is to expose them
es btlg as p~esibleto the sun and air. *
The' town of Georgefik lies in a sit&
ation which is said, to be very unhealthy.
3 wm glsdtto e s m p from it on the 548th of
September.; for Idhsd taken a great dislike
C.the place, O$ account of a very pretty
d t r y woman of mine, having 'here, in a
"very short time, fallen s victim to the
elhide. The warm batbs, which are sihh ita neighbourhopd, are said to be
?the z$tost{saIutraryof ahy kmm in Europk
-$lie present dovernor hss#also t a k p care
*toshawl &dmmodious housb erected for
.thsm b t i p n of travellets, who were hithee

.b-ubliged :to

.

live in very - inconv&nC
.

cabins.

. .
,

'.

The road , from Georgefslr to ~ o s d o k
winds dong the river .Terek, which foliow~
the direction of the Caucasus, and $ o m inh.
the Fadpian 8ea:not fa.frome Kislari The
Kabardins mole~tthisldistrict ; hr.althaug;h
they .call themselves our friends, yet they
eirmot resist the ternp&tion. of plundering.
The f mbassador soon followed ue .to Mosdok,where we repained a few.dayst o mike
prepations for - crossing the Caucasus. .Or,
the--2d of October our arrangements:.were
completed, a,nd.weassembled at the ferry of .
the ~ e & where breakfaat had.been p r e
p a d for us. f i r .the,pack-horses arrd
camkge~had been sent .over, we entered
the boati and ,bid.a so~~owful'
farewell.:to
Emrope ! On the apposite bank, a .corn+
pauy of light infantry, together with:a party
of Cossacks; arid a fidd-piece, were ready ,to
aamt UL The.dnmis beat, and-the .whole
.cavtit-de departed .nt,a slow pack. Char
, cbnmy was $my- numewus j. .the -1eavimg
'

'
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Euiope, .the hardships .which we had . al..

-

,

ready experienced and overcome together,
ahd still more the presence of our uhief,
bound us to each other by ties of the'closest
intiinacy ; and I appeal to all: the members
of the mission, whether we 'did not spend
dost agreeable days on the dreadful ,road
from Mosdok to Tiflis. It is three day.$
march from the former place to Wladikaukas, and the daring spirit of the Tshetshenzes renders the passage most dangerous. There are two high mountain ridges ;
one.situated before the fort of Xonstantinoffskoy, . the .other immediately beydnd :it.
The first opens into a glen at about fitteen,
wersts from Mosdok, which affords great
h i l i t y for the commission of robberies.
Those .who have once effected the passage
of this place in safety . may. congratulate
themselves, for. the Tshetshenzes never '
attack in the open field. An unfduniite
officer, who had lefi :Mosdok well .mount4
an -hour after our departure, in the.h0pe:o.f
-overtaking ug was _murderedon the road :

.
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a proof, that although these villains be not
seen, they are always lying in wait,
Other mountaineers, tired of a straggling
life,. have settled under the guns of our
'forts ; and great numbers of them are _already to be met with in the vicinity of
Konstantinoffskoy and Elisawetinska.
The fortress of Wladikaukas is the key
of the Caucasus. General Delpozo has
taken great pains to build here and embellish the spot, and he has succeedd in
converting it into an agreeable place .of
residenee.
The river Terek, on the basks of which
the fortress is situated, is very rapid, and
although means have been found to esta
blish a bridge over it, yet that is frequently
washed away by the swell of the .river.We had not as yet seen any of the terrific
.scenery af the Caucasus, but we were sssured by Generd D,elpozs, who awm
panied ,us ,from Georgefsk, that theecountry
h w & n Wladikaukas and Dariella s y r p w d
any idea-that ,Ee might have formed o f .ib

We left ~adikauka;r'on the 5th of Octm
ber, and met with the first fall of snow;
the thermometer might be at 5" Reaumur.
The road was tolerably practicable during
the first nine miles, and ran by the side of
the Terek, which rushed towards us with
a dreadful mar. . The carriages suddenly
stopped, which w b unavoidable, for there
stood \in the way a granitic mountain of
endlesg height, having an aperture, through
~h2chthe Terek dashed its foaming t h
'rents. To my astonishment the train w o n
moved on, and the first carriage disap
pearad'; the others followed; it then came
to' tny turn. Our situation cannot easily be
-wived ; we were on a narrow ways,bow
d e h g on one side on a etupendous Pi&
cipice fill& by tbe Terek, whose noise.
dram evetiy syllable that is s p o h , ' and
on tihe other skirted by granitic massed, of
whilch pa* hung%quendy over om heads.
Mduntaiils are .piled.upon mountaias ; :at
one t h e it,~re~u&ea
%flysoldkrli t0.dn.l
the carriage up 8 steep, at another ~ r d l s

'
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down and pitches with the most dangerous
velocity. The granitic mktsses ran .closer
and closer, and encircIed us in a hotinto which the rays of the eun have never
penetrated ; the humidity was intolerable
the rumbfing sounil of the carriages r d e d
like thunder through the hollow, and the
voices of the drivers re-echoed like sounds
&om the grave. Whither, one felt tempted
to ask, are these senseless people going?
Another immense mountain stocd .in, the
way. Here the road, however, wound i$aslf
into a 'hollow ; we had once mate s l b ~ w room, and the eye was thus continually
deceived by apparent impossibilities,. Qf
the sky nothing was seem but a litthblue
streak, indicating the direction of tbe ma$,
.N A ~
wonders now started to our view ! aq
opening in the mountain discovered, on tha
summit of a rock, the little fort~eplof
h e y , where our weary escort wece reIievd
Close io the fortress lies, h i e d Iin the
gro*
a s m l I village, the residence 06 .a
pritici named Dewlet, who 'wmfors
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regular . highwayman,. but now follows ,hi$
old trade only in secret. He solicited the
honour of a visit from the am bass ad^ to
his mole-hill, and regaled his Excellency
with a princely banquet of stinking mutton. The road continues to follow tlie
windings of the Terek, and leaves the traveller astonished at the ingenuity and exertion by :which it must have been made.
The distance between Wladikaukas and
Dsriella is but short ;:we did not, however,
reach the latter place till late in the evening,' worn out with fatigue and hunger.
A new sight was opened to us on the.next
morning ! It was difficult to perceive from
whence we had really come, and no road
appeared by which w e . could continue our
jouiney.
he whole fort .consists. of two
houses, which form . such . a contf ast .with
the gmnitic masses.that surround the basin,
that they appear fiom a short .distance like
small specks. The bridge over the Terek is
.wonde&lly. constructed. . The sun .shines
here:only one hour and a half. when it.is'

-
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the 'meridian. The garrison is relieved as'
frequently as possible, for to live there
is almost as bad as to be buried alive. All
these frightful objects neither impaired the
courage nor depressed the cheerfulness of
our party ; they had no influence on our
. minds.
.
We left the dreary Dariella on horseback.
The road wanders - in a wonderf;l manner
among the rocks, and eight miles from Dariella a frightful chasm is seen winding itc
@elf,as it were, into the clouds. Other 'apertures are seen branching into :it, and.towards
the summit of the mountain it.is no longer
disckrnible by. t h e eye. . .It is this gulf which
regularly every seven years produces,a great
cbnvulsion in the Caucasus.* How ineonceivably tremendous :must be the crash when.
wlid masses of ice, detaching themselves by
their weight from the summit of Mount,
Casebeck, and breaking rocks in their fall, roll

*

'

.

\

* On our return from L3ersia,,th?t convulsion happened,
in September, exactly at the expiration of the<iven
years, as had been pkdicted.
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down for the length of miles, hurling along
with them, into the frightful gulf below,
every thingwhich cannotwithstand theshock.
Thecourseof the Terekis instantly suspended
for several minutes, and the fish bounding in
its dry bed may be seen from the fort of
Dariella The waters thus obstructed suddenly swell into a sea, or rather they fill the
whole basin of the gulf, and breaking through
the weakest place, rush with a dreadful noise,
frequentlytaking s,new direction, and sweeping along every thing they meet. The ice
melts away in the course of years, and the
blocks of granite remain scattered about the
river, in heaps of various sizes, on which fir
trees spring up, and create most msgni(icent scenery. We $1 stood admiring this
enchanting spot, wheg our astonishment
ws,if pbssible, increased by the sight of .an
old convent, *which appeared to have been
built by some magical power on the summit
of an immense rock. It is difficult now to
conceive by what means such a situation
was first made accessible Towards mid-day
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we arrived at General Casebeck's, a moun-

taineer who formerly rendered great services
to Russia, and now keeps the peasantry in order, and is responsible for the security of the
road. He gave us an Asiatic dinner, principally consisting of rice-porridge and mutton. Travellers generally pass the night at
his house, but we immediately continued
our journey to Kobi, where w e arrived at a
very late hour. On the road we saw several
villages, if they can be said to deserve that
name, and another object of wonder. -We
perceived a high mountain of granite, in
which there was ' scarcely any opening..
There, we ,were tbld, lived a hermit ! Soon
afterwards, we accolidingly saw a figure crawl
. forth and commence a journey to the regions
below, The hermit came down in sakty,
and advanced towards a cross standing in the
road, where he usually receives alms. After
many years of perseveranee'he has succeeded in hewing a spacious cell in the rock,
where; as may well be imagined, he is out
af the reach of interruption. Kobi is likeD

2
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wise a little fort, where only lately three
small houses have been built.. We found
there a fire to warm us, but nothing .more.
Our baggage, and particularly the kitchen,
were still far behind, and having since noon
rode about thirteen wersts on horseback, decided symptoms of hunger had manifested
themselves ambng us all. However cheer, ful we were on every occasion, and although
the Ambassador took every possible pains to
divert us, yet our spirits were very much depressed. We wandered silently about the
house ; it was soon midnight, and none
of us would retire to rest,-when
several
voices out of doors suddenly exclaimed',
the kitchen is arrived ! and so is our cook
Nikita !" Although it was necessary first to
make a fire in the kitchen, and some considerable time must elapse before any thing
could be got ready, yet every body resumed
his usual good-humour, and with the assistance of Colonel Wiljamiroff the whole party
composed a complimentary song to the cook,
which contained not only much point, but
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was admirably adapted to the circumstances
of the moment Without acquainting the
General with our design, we studied the,
song in a remote apartment, and after supper, for which Nikita, unconscious of the
honour reserved for him, had prepared excellent cutlets, he was called in, and heard
the song in presence of the General, who
laughed heartily. The cook did not at first
appear to comprehend the matter, but upon
hearing his name loudly repeated in chorus,
he was pleased, smiled, and bowed repeated1y.-The poor lady of the author of the
L e t t ~ e ssur Ze Caucwe et Za Gemgie, whom 1
have the honour to know personally, did not
spend such a happy hour at Kobi, where
she was obliged to pass eight tedious
days. It may perhaps not be altogether a
matter of indifference to her to learn that
General Delpozo is anxious that she should '
know, that three houses have been built at
obi,' and that she will at least not have to .
suffer in future so much as she formerly did
from the want of accommodation.
D 3
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On the 7th of October we left Kobi, and
parted from General Delpozo, who had acr
companied us from Georgefsk. The day
was fine, and we marched cheerfullytowards
the frightful mountain of Rashawo. The
sun had softened the snow, and the,road,
which had become slippery, still bordered
on precipices. On account of the freq~lent
heights, the carriages proceeded at a slow
pace, and the. men.were frequently obliged
to draw them up the steeps. At one time
the mountains presented , boundless prospects to our view, at .others, closed the boric
zon.-The
road from hlosdok to-Tiflis is
most dangerous and difficult ; and he who
has passed it in safety may esteem himself fortunate. After having ascended for some time,
we perceived the cross on the Kestrowaja
gora. consecrated to the Redeemer and Saviour, but which still, in my opimon,does not
occupy tlie most proper situation, for at that
very place the r o d becomes most difficult,
running down a steep of two wersts, 8nd.irnmediately climbing into the Gud gora, the ri-
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ud of Kestrowaja. The dangers of o w march
stared us so glaringly in the face, that w e
forgot the sublime scenery which surrounds
the lattet mountain, and were really glad to
find the crabs, to place ourselves, as it
were, under its protection. The Ambassador knew how to draw from every untoward
circumstance a fresh motive for being cheer-.
full, and chance afforded us an interesting
opportunity to givela new stimulus to our
minds. The day happened to be thelamivm8a1-y of the b&le of Leipeig, and n e did
not fail.to ,celebrate it.' Notwitlistanding
that we were up to the middle of our bodies
in the snow, we crawled up to the mass on
the summit of the mountain, taking with ua
a few bottles of wine, and there, in a boisterous wind that would have thrown us dom,
had we not stuck so fast in the snow, we
d m k , with three huzzas, the health of ther
Emperor Alexander, then the allied armies,
and a h w a r d s the Ambassador. The pros
pect. around from the top of the rock is very
h e ; but. we were soon obliged to leave it,
D 4
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and after a g e a t deal of trouble, and b y sliding down in the most ridiculous postures,
we reached ,the bottom. After resting
a while at the foot of the Gora, the work of
climbing began. The road, which is scarcely broad enough to admit a carriage with
two ,horses, is cut in the declivity of the
rock; on the right it borders on a bottomless precipice, and on the left tremendaus
masses seem to threaten to disengage thems h e s from the mountain. The whole ridge
is so much covered with rubbish and smdl
stones, that it looks as if the Devil had been
playing 66 odd or even" there. This is properly the place where the avalanches cause
such dreadful havoc. But they only 'occur
in the winker. and spring, when.the sun be;gins to 'operate. Nobody then ventures.to
pass this road, except during the night. Fortunately we have only learnt from others the
extent of the horrible devastation which! attends these awful phenomena. The station
of Rushaour is only four wersts. from the
aummit of.Gud gora ; and althaugh.the road

.

'

is not the most agreeable, yet when we contrr~stedit with what it had been, we crossed
ourselves, and congratulated ' each othei.
After we had passed the night at Rushaour
w e set out in high spirits, for we had only
one other obstacle to overcome,-the descent of the mountain of the same name.
Although the road is tolerably safe, yet it
is very steep, and many unfortunate persons
have fallen dbwn the precipice. At first,
the eye sees nothing but an extensive held
shrouded in a blue cloud; but as we d s
scend, objects become more distinct ; the
chill of winter is gradually succeeded by a
genial atmosphere ; instead of naked rocks,
verdant hills and trees greet the sight, warbling birds delight the ear, and the countv
expands into a most beautiful valley, watered
by the fine river of the Aragua, and covered
with cultivated fields, villages, and ruins of
ancient castles. The industrious peasants
are seen proceeding to their occupations;
the wanderer thinks himself suddenly transported to a paradise, a ~ he
d wmmise~ata

b

the andition of the unfortunate inhabitants
of the hellish regian which he has left. Nature mema tb .wish to compensate the traveller ,Ear his sufferings ; escorts are no longer
newssay ;he may pursue his journey in security; he is in Grusia ! At the foot of the
mountain, as the poi& where all obstacles
cease, stands appropriately a simple monument to the memory of Colonel Daniloff,
who converted the tremendous gulf of the
h c ~ u into
s a .practical.de road. In order
folly to appreciake his work, one must have
seen it with one's own eyes. The Aragua
flaws here in an qposite diredon to the
Terek and we hsdl&e~.&e .left the highest point of the Caucasus. We journeyed
towards Passanaour through this beautiful
valley upon a good and even road, enfivened
by green thickets. The country between
Ananour and Duehet, through which we
passed on the following day, was rendered
highly interesting to us by thebeauty of its
ever-varying ecenery,,but still it was not to
be compared-with the valley of the Aragua,
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which would furnish an able painter with a
rich harvest of sublime ideas. ' At (Duchet .
we resided in the ancient,+ace of the Czar
Heraclino. It is a tolerably spacious building, surrounded by a high wall, but has not,
according to European notion&,the least resemblance to a palace. The building conaists
of two stories, but' is very low, and encircled
by a gdkry, into which open miserable little
chambers, like monks' cells. Other buildings :may have .formerly ornamented,.the
court ;..butit has-now a.poor appearance.-I found here the first speoimen of Grusian
architecture, if so it may be called. The
habitations are sunk in the ground and have
no roofs, so that one is perfectly unaware of
being ili a town or village until one actually
stumbles upon houses.
On the 10th of October we c o n t i d
our journey to. Tiflis by way of Mshet.
The day was fine,,and we dismounted at the
latter place, formerly the iesidence of the
Czars,. .which appesrs ,now.
to be almost inwedible. The Aragua here unites with the
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Kura, (the Cyrus of the ancients,) which
passes by Tiflis, and flows into the Caspian
Sea Neither the situation of Mahet nor
its ruins afford any indication of its ancient
greatne;s. If it be true that this city was
built by a successor of Noah, who bore that
name, it is unctoubtedly the oldest in the
world. At. present it is inhabited only by
s few hundred poor families. A beautiful
church rises within the walls, which is said
b have been formerly the palace of $ t h e
Czars. What reuhers this church remarkable
is, that it has stood during many centuries,
and yet there is not a particle of ixon about
the whole building. Almost all the churches
"in Grusis are built in a similar manner in
pure grey stone ; and even the roofs are s a
skilfully joined with .solid stone, that they.
seem to defy the effects of time. In a recess of the walls of the castle is a small
chapel, where the holy Ninon, who in the
fourth century introduced the Christian religion into Grusia, prayed for the welfare of
her nation. She is said to have been an
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interesting female, and to have won every
heart by the sweetness of her manners,
She converted the Czar Mician to Christianity, and his example was imitated by his subjects. Carrying in her hand a simple cross
of wood, tied together with her own hair,
she required no other external allurement
to make proselytes to the divine faith.
At Mshet the Ambassador crossed the
,Kura alone on horseback, in order that he
might proceed on the left bank unobsmed
t o Tiflis, with the intention of surprising
General Rtishtshef'F, who at that time re-.
sided there as comrnkder-in-chief: but the
Mission followed the great road, and about
a werst from Mshet crossed a bridge on the
Burs, stated .to have been built by Pompey.
It is singular that on any subject relating to
remote antiquity being started, men always
expect to hear or find something remarkable. I think, however, I inay safely say,
that if we had not been ,made acquainted
with the history of this bridge, we :should
have passed it without making any observ-
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ation. As it was, every body thought to
have discovered something curious about it.
Some said that the construction had all the
characber of antiquity ;--others found the,
span of the arch bold and airy ,;--the rest
observed that the moderns no longer understood these matters. One of the party remarked, that two little towers, which I d e
clare . were shaped like our Eastlandish
cheeses, were very pretty, and adapted to
their purpose ;-in short, every thing wag
admired, andthought interesting. I looked .
wound for some time, endeavouring to find
something- .remarkable also, and saw nothing but a .Russian grenadier, whb *stood
sentry on the biidge. Pompey wo~lldcertainly have considered him a very great
eurioeity
,We proceeded along the right bank of
the Kura, and teached Tiflis when it was
dark The Governor, General Stahl, had
had the attention to give up his house to
the Ambmsador, and as it was sufficiently
eapaciousj ,I had the g o d fortune to share

.
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its mrnforts. I may well say gwd f e n e ,
f o Tiflis
~
&rds but wretched quzirkm, I
was equally fortunate when the Almbassadar
subsequently took up his abode at- the house
of the oommander-in-&ef on .che-depar;
ture of General Rtishtshe. General Stahl
had the goodness to offer me an apartment
in his house, a civility which canhot be
sufficiently appreciated in a country like
this. I daily &joyed the society of my
worthy host, and heard nothing of the complaints of my less fortunate companions,
whoee lodgings were sometimes too cold,
sometimes too!damp.
i

As my sole object is to describe the impressions made on my mind by the incidents
of :my journey, it would be ridiculous to
enter into a description of Grusib .pafit
cdarly as there exiats already &'nqmber~f
very good books upon that s u b j e Every
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body knows that it lies between the Euxine
and the caspi& Seas, in the 40th degree of
north latitude. Its powerful neighbours,
the Turks and the Persians, have several
times ravaged this unfortunate country with
increased fury, on account of the Christian
religion being professed in all Georgia It
had not escaped the penetration of its rulers,
that, for that reason, they never could ex;
pect to enjoy repose, but must for ever bear
the buffet of. the adjoining states. An
alliance with the Persians entailed upon
them a war with the Turks; and when
at peace with the latter, they were plupdered by the. former. ' The country was
too weak to maintain its independence,
or even neutrality. The general poverty
and despair increased daily ; a better expedient therefore could not have been 'devised, than that of becoming a dependence
of the Russian empire ; a measure which
they-havenever repented. Notwithstanding
war, failure of harvest, the plague, and internal troubles excited by avaricious princes,
4
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tbe countky is more aauent than .it llae
been 'at any fonriet period. Property is
protected, taxation - is milder, .and bears
more equitably upon all ranks ; the prince
and the peasant are equal in the.eye of the
law ; the people bless Alegander.. Under
the Czar, every prince and every nobleman
exercised unlimited power. He plundered
and robbed his vassals, without being accountable to any authority. But that system
is now at an end, although there are .probably amorig the princes. .of the country
some who regret the loss of their unlawful
power, and dislike .the present ' order of
things. Formerly, one could not even leave
the gates of Tiflis without falling into t h e
bands of the Lesginers ; at present, there
are but few places4 throughout Grusia where
escorts are necessary. The roads were so
insecvre -that trade could not flourish, and
even the Czar plundered the merchant!
without mercy; -at present, there are very
considerable oqmmercial houses, who carry
on + great trade with Persia and Astrachan.
E
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The roads throughout' the province were

,

impracticable, and Tiflis itself wps buried in
mud. This city owes its present improved
condition to General Jermoloff. 'He has,
within a short period, built houses, paved
streets, and laid out squares, in order to
afford a free circulation of air.through the
narrow and filthy streets of the town. In
short, any one who leR Tiflis a year ago
wodd not now know it again. When the
inhabitants were at length made sensible
that it was much more agreeable to live in
houses than in mud-holes, when the novel
luxury of having w i n d m to look out of,
afforded recreation to the poor incarcerated
women, the r a p of building suddenly s p r e d
with such rapidity, that not a worlemah
eould be hund unemployed in Tifiis. The
fmmer house of the commander-in-chief, a
ridiculous mixture of Enropean and Aaiatic
architecture, has been pnlled down, and
replaced by a modern building with a fine
piazza. The hhabitants at first stared
greatly at this, but soon, nobody woddgbe
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tstisfied without a piazza. If this rage
should continus a few years, Tiflis will be Q
handsome town. The warm baths there are
excellent ; and if they were more convmiently arranged, one might feel tempted to
pass the whole day there, in imitation of the
inhabitants, who spend all Saturday in the
baths. They carry pipes, wine, cheese, and
guitars to the bathing rooms, and make
themselves exceedingly hsppy throughout
the day. The women do the same, only
thgr bestow mdre attention on their persons : they dye their hair and eyebrows
black, and their nails red. They paint their
fitces white and black, and then look like
our dolls at s Christmas puppet-show. They
walk out shrouded in black veils, and allow
but little of their person to be seen except
theip black eye-brow& which they are rather
fond of rhowhg. Formerly, when any af
the women saw a Russian coming at a dis- tance, and they could not go out of his
way on account of the narrbwness of the
streets, they used to stand with their fsces
E 2
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to the wall, until the dangerous man had
paseed'; bvt waggish officers soon taught
them to leave off this bad habit. When
they met the ladies, they used to hold their
handkerchiefs to their faces, and, like them,
t ~ ~ to
r nthe wall. Both parties then stood
in this way for sevetal minutes, laughing,
and undecided which should give way to
the other, until tired of the thing, they
bowed and went on. So far from there
being any such reserve at present on the
part of the women, there is, on the contrary,
some risk of being run over by them. The
only diversion which the men allow their
wives is that of breathing the fresh air
every Sunday and holiday on the tops of the
houses; and if several of them thus meet,
they dance together to the sound of the
tambourin. The motions of their arms are
by no means amiss, but the length of their
petticoats hides their steps. This, however, is no loss ;for, so far from being able
to dance, they can scarcely walk. The gait
of a Grusian 1ady.i~really shocking. There
,
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is another public amusement at which the
women were allowed to assist as spectators.
On all great festivals, nearly the whole population proceeded to a place out of the
gates of the town, where two parties formed
asd took up different positions. The pbject
of both was to endeavour to dislodge each
other from their respective positions. 1t is
natural that manoeuvres of this sort should
be accompanied by fighting an& throwing
stones; and they used to cut very valorously
at each other with woodin swords. Although the little children did not venture
into the midst of the fray, they threw stones
from the rear against the opposite party,
and received others in return; so that in
'the end, many were lamed, others received
contusions, and some were left disabled on
the field. However lively the feelings aE
maternal tenderness are in general, it waa a
point of honour held sacred by all the inhabitants, that no complaint ahould be
made, even in those cases that provedfatal
As these games never ended without one or
E
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two accidents of that nature, General Jermoloff found it was high time to interkre ;
and he accordingly would not allow them to
be resumed, but upon condition that na
person should dare to throw stones, or to
use any other weapon than the wooden
sword, which, although it might produce
many bruises, yet could not occasion death.
The people promised to observe this condition, but would not keep their word; for
when one of these parties saw itself on the
point of being driven from it's position, it
would in the heat of the moment use every
means within it's reach to maintain itself,
and nothing was more natural under such
circumstances than to have recourse to
atones. As there seemed to be na other
way of patting a stop to it, the games were
prohibited altogether ; and I am convinced,
that many a mother secretly blesses this
salutary measure This diversion was called
Tamaeha ; and the first noblemen of the
country not unfrequently joined in it.

.

General Jerrnoloff, having deprived the
people of this sanguinary amusement, offered
them an enkrtainme~tof a nobler descript h , which occasioned at first considerable
discontent. In the centre of the town there
was an old cemetery, vary venerable on
w o u n t of it's ancient grave-stones : it az
cupied much apace, aud was surrounded on
all sides by the filthieet lanes of the place.
The General ordered t - t the wall8 sho~dd
be pulled down, and the grave-stones returned t~ the farnilie~to which they belonged, in order that the ground might be
levelled. Beautiful fa~adeswere added to
tbe neighbring houses; and the place
would now do honour to any town in Europe. The embeIlishment which it has
undergone combines the advantage of a
mpply of pure air, The square was solemnly opened one evening with music and
fireworks, m d d l the females of the town
witnessed the festivity from the aqjoining
housea. As the commander-in-chief intends to repeat this entertainment several
E 4

times during the week, I do not doubt but
that the in habitants, who- are passionately
fond of music, will soon forget their Ta, masha The able manner in which General Jermoloff in general administers every
branch of the government confided to his
care, authorises the hope that in a few
years, Grusia will have realised the most
sanguine expectations that are entertained
of its general improvement. Circumstances
have certainly contributed to throw many
obstacles in the way of that improvement,
but it must bq allowed that little or nothing
has hitherto been done for this province.
The Emperor grants every thing that' is required, and every commander-in-chief is
investkd with almost unlimited authority.
The climate has the extraordinary attribute of a sunshine that 'scarcely ever fails.
The heat of summer is said to be intolerable, but the adjoining heights afford a cool
retreat. North winds blow continually into
the town of Tiflis and temper the burning
atmosphere, but strangers are exposed by

,
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them to the most dangerous colds. The
inhabitants are insensible to their effect,
because they have been accustomed from
their infancy to live in a continual current
of air .; and on all sides of their houses there
are doors and windows through which there
is a constant draught. Throughout the
whole winter, the siiow lay only three
weeks on the ground, and the cold never
exceeded 8" Reaumur. In February the
fields are again covered with grass, and the
almond trees are in full bloom ; rain generally comes on in March ; the hot season
follaws, and scorches all the vegetation. The
parched grass sends forth scorpions and trtrantulas. The bite of these insects is seldom mortal, and never so if the injured
part. be immediately rubbed over with oil;
but they cannot be seen cxawling on the
.walI without exciting the most painful &nsations, which are increased when they are
heard during the night buzzing round the
bed. It is dangerous on their account to
stretch oneself on the-coal refreshing g a s ,
as we love to do in our own climate: in

68
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short, they are the plague ofthe countiy.-.
The gardens here are quite irregular, and
consist chiefly of vineyards. The wine is
light, and resembles a good French vin du
payr; but it is much to be lamented that
the inhabitants will not learn to make casks,
They find it more convenient to skin a hog,
and after having rubbed the internal surface
of the hide with naphtha, to fill it with wine,
which they preserve and send away in this
manner. The naphtha communicates such
tr disagreeable h o u r to the wine, that it is
.t first disapting t6 the taste; and much
time and long habit are requisite to accustom the palate to it's use. In the province
of Racheticon, where @e best wine grows,
the inhabitants keep it in large jars, and
when tasted on the spot, it is.said to be
delightful ; but they likewise send it to
diatant parts in hogs' s k i s , called Burduks.
Fruitis very abundant; and good grapes are
to -behad nearly throughout the year.-The
system of sgridture, m d of farming in
general, m n o t hi1 ,to be .considerably im,

proved and promoted by the colony of settlers fmm Wurtemberg, who, at the instaace
of the commander-in-chief, have been encouraged to repair to this country. They
are already arrived ; houses are building for
them within a short distance from T i 3
they receive cattle, seed corn, pecuniary
assistance, in short every thing that they
want; and I shall soon have to enjoy ths
satisfaction of seeing a German peasant
carry g o d butter, cheese, and perhaps even
beer, to the TiAis market. Those good people said that there was a scarcity-of food in
Germany; that it stood written in the
Revelation of St. John, that they must wancler into another clime ; they too were membera of the ehipire, and could not bear so
much misery. Be this as it may, they are
honest, worthy people ; their conduct is
most exemplary : they acknowledge, with
gratitude, what the government have done
in their favour, and have firmly resolved to
render themselves, by diligence and qubmissioll, worthy of the proteeion which

*
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they have experienced. I am convinced
that this little colony will produce a considerable effect on the morals of the .Grusians. It would be very -desirable.
The soil is remarkably rich, and only requires to be slightly harrowed. The seed
will yield at the rate of thirty to on&
and even more; but this liberality on the
part of .nature has contributed to render
the people, to a certain dekree, indolent.
As the villages are nothing but a heap of
mole-hills, the soldiers, are ill quartered ;
their treatment, however, as far as depends
on their hosts, is very good. Nobody had
before thought of erecting barracks in
Grusia ; but the present commander-inchief has supplied this want, and endeavoured to combine, with the healthy situation - of these buildings, the advantage of
being within reach of water-mills, which
bill save to the government a considerable
annual expense, before incurred in grinding
cdm for the troops. The General was,
indkd, .obliged to begin by sanding for

.
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axes, shovels, hammers, &c. from Astrachan,
for he could not here procure any articles
of the kind. Although in'this country the
harvest be generally good, and corn is therefore in abundance, yet the government have
been hitherto obliged to d v w suppliea firom
.Astraclian, generally at an immense expense, and with great difficulty. That system is now at an end : corn is'bought upon
the spot ; and a small portion only is imported. In the month of November the
commander-in-chief visited the frontier+
and the places ef residence of the different
Chans who are tributary to Russia. It -i$
the custom among these chiefs to m a k e
considerable presents, of >whichit would be
impossible to refuse the acceptance without
giving them great offence. The General
found a means of declining the customary
,presents, without offending any of the parties : he .merely requested that no othe?
presents .might be offered to him: :than
sheep, in which the riches o f ,the: Chans
principally consist: His Excellency imine'

'
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diately transferred these animde'ta the regi-.
meits, which were thug enabled t o keep
their own cattle ; for the right of pasturage
is here in common to all, and the animala
find grass all the year round. The Chans
vied with each other in making presents
of sheep, so that the nhmber presented
amounted; at last, to more than 6000,all
distributed among the troops. Thus the
soldier has almost daily received rations of
fresh meat, without diminishing the herd,
rrs sheep multiply here very rapidly. The
aoldiers derive too an additional advantage
from the skins.
Game is remarkably plentiful in this
country. Hares, deer, wild goats, &c. are
y a y 'numerous; pheasants are found in
abundance. Among the bea~tsof prey
them is a species of the jackall, which is
cslled Tshekalka It resembles the wolf,
but is smaller, and has a much more ferociok appearance : its howl shakes the very
sod; it is, besides, very bold, and sn&ks
during the night into the camp to eterl the
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soldiers' boots. When very hungry it enters church-yards, and digs up bodies rscently buried. Hyaenas are very numerous ;
but tigers are seldom heard of, although s
singular circumstance procured us the sight
of one. The soldiers frequently go out
shooting, -- a practice which the commanders of regiments have the less hesitstion in
allowing, as the men thus become more
expert marksmen. It happened that twa
recruits, recently arrived from Russia, took
a Fancy to have a day's sport. A&er they
had been out some time, they saw a large
animal bounding towards them with great
agility.
One of their muskets missed
fire ; the other soldier had the p r e n c e .of
mind to allow the animal to approach quite
close to them, and shot it so luckily in the
forehead, that it fell dead at tbeir feet.
un&vare of the danger to which they had
been exposed, the soldiers thought only of
admiring the brilliant colours of the .kin,
and dragged home e tiger of e n o m 6
she.
I had never eeen such a beau6

*

*
1

ful skin. The worthy iecruit was not a
little surprised to hear that he had performed an act of heroism. It must have
been a tiger, driven by hunger from the
neighbourhood of Bagdad.
Not long since a small caravan, which
passed through Titlis, afforded an honourhble example of the zeal of the followers of
Mahornet. The Caucasus contains a great
number of small tribes, chiefly speaking
different languages, and which are said to
be the parent stock of European nations
Amoag these tribes there is one called Nagaiees, from amongst whom a party of about ,
fifkymen almost eveqy year set out on a pilgrimage,through the deserts of Afiica, to the
tomb of Mahomet at Mecca Having no
geographical knowledge, .it may easily ' be
supposed that they do not always pursue
the shortest road, and yet they generally
reach their destination in about one hund
dred and fifty days. These people carry
with them the whole of their little property,
ahd it is to them a source of heavenly s p
'
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tisfaction. to present it .to the *iests at
Mecca ; who, in return, reward them with
white handkerchiefs, which every person
who has visited the tomb afterwards wears
round his head. They set a great value-on
these handkerchiefs, which they call adgi,
I had some curiosity to enter into conversation with one of these men ; but he knew
nothing of the way by which he had gone,
n o r ' h d any thing occurred to him which
he conceived worthy of observation : all
that I could learn was, that the heat is there
so great, that in order to roast a piece of
meat-it is only necessary to' place it on a
stone, exposed to the rays of the sun.
All the members of .the Embassy gradually assembled at Tiflis, knd we passed
our time in a pleasant manner. On New
Year's day the Ambassador was agreeably
surpriged by a play, which was ably performed by some gentlemen of his suita
Several ~ r u s i a n i , who had. never before'
witnessed a n y thing of the kind, laughed
greatly at first ; but they ~oofiyawned, and
F
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at la&. fell asleep. To complete the mumeration of our fashionable qmusements I[
should add, that the same gentlemen gave
a concert a few d g s after, at which we had
tbe satisfaction of henring a piano-forte
from St. Petersburgh, that had traversed
without injury the destructive roads af the
Caucasus.
With a vievt to inform the Persian government of our arrival, the Cohcillor
Masarowitsh, and M, de Ricard, were disl
ptcbed to Teheran ; but our departure war
skill delayed, on account of the Ambassa+
dor's indisposition, until the 17th of April,
1817, on which day we left Tiflis.
It will, perliaps, be agreeable to the relatives and connections of the ge~tlemenwrho
accompanied the Embassy to Persia to
be presented with a list of its members.
Another motive, too, induces me to cornmunicate this document to the pukdic. The
journals of Hamburgh asserted some time
sin& that the suite of Gene~JJerm~lnff
mas ,mody campwed of French oscers ;
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nay, they even had the audacity to mention
these by same. But, on the part of the Mission, I may state what the list will prove,
that w e had not even a French cook.
LIST OF THE EMBASSY.
Lieutena*Generrd
JERMOLOBF,
Ambedsador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary, Knight of the O r k
of St. Alexander-Newsky, of the first cl~ds,and of St.
Ann, of the first class; of the Order of Military Merit
of Badw ; of th& R d Eagle, of the first clans ; of 'the
S i n and Lion of Persia, of the first class; of St. George
and St, Wladimir, of the second c l w ; and of Maria
~ h h e s of
a Austria, of the third class.
MM. NEGRIand SOKOLOFF,Privy Councillola,
Councitlom of Ernbsssy.
Colonel J E R M O L
Mamba1
O ~ ~ ,of the Embissy.
Conncil!ar K U D A B M ~ PSecrebuy
F,
of the Em-.
Councillor RICBLEBBKII,
Corurniesery tm the. E m b y .
Councillor MMAROWITSH,
attached to the Embassy.
Major KEAUSE,Tteaeurer of the Embnsay.
Dr. MULLER,Phjsician to the Embassy.
M, de RICARD,
M.de B o n o s ~ ~ a , Diplomatists attached to the
M. de JAXZOFF,
&bq.
Baron . K o n a ~ ,
Prince-B ~ ~ o w r m darid
, Prince B B ~ TCapbins
UT#~
F 2
'
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on 'the Staff; ~ieutenantPOPOFF, knd ~ieuteriaantthe
Aides-de-camp to the Ambassador.
Courit SAMOILOFF,
T o the suite of the ~ r n b a s belonged
s~
Colonel IWAxuoap; -Captains MUXUWIEFFand KOTZEBUE
; Lieutenants RENNENKAMPFF,
BABAHIKIN,
and S H E R B I Ni~ N
Ensigns WOJEIKOFF
and LATSHINOFF.
Lieutenant FXDO~OFF,
Superintendant of Police to
the Embassy; M. MASHKOFF,
of the Academy, Painter
to i h e Embassy ; Lieutenants STABOUSH
arid MATWEJEPF, Field-jigers; a Kabardin Prince, with eight folApothecary to the
lowers ; M. AUFMOHD,
A Gnfessor.
.
Lieutenants NASAROFF, SHEMIRKA, MADATOFF,
MESRIRIKOFF,
and LEONIDSEFF,
Interpreters to the
Embassy ; Mr. Secretary PARISHKY,
M i t r e de Chapelle; the Titulary Councillor LETASHINSKOY,'
attached to the Court Cabinet; twelve Attendants, five
Cooks, twenty-four Gtenadiers, twenty-five regular Cossncks, and twenty irregulars ; thirty Musicians, and the
Domeitics of the Gentlemen of the Embassy: maklng
a total of about three hundred persons.

niba ass^.

After having partaken of a splendid farewell dinner at Major-General Prince Kutusoff s, and proceeded to church to implore
the Divine blessing qn our journey, the embassy left Tiflis in the afternoon of the 1'7th
of April,' amidst the iinging of bells, and
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accompanied by the whole
of
the town. Dr. Miiller, who had resided
several years in Grusia, and had seen many
a friend fall a victim to the plague, which
he had only miraculously escaped himself,
proposed to me to take s shorter riad to'.
Kodi; which, although it would lead us
over a mountain difficult of access,yet would
save us fifteen wersts. -Dr. Pribel, and our
worthy apothecary, Williams, accompanied
us. We were repaid for the trouble of
ascending the mountain by a fine view of
the chain of the Caucasus, and the silvery
course of the ICura In the evening we
arrived at our first halting place, Kodi, accompanied by Generals Stahl and .Kutusoff,
and several Grusian - princes. The mmmencement of our journey was not altogether inviting ; the kitchen arrived late,
and we slept under the canopy of heaven.
The ruins of Saganlug lie on the direct
road from Tiflis, and are seen from Kodi.
Saganlug is now inhabited by scorpions
and tarantulas, and consists, like ' ~ o d i ,
F
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of a -few miserable mud hovels, which ber
1ong.b the Prince Arbelianoff! The Empress Catherine was graciously pleased to
confer the title of prince upon every noble
of.the country ; and the consequenoe &is,
that there are almost as many princes as
peasants. Had the .Empress,been aware of
their number, and left them only the original
title, as ;expressed by the dialect of the
country, Russia wouldbe encumbered w.ith
a fewthousand princes the lees. .
. :
..
.. April the 18th, 1817. -With
the exception of the Ambassador, who occasionalLy
travelled in a small vehicle, on account of
his wounded .foot, nobody was allowed .to
take a carriage, for .it was pot precisely
known whether the ivads in Persia would
admit of this mode of travelling : when we
afierwards convinced ourselves of .their
being passable to' carriages; it was- too late
to correct our error. This day's march was
to Emir-Aivasli, situated on the river Hram.
An oppressive sun, and swarms af insects,
greeted us in the morning. In the middle
.

,
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of this day'e jorirney we crossed the river
Alget, by a stone bridge, ofigreat antiquity.
The inhabitants neither know when nor by
whom it was built; it was, probably, constructed by the Romans, during some p e
r i d of their extended conquests. The
Bartshalinish mountains lay before us, covered with snow ; on the right, a castle of
considerable magnitude, named Kokagivi,
where the air is said 'to be so unhealthy,
that both man and beast #fallvictims to its
baneful influence. The passage of the
Hram is not altogether fiee from danger;
the water reached to the bellies of the
h e s ; and it waa found necessary to b
tion a aurnber of men across the ford, to
m i s t us over, as a-stepon either side would
have been attended with fatal consequences.
Thank Heaven, no accident occurred ; and
we reached the encampment that was prepared for us. It consisted of Tartar cabins,
which are semi-globular baskets, having a
a d 1 opening in front, and covered with
matting, ;to protect them from rain. Even
F
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if a village-had been close to us;we should)
bave preferred :to sleep' ib one of these
kibitkasi as they. are. called, .rather than in the execrably filthy hovses - of the Tartars.
While we were a t dinner, encamped under.
the shade of a tree, an inquisitive' Taitir
came to us, d t h a curious monkey, which
performed the usual common tricks, but
which, from its long grey hair and bare
rump, kppeared to Ime to be of a rare
species. .
.
T h e 19th.
~ e n e r a.lStahl, the Civil
Governor of Gruuia, and General Kutusoff,
who, together with several Grusian princes,
had accompanied us thus far, left us, to.return to Tiflis. Several villages, .and ruins
of ancient castles, embellished the fine
views of this.day's march. The road wanders through pleas& thickets, and leads.us
.to a plain, skirted by a wood,',where the
- Grusian army i s encamped during summer.
to avoid the burning heat of Tiflis:. We
also pitched. cur tepts ih the, shade, near a
,murmuring stream ;.and in the mean -while

-
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the kitchen was laid out, .and dinner 'was
soon served. From this place the Country
became still more romantic : a road, leading to the copper mines, branches on
the left, to shady mountains. We proceeded straight onwards t o the b i d g e of
Achkorpi, at the 'foot of the mountain of
Achsebejuk, where our kibitkas were. arranged for . our reception. 1,ofI.y trees,
throwing around an awful' darkness, echoed
back our voices, which re-echoed in multiplied reverberations throughout the valley.
The 20th. - If the fine views, which we
saw yesterday, were calculated to inspire
-us with the highest delight, nature b d a y
,8186 presented to u s sdme of her most.ma.gical productions. On 1eaving the encanipment, the road gradually wound itself up
..the great mountain of Achsebejuk. . The
,thickness of the forest at first anfines the
.eye to the objects that . are immediately
-,withinitit rarie;e; but the sombre hue clegrs
.:upby. degrees,
.
and we enter a good b m d

.
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road, skirting s picturesque precipice, that
e x p ~ d into
s numerous valleys. Continuing
to proceed thus for a while, we arrive at an
avenue, beautifully formed by nature, ending on the summit of a height, from whence
we could distinguish the mountains of Tidis,
the Caucasus, and all the places where 'we
h d previously pitched our tents. Numerous rivers wind in different directions,
and then vanish in the boundless blue horison. The Ambassador observed truly :-We see a great extent of couhtry, and yet
it is nothing in comparison with the stupendous empire ruled by one mun." The
idea is truly great; and, in after ages,
the existence of such an immense power
will, perhaps, be looked upon as fabulouh
We bade farewell to the Caucasus, the partition wall of our country, and l d t this heavenly plak with feelings of regret. The
road wanders through thickets, along ti
beautiful ridge of the #mountain. At -last
we reached its highest summit : the f o r m
hare became thinner, and eoon disapp.eared
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altogether. Two mountains of granite suddenly rise in the way, leaving only a narrow
passage, through which blows a c o n t i n d
and dreadful wind. The mountain itself
has derived ita name from this entrance to
the abode of Satan,-Achsebejuk, signifying,
in the Tartar language, great mouth. Trrcvellers should, however, take care how they
make-mouths here ; the wind has such
power, that men and horses can scarcely
stagger through the passage. I never .experienced m more violent gale, except i n
the sea of Japan, where we had a hurricane
that snapped the rigging of' our ship. In
coming out of this way, the road descenda
very steep into the valley. The countPy.is
naked, very cold, and our nightquarters
are bad.
The &I&.-- Our way took us through .a'
beautiful and extensive valley to the river
Kame*,
which has a terrific appearance.
Ita banks are lined by dark brown rocks bf
granite, rising perpendicularly toatheheight
of -fortyfathoms. The dacent to therbrklge

'

is by a steep passage, encumbered with
great masses of stone, so that it was found
necessary to carry every article of our bag'gage; a manual operation which consumed
faur hours. This passage has been burst
open by means of gunpowder. It has required much exertion to bring it even inw
its present condition, and any further improvement would be attended with great expense. A striking contrast to these rocks,
which seein to defy the ravages of time, isafforded by the adjoining ruins of Lori, the
ancient capital of Armenia minor, which
fdrmerly contained six thousand ' hquses,
gave an asylum to kings, and is said to have
stood .out during a' siege of' seven years.
Thirty houses only now remain. In general
there are numerous relics of Armenian
'greatness still extant : the nation 'has been
scattered over the world ; and its remains
have united, themselves to the Grusians,
'who treat them unmercifully. The situa.tion of the'country, and the differknt dirwtions of the -chains 'of mountains, produce
f
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such local varieties of climate in - Grusia,
that it is not impossible to enjoy in one
daj' the four seasons of the year. At night
we were exposed to the cold of winter, travelled during the day in the warmth of
summer, and met with the animating freshness of spring on reaching the foot of the
mountain of Besabdal. .
The 22d.-The road leads up the mountain. Below we left blooming trees, warbling birds, and verdant fields ; but on approaching the summit nature gradually dies
away, the trees are naked, the grass is yetlow': patches of snow here and' there cover
the ground, and a piercing wind makes us
shiver with cold. Thank Heaven we reach
the summit, and are glad to desced, even by
a dangerous path of &era1 wersts, frequent
ly crossing a rivulet. After travelling thus
for an hour, we throw off our clokes, spring
returns, and fragrant breezes greet us as wk
proceed. The river Bambak and its bridge
soon become visible, and at a distance, the
church of the little town of Karaklissa, sur-

.
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rquded by momtaius, cb~erqd.with loRy
fir trees. .This town derived its name from
Kara (black), and Klissa (church). The
&urch is still extank
Although this place lies *inlat. 40e,the. climateis the same ae that ofmeridional Rusaia
It id celebrated for its fine, trouts, and its
honey. The troops have contrived to quarter themgehes here so comfort&lg, that one
forges that it is a Tartar town. The aocornmodationwhich we enjoyed, rather than
the' fatigues of our journey, induced tbe
A m b ~ s a d o rto rest here two days ; for we
could not expect to find similar quarters
either in- Grunia or in Persia.
The 25th.-After having recruited oursalves at Kamklissa, w e matched on to the
Armenian village of Bekanti. And be* 1
&ould mention that a direct and nearer
road runs across the mouatains to Erivanl;
but as these were covered with much m w ,
and as no village is to.be met with cEu~i~g
a
journey,of threedays, the Arn&mwmdor~p ~ e
fared the longer but brod t h h h
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Gumri. 0i leaving: Ksraklissa, it ranges
among thickets along the river Barnbak,
which it crosses several times. About mid4
m y there is a large.cave, which frequently
affords abelter for the night to traveilers,
and even herds of cattle. The river, flows
near its entrance with ti loud nohe, which is awfully re-echoed in the cavern. How
indeed should this spot be atherwise t h
awful ! Traveller, arrest thy progress,. and
uncover thyself with reverence ! Pam ngt
unheeded tbe simple tomb of marble which
records the name of a hero, w h m exploite
have ensured imlnortality to his m m r y !
Yonder white cross marks the spot where
his remaim are interred.
-In the year 1805, during the war between
Bus& and Persia, the commander-inTcbief
of Grusia, Prince Sizisnog who w a
trea&erousIy asspssinated by the Persians,
arm besieging*the fortress of Erivan, the
numbers of whose garrison equded those
of the Russirn.winy. The Persiaag, kd.m
in pe&m by the bRjl to .the throne, . m e to
#
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the relief of the place, and by a rapid move
merit surrounding the . position of the:
Russians, besieged them in their turn., he.
situation of the latter was perhaps more cri-- ticalm:thao
that of Prince Eugene, under the,
walls of Belgrade. Sizianoff made the ne- .
ckistiry dispositions to defend himself: the
Persians could make no impression on him,
and h e did not even alter his plan of attack.:
At last,. however,he began to suffer from a
scarcity of provisions ; and it became neceg
iaiy to draw supplies from Karaklissa, which,
although at the distance of 160 wersts, was
his nearest depet., As his whole army con-sisted only of a few tbousand men, he could
not weaken it by detaching a large body.
H e -. therefore selected the - brave Colonel
Mdntrbsor, and gave him two hundred
grenadiers and a field-piece, kith orders to
fight his way to Karaklissa, and return to
the army with provisions and reinforce;
merits. Montresor passed the Persian line
during the. night, and by dawri of' day.hid
considerably got the start ef the enemy j
'
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and .although he was pursued by a strong
body of Persians, amounting to smeraZ.,thousand men, yet h e ' retreated with so much
ability, that ' he repelled their attacks'
throughout the whole of that day. In the
night he gained a small height, which he
speedily intrenched 'with stones, so ai t o
s&ure the position 'against surprise. Early
on the following morning he fbught his way
through the Persians whd had already surrounded .him; and continued to effect his're. ..
treat ; but on account of the continual skirmishing, hk found it im@ossibleto get b e
yond this unlucky - cave. It was eveqing
when.he posted himself.here,' and he learned that. his men had only one round 'of
ammunition left.. To.add to his misfortunes,
a Tartar deserted to the Persians in the
night, and acquainted them with his desperate situation. The Persians, informed
that they had only one dischaige of musketry to receive, 'overwhelmed the little
band'of h e m s .on'-all sides, and. soon cut
them "down. In the mean time; the .firing
'
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had been hesd at Karaklissa, and a Wf of
troops was dispatched to the assibtance of
their countrymen,-but they arrived too la&.
Thus fell Montresor, with the laurels of
victory almost within his grasp ! His own
modest tomb is encirded by the graves of
his brave companions in arms.
In the wars with the Persians most hereic
exploits have been pedkned, which add
lustre to the Russian name ; tlnd I know ndf
why they should haye been hitherto cane
cealed from the world, while in every other
country they would have been retailed, a i d
dwelled upon to disgusting exceas, by every
newspaper. I esteem myself fortunate in
being the first to record two heroic acts,
which are confirmed by the teatimany of
the whole Grusian army, and the authors
of which are still dive.
In the year 1805, Major (now MajorGeberal) Llsanewitsh commanded a d e
tachrnent of two hundred men and one gun.
Attacked by an advanced body of ten thousand >Persiansunder & command of Per-
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ouli-Chain, he maintained himself for several
hours on the Araxes ; and keeping up a runnidg fight during his retreat, safely reached the fortress of Shushain the evening.
The Persians-still call him ~ e ~ i . ~ a the
jor,
mad Major.
Another more desperate exploit was
performed during the same year. Colonel
Karegin cdmmanded a detachment of s'ix
hundred men with a field piece, and Major
Kotl&ef$ky was serving under his command. 1 am stating the facts as they were
related to me by men ~f unquestionable
veracity, and therefore T. cannot do otherwise than ascribe the merit of this action
exclusively to Major (now Major-General)
Kotlerefsky, although he acted under Colond Karegin's orders. This detachmen t
was attacked by thirty thousand men, commanded by the heir to the throne, ~ b b a s ,
Mirza, in persop. They fought during three
days in the church-yard of the 'village of
Askeran, deriving some protection from the
tombs and high grave-stones. They had
'
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,water, and were obliged to ,fightnightly
for . a supply. During the: third night,
Coloqel Karegin, leaving behind a drummer and a few senfries,,with orders to- &urn
w d ,give the challenge . the whole. night,
effected the retreat of, his detachment unobserved by the enemy ; and.after a fopxi
march,, took ' by a .coup de main the fortress
of Shachbula'ch, in possession of which he
set the whole Persian army at defiance.
At dawn.of day the brave drummer and
his comrades were cut to pieces.* To
crown. this epterprise, General Sihanoff,
* The narrative of this military exploit does not explain
the particular share which Major Kotleretiky had in it.
Perhaps however the gallant author leaves it to be understood, that it waq the Major who planned the enterprise,
while the Colonel simply directed it's execution..-In
this case, his praise of Kotlerefsky has not been measured
by the respect which every soldier owes to the severe
btlt necessary rules of nnilitarysubordination. Allowing
that the Major advised the enterprise, &ill C d o ~ l
wegin was the responsible officer, alone a
m
to his sovereign for the safety of the troops oonfi
his care ;and as it cannot be denied that he done would
have incurred the blame attendant upon the fdure of a
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with twelve hundred .men and a few guns,
mar&edagainst Abbas Mirza, and totally d e
fe8ted him. . The kihg, who was on this side
of the Araxes, at the head of a large army,
retreatedacross the river with the utmost precipitation, and even destroyed the beautiful
bridge of Huderapin, which still lies in ruina
In Persia, the name of SizianofFis still used
as the talisman of terror to children ! It
should, however, be remembered that the
Persians had, properly speaking, no artillery
at that period : they generally used small
swivels, which were fixed on camels.
AAer having rested a while at the cave of
the unfortunate Montresor, we continuedour
march, and having pawed through the village
of Amamli reached Bekanti in the evening,
in the midst ofa shower of rain. Here, too,
upon an adjoining height, we saw amiserable
fort, in which one hundred and fifty men
with only one gun defended themselved
rash enterprise, it seems singular that the author ehonld
s t u d i o q l ~ascribe to the subordinate officer the whole
..
merit of it's successful result.-Bat~slator.
G
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againstpadivision of the enkmy six thousand
men strong, who not orily could n6t injjure
tbe fort, but could not even annoy the-inhabitants, who together with thkiir cattle had
taken refuge under it's walls. Notwith*
standing it continued to rain, we preferred
encamping ifi the open field, to sleeping id
the mud hovels of the place, where we
ghould hhvevbeeneaten up by vermin.
,
The Beth,--A bleak and dreary valley
leads to the fortress,of Gumri, where the
limits of the three countries of Russia,
Turkey, and Persia join.. From Karaklissa
we saw ng mqre trees, the want of which
produces a tiresome sameness. From the
road. I observed the peasantry working
in, the fields: their ploughs are drawn
with great .difficulty by ten oxen, .the
grpund here being hard While at their
work, theysing in a.style of the'rnostdiscordant harshness. Instead of harrowing in the
mode practised in our own country, they
merely drag over the ground a large branch
of a tree, upon which a whole family is fre*
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queatly seen sitting at a time.-The
Ambassador's indisposition, and the badness of
the roads, have detained us here thr&
days. It snows continually. The thermodeter is f above the freezing point, and I:
am told that in a few, days there will be an
i n c r k e of 2 9 oof temperature. The dwell-.
ing-houses of the inhabitants are wretched : they have converted the remains of an
old church into a hay-shed. The climate
is said to be healthier than that of any
other place in Grusia. I have no wish to
dispute the fact; but we were very glad to be
saved the trouble of ascertaining it's corred-;
ness from any further personal experience.
The 29th.-We proceeded on our journey
this day with very favourable weather. The
road tbllows the course of the river Apartshaib- On the leR lay the high. ~ o u n t a i nof
Alages, at the foot of which we perceived,
in the distance, another pointed mountain,
behind which the snowy summit of the
celebrated Mount Ararat greeted us awhile,
and then immediately disappeared - The:
,
0 4
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weather was very warm. At mid-way we
halted, and pitched our tents on the banks
of the river. Here the Kabardin prince
shot a -pelican, of enormous size. From
carelessness in the first instance, and afterwards from wantonness, we set fire to the
grass, which is never cut here; the whole
field was soon in f l a m ~ qand the smoke:
compelled us to shift our quarters. This is
frequently done designedly in this country,
as the grass grows much finer afterwards.
Early in the afternoon we reached the
quarters that had been prepared \for us at
the caravansaray of Shirpulu. Caravwsarays are buildings which were formerly
erected for the accommodation of trav*lling merchants : they are so capacious, that
whole caravans, together with their horses
and all their equiprnents, fiqd shelter within
their walls. They are all built of solid
stone, and the architecture of many is of a
handsome style. The caravansaray of Shirpulu is so old, thst it is no longer remembered when it was built. Nor is it known
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to what period should be assigned the date
of the construction of the adjoi'ning wonderful bridge, which expands in one arch over
the Apartshai, whose banks rise here perpendicularly to the height of twenty..fs
thoms. Unfortunately an earthquake has
thrown down the centre of the arch, Ad
the two mutilated ends. are all that. remain
of' it ; but these fully show, that the arch
must have been very high. In an adjoining church-yard we found gravesstones, the
inscriptioris on which referred back to more
than ten centuries, and' proved that '.the
place must have been inhabited by Arme'ni~ u r i n gthe night we dug u p - a
storre, upon which the name of Alexander
was inscribed. Skulls and bones, of very
Iaige . dimensions,. were found, which had
remained undisturbed above a thousand .
years. At ten wersts from this place lie the ruins of the city of Anna, the ancient
eapital'of ~ r m e n i amajor, o n e the reddence of a brilliant court. The sovereigns
'of Greece often resided
.. here ; and the fate'
'

'
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of whole nations has not unfrequently been
decided within 'its walls ! Now, only ten
h i l i e s live there, although its circumfe-,
rence .exceeds eight wersts. Here and
there h e n remains of its walls are fouqd:
the ruins of numerous churches, and the
vestiges of palaces, are still seen. Earthq&.
have completed the work of d e s t r u ~
tiomhegun by the Persians.-Towards
the
evening we received the visit of, a Turkish
ofEker, who was sent by the Pashaw Ali, '
h m : the .town of Kars, to compliment the
Ambassador,. and express his wishes that
we. wight have , a fortunate journey. As
this Pashaw exercises the chief command of
the - h n t i e rprovinces, and, unlike his prm
decesaors,. enfbroes the strict maintenance
of order, his officer was received by the
Amb(~8sadorwith great distinction, and dia;
misaed - with a mstly .present. Tormarrow
we ,entet the Persian territory. An offieem
has. already been here, to ascertain prei
chr$y. the..number of persow and homes,

in

ordet : to; wake. 'preparations

cordingly.

fbr us

sb,

The 3 W ,-We

left the river Apartshai
far on our right : the road leads through a
de&te country. This is the Persian front;ier. On our way we met AskeoChan,
formerly ambassador at Paris, ammpanied
by eeveral ,thousand horsemen, who came
to welcome the Ambassad~rin the name of
the King, and at the same time to announce
that he was appointed memandar to the
Embassy. A memandar is a functionary
charged to. receive an embassy, or a person
of distipction, and to provide for their.
maintenance, and wants. The Persian
government could, certainly, not show a
greater mark of civility than that of appointing to the Russian Embassy a meman,
dar who .bad himself filled the station of
ambassador plenip~te~tiarFAsker,&
is a map advaced in years: he long ago
held the chief command of the Persian
He had been well received at Paris
' army.
by Napbleon. He speaks a h v words of
French, The Ambassador, out .of respect
for. jke advanced age. and.hgh. atstiona
,
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which Asker-Chan had filled, treated him
withmarked attention during -thewhole period of our stay in Persia ;and would never
consent that the Chan should exercise all
those duties which are among the functions'
of a memandar. Those minor offices -were
performed by his nephew, war-AIibek,
who had accompanied him to Paris, and
who spoke a little more of the F~enchlanw e . Najar-Alibek won the affectionate
regard of every member of the Embassy
by his civility ; and atill more, by his unk
form .candour and.sincerity : qualities which
are truly rare among the Persians.
AAer'the ceremony of mutually complimenting each other had been gone through,
Asker-Chan's cavalry formed s circle round
us, and we marched on. As we proceeded,
thePersians pertbrmed, according to custom,
various evolutions of cavalry; which' consistr
ed in skirmishing, pursuing, and atwking
each other .with the lance, and similar ma'noeuvres, which,.however, were not meant to
divert us, but were inended ss &stingui8hed
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1~0noura.~
In this manner we at last reticked
Taline, where the finest prdspect opened to.
our view. The &in
of the province oT
Erivan lay extended before us, bounded by
the river Araxes: the two mountains of
Ararat rose in the blue horizon, in colos&l
majesty. Youthful impressions ever exercise a lively influence on the imsgimtion :
the sight of Mount Ararat instantly recaUed
to .our minds the history of Noah's i)rk
resting on its summit, and of the aniinals
The same custom exists in Morocco. Someyearsa p ;
a British ambassador to the Emperor of Morocco was received, on his p r o p to the imperial residence, with honours sinlilar to those described by the author. On the
bonndary of every province the whole-cavalry of the digtrict was drawn out-to receive His Excellency, who had
re#eatedly to undergo, under aburnings~in,the task ofappearing delighted with these irksome and even dangerous
honours; for it seems that in Morocco the master of the
ceremonies will not be satisfied with any thing short of the
m k s d'hnneur ; and that lies in the excess of skill 'on
the part of the horsemen, which consists in galloping up
dose to the ambassadorial cavalcade, and stunning their
-by the discharge of pistols, aooom'panied by their
own hrbarous yells. ~2i.anslator.

-
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walking forth in couples from this very
point, to distribute themselves over the
earth. With what fer~ourmust he have
retuSned thanks to God for his wodderful
preservation, when he descended from this
high mountain into the plain where he was
to settle ! A spot is still shown, where
Noah is said to have plafited the first 'vine.
Times have altogether changed : afier many
fruitless attempts, it has been foufid $im~bssibleto ascend more than half ,way
the mountain : it is there covered with
eternal snow, and tarpers.into the form o$ a
sugar-loaf. Onlthe summit there is a spot,
which is said never to be covered with
snow : some pious Christians maintain that
it is the ark itself; others, less devout, at+
sert that it is only the place on which the
ark rested. We found Persian,tents pitched
at Taline; one of which was pec~zliarly
splendid, and laid outs with carpets. Re;
freshments were offered to the Ambassador
and the mission assembled under its roof.
These consisted of s quantity of ' u n p l a t e
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kMe cohfedionary, and sherbet, a bevemge
composed of water, sugar, and acid; which;
although it has not a bad tdte, parti~ukrlY
,in warm weather, when it is iced, yet kmnot
be compared to European lemonade. . After
miny compliments on both 'sides our.memandar wished us good night, and we slept
for the first time on Persian ground. Tal'me
is a Tartar village, with a d e built a .t+
sand years ago, 'whichhas the following
aingular inscription on its wall : cc .An
unhappy father bequwhs this castle, as his
favourite residence, to his happy son."
.
'

-

'

The 1st of May. -The weather. was perceptibly warmer during the night than .it
had hitherto been. This day's march will
.take us into the plain. The Cossack Ga
her81 Sisajetf, and several other officers who
h$ .accompanied us thus far, returned .to
Gum$ .and we proceeded without. their
protection on our journey. ' The .day was
hot ; and the groudd. k i n g stany,
'our march, for several hours, was very

.
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troublesome. Some' great convulsions ' of
nature must have formerly taken place
here ;,for, as far as the eye can reach, the
ground is so thickly strewed with large and small stones, that a horse has 'difficulty in
crossmg it. This dreary sight vanished,after
some ,time ; and -the plain of Erivan, together with ,Mount Ararat, offered themselves to our view with'increasing i n t e k t ;
But how shall I describe the pleasing emoti6newhich rose within us,'oti suddenlnij. discbirering, after 'a fatiguing journey in the
land of the Moslems, the towers and walls
of a splendid donvent ! It is the celebrated
Jatshmiasin, the residence of the Armenian patriarchs, -a 'defenceless lamb among
wolves. This sacred abode has, during
ttielrist fihn'hundred years; bid defiance
to war, - and its destructive konsequences ;
nothing could shake it, nor, during this long
period, divert its inhabitants for a single
day from the pious occupation of prayer.
The venerable patriarch Efremkam, sur-rounded ,by' the prie6thood, advan& i n
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Rerson to meet the Ambassador, and taking'
his Excellency bi the hand, led him, amidst
thk ringing of bells, and the acclamations
of the Armenian people colleked from the
neighbou&oo& to the residence which had
been .prepared for him.
We were all conducted to' neat and clean
apartments, such as we had long been deprived of, and shall not again meet with
during the whole jburney. At a splendid
supper such wine was placed before us, as
fully convinced 'me that old
Noah
- father
.
must have planted the first vineyard here.
We learned kith delight, that we were to
r k a i n a day at thisrplace.
The convent of ~atshmiasin, which, in
'the Armenian language, signifies 4 Descent
of the Son of God," is a splendid edifice.
It *consists of several courts, which are
paved with flag-stones, and planted ' with
handsome trees ; and in some of i h i c h
are basins of water, and ibunkiris, sff&ding cool and agreeable qalks. during
:thi? heat of the wekth'er.' '-The'
dtyle of its
r

H
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amhiteckure is half European and half
Asiatic ;but it is good, and adapted to purposes of utility. The old church, in the
, centre of the convent, which has stood
daring fifteen hundred years, is of rare and
beautiful architecture, combining grans
by St.
deur with simplicity. It w ~ built
Gregorius, the founder of the convent,
on the spot where he witnessed the
descent of the Holy Ghost. H e is wid
to have several times attempted to ascend
Mount Ararat, with a view to obtain a
fragment of Noah's ark, but in vain ; at
last the Almighty conveyed to him, in a
.dream, the object of his desire, which is
atill preserved ! Immense treasures have
been collected here, from various parts of
thq w d ; fix it i s only at this place that
an Armenian can pwcbaae the holy oinb
anent, as the. patriarch in person, together
with twelve bishops, must be pre8errt at it?
preparation, m d i t is in this qnvent alone,
.which contirind,three hundred priests, that
that numb& .of digslt.r@s can be found
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collected together. Tbe vil1ages belonging
to Jatshmiasin raret deserving of hotice,
from their affluence. Indeed there wauld
1' since have been a flourishing t
m
here, if the Persian government had not
pkrrnitted the governor of the province of
Erivan to plunder the convent at ,his pleasure. I feel convinced that the King, who
has rr .great and honourable mind, is igmrant of the conduct of this monster, or he
would, before now, b e fieed the poor inhabitants of the district from Ms capricious
tyranny. This satrap has, during his q p
trernment, amassed enormous wealth, which
he is now b o dld to enjoy. H e still, howwer, wdnues to plunder the people frxm
habit, and the convent fiom r e d heartfglt
satisktion ! H e carries the system so far,
that he compejs,the convent to pay a l a r e
sum, whenever he hears that a Christian
traveller has passed the night there ! What
mnet not these peopIe have mffmed, on
account of their hospitality to us ! He is
Flot ashamed to say, These dogs st JatshH 2
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mikin are glad when they can entertain a
new Christian comer; they have the pleasure ; I will 'have the money !" When he
is.at a ,loss to find .a pretext for his almost
daily. exactions, he arranges a hunting party
from.Erivan, 'and visits the convent on his
way. This honour must be dearly- paid
for. Many of his.favourites, who can pmcure.
. . wine .no where .else, establish themselves there for seeks ,together, in order
that..they. may riot in drunkenness,.which
their religion expressly. forbids. I f .every
wlrpt be not provided for, they threaten t o
make fplse reports to the governor, who, of
course, would immediately levy pecuniary
contributions ! Thus t h e sanctuary of Armeniau Christendom is continually exposed
to the tyrannid exactions of a contemptible
man, who is, a t the same 'time, the. most
notorious drunkard in the p&vince. T h e
poor patriarch is much grieved to see the
donations of pious Christians
.
daily squandered away on such unwarthy purpossn It
hss been already found. necessary to ep.

.
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croach upon the ancient funds of the convent, to meet the current expenditure ;' but
all its members are resolved to suffer with
patience, and never, even if their resources
should'become exhausted, to abandon this
sacred a w e , whilst God grants them
stiength and fortitude. It was from a &nsideration of these ci.rcumstances, that 'on
the return of the .Embassy General*Jermb
loff decided to take another road, and not
revisit Jsitshmiasin.
The-second day of our stay here, divines e ~ j c 'was
e
performed out of compliinent
to bs : the patriarch, who' was present on
the occasion, made a very appropriate
speixh ; and the ecclesiastics wept aloud
for joy, to see amongst them 'so many
brethren. of their faith. We were all greatdy
affected ; and the venerable patriarch was ,
himself ao much moved, that he- could
scarcely fini~hhis address. The whole concluded with a prayer, in which the h a m a
'of Alexander and F*t-Ali-Shah (the King
of Persia) sounded rather singularly toge'
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ther. When the service was over, we kissed
the hands of St. Gregorius and Jacob ; also
the spear which had pierced the body of our
Saviour. Annexed to -these sacred relics
there was suspended, by a golden chain, a
fragment of Noah's ark, of which small
pieces could formerly be purchased, an indulgence which has n m become a matter
of great difficulty. The holy spear, of
which the patriarch presented us all with
impressions in wax, as tokens 'of rethembrink, has been frequently carried 'to
Grusia during the plague, where, of course,
it performed mirades. On leaving the
church, we were all presented, individually,
to the patrirrrch, and permitted t o kiss
hands. A grand dinnet f3>liowetl,at.udhich
he was not present. Our band of music
played : Christiha and Moslems listened
with delight, and every one was much
pleased. We all remember -with gratitude
our reception at Jatshmiasin.
The Bd of May. With the blessihg of
the,
we left the convent in the
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afternoon, the bells tolling dulefully. On
the road between Jatshmiasin and ErivanA,
Hassan-Chan, brother to the commander of
the province, advanced at the head of k u r .
thousand cavalry, to meet the Ambassador.
The greater part of the troops consisted of
Butdins, who are known to be a very brave
people, serving in Persian pay. The Gen e d galloped up and down the front of the
line. It was a singular sight. The horsea
were fine, and even richly equipped. The .
men, particularly the Kurdins, looked at a
distance' like disorderly old women : they
stoop very much when on horseback; are
covered with a quantity of silks of various
hues ; and their heads also are wrapped
in a wry awkward manner, in cloths of all
colours, the ends of which are gaudily
Gnged. Under this ridiculous head-dresa
p e e p ibrth a swarthy moustached face,
compared to which, that of the famous
Abellino was beauty itsel6 The whole
h e p w l e d moat frightfully, and their discordaut noise was relieved by two small
,
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kettlegrump,. and :several agu&king fifes.
Their principal weapon, is a lance. of cane.
' . ~ i k ethe
. Persians, they pursued each other, .
ahawith
.
great skill hit their adversaries in
full gallop. Their muskets, pistols/ and
.sabres, are .made of ex-traordinarilyfine iron;
..
.can load with great quickness whilst
they
at fuil speed, and frequently hit their mark.
A h r the Ambassador had said much to
H w n - C h a n .in their praise, the troops
formed a circle, and we went forward with
the bwal maneuvres. Not far from the
river Sanga a dreadfd shower overtobk us,
which was the more unwelcome, as we had
our .galauniforms on, and intended to mt&e
a solemn entrance, with music, into Erivan.
In crossing'the Sa~ga,-which, .althou~hpot
very broad, is deep and rapid, reaching even
to tbe horses' bellies at the ford, I did not
expect that we should get over without
some accident ;but the passage was happily,
eficted by all, ,with the exception of a,Persian, whose home, through weak~~s8,
was
in8takly swept away, with his ridq, by *.e
torrent.
.

-
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A corps of two thousand aarbases (regular
infantry), together with sir pieces of h o ~
artillery, were'drawn out under the walls of
the fortress of Erivan. On the approach of
the Ambassador, the troops preseatedams,
the. drums beat, and fifes played the.Eglish
national air of GOd scsue:the Khg !" Welcome, in.Persia, thou old acquaintance ! '. In
themiddle of the line the sar*
der-in-chief) d:~rivan,.~ussein-~uliichaa,
adsand on. horseback to meet w. This
is ,the tyrant of Jatsbmiwin. : He WPI ~ F W
'ceded by six running footrnen,rather rich13
clothed, and by an officer, carrying on his
shoulder a silver axe,. the emblem of.the
sardar's -power ovw.,life .and. de&, ..A:
number .of Persians, .richly,..dressed, .fdlowed. He had on a shawldress; his
turljan,alsowhs formed of shawls; his dagger
was .ornamented vith diamonds, 4t h e
trappings of hie horse were 'of.gold. %
A~~IWWIOF
~fferedhim his,h d . ;.,mmplia
mep@..*ere mutually exchanged ;and the
wrdar tpok ,his 1-ye, chwging .his . brof hex
.-

,
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with the ceremony of conducting us further. The inhabitants were all surprised,
that this haughty man should have condescended to advance out of the walls of the
fortress, to meet any - individual but the
King himselg It was on that very account,
however, that the Ambassador had firmly
insisted upon his performance of that eremony ; and, as fate would have it, he was,
perhapcc for the first time in his life, th*
rwgl~lydrenched with rain. In the mean
time his brother conducted us to the hohse
that had been prepared for the reception of
the Ambassador, and discbarges of artillery
announced our arrival. The house oon&ted only of three apartments, and lodginga were allotted to us in the neighbowh 6 d . ..
The houses in Pmsis are very slightly
ooastructed, and generally consist of but a
few rooms, mostly open towards the north ;
that is to say, instead of a wall there is a large
window, with panes of variegated co~oura.It
is shut during the night, but leR open during
*
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In the rooms are a number of
cornices and niches, which the poor people
generally paint white, but the rich decorate
with beautiful flowers and gilding.
In
every room there is a chimney-piece, g s
nerally opposite the window : the floor is of
stone, and covered with carpets by the affluent, and mats by the poor. Such, in a
few words, is the description of Peneian
houses. Their rootns are provided neither
with chaire, tables, mirrors, nor any article
of dhniture whatever. -The Persians +it
cross-legged on the ground : they leave their
slippers at. the doors of the apartments.
Their meids'are served upon trays ; and if
a gentlkman does not retire for the night
to his harem, a pillow is brought to him,
and he sleeps on the same spot. TO
take a)walk is considered highly ridiculous,
and even vulgar. When the Persians see a
perem walk backwards and forwards, they
conceive it must be on business, or they
look at him with astoniehment, and even
think him out of hie sen-.
According to

the day.

-
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their Ilotions, a man should be on horseback
as soon he passes the door of his house
At home he must sit with due gravity neur
the window, rest his left hand on his d&ge'r,
and pompously waving the right, be loudly
calling out every-quatter of an hour Kallipn*,'' to the gaping attendants, who stand
on: the outside the' whole of the day.
When he invites. company many of these
Ksll;ons'-arebrought in, some of which are.
ornamented .with.gold and even with &it.;
mqnds :'at intervals, confectionary pke@red
with mutton fat is offered to the gu&s, together with sherbet and fiuit. The company
.assure the master of the house that he looks
as red as his,apples, as b r i l l k t as the sun,
as placid as the moon ; and they 'take
leave vith the wish that the roses of happin w . may .ever bloom in the garden of his,

A

'

.

.

.

I

* Kalbon
. ...is
., .
,$he well-known glass-pipey by which the
srhoke ie passed through.water, and cooled bofore it cameti
into tbe moith. A* it is the business of the. attendants
to light the Kallion, the finest flavour of the herb has all
beendq@. w o r e the.m&teilreceives it.-Aicthor: :
'
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destiny. - The host returns thinks with a
friendly nod, laments that he must from
that moment.be unhappy, as they 'had accustomed his- esr to the sweet tones of
nightingales: he then resumes his former
posture,yawns and waits for sunset, that he
may. perhrm his devotions, and be able to
say, that he had smoked iway anather day.
In the mean while the retiring guests look
b r their slippers in the inti-chamber, and
ookteokly consume a quarter of an h o u ~
in .deciding which shall go !first: the-most
opule& or the most distinguished, then
generally yields condescendingly, and gracefully mounts his horse with a profusion of
bows. Twenty or more of his idle sttendants
form a circle around him, take his horse bjr
the bridle, and obsequiously lead the great
man to ,his home. The higher ranks . are
generally actuated by a furious disposition
t o plunder, and are particularly apt to speak
ill bf each other, which is their principd
source of recreation. They f+equently assemble in large numbers, at the houses of
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princes and other great men, where they
stand in the courts gaping at their excellencies, and then return happy to their homes,
often without having been honoured with
the slightest notice by them. T b towns in
Persia consist of narrow lanes, of which the
sides are walls with.little doors in them. In
the gardens, nothing is seen but espaliers of
vines and fruit trees. It still continued to
r& on the day &er our arrival, an occurrence said to be unprecedented during this
season of theyear. With khe exception of
mutua.lmessagesof civility, nothing o c c u r d
this day between the Ambassador and .the
aardar.
We had fine weather on the third day.
At ten -09cloekin the morning the sardar
came to visit the Ambassador. He seated
himself.ratherawkwardly in a chair, smoked
r good deal, raid little, and 8-ely
moved
his head when we were presented to him ;
but in'defiance of the. laws of MahODiet he
eagerly drank the liqueurs t& were offered
to him. Indeed he makes so secret of hie
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love of spirituous liquors, and openly declaw that he cannot -live without them.
After staying an hour he took his leave, inviting us all to dinner. Accordingly, we
weut in atate.to the fortress where he resides. .
In the times .of Chardin many-people :d
to live there ; but the sardar has driven
&em all away, and he is now there alone,
qurro~ndedby barracks. Our procession
made B g o ~ ddisplay : the C~ssaclmled .the
way, then, followed the: band of music, next
cams the Amhaasador, a&srhim -tb
suite,
and another psrty of cossacks brought up
the rear. The .people, who had-never witnessed any thing of the kind, pressed upon
w on all aides; The police-of16ms threw
s.tuo.es at them,. and.even beat them wi.th
-&icks..There was one man in particular who
elways wanted to wdk before t h e Ambss
sador, and who.was provided with a bar of
iron with wbicb he unmercifully atruck. at
the m w d . T .reallybdieve that them3 men .
.wouldhave killd. many pereons if the A m
b a d o r had not out of pity tequested them

,
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to refrain from further violence.
The
populace were not allowed to follow us within 'the gates of the fortress ; after passing
through several narrow streets we dismounted at the-entrance of the sardar's house,
upon which his attendants advanced to meet
us. Having gone through several couFts
which were lined with men under arms, we
entered an open space, ornamented with a
niarble basin and fountains. The sardsr
advanckd as far as the door, and conducted
us to a spacious hall, the open side of which
l o ~ k e dint6 this court, where the most distinguished persons in Erivan were asrembled. Nobody was allowed' to enter the
h d , except the sardar's brother and our
memandar. It was no slight mark of attenti6n on the pai-of the sardar to hive fib
vided chairs for' us, as we should haverfound
it inqiossi'ble to have laid d o h in the Persian fashion : he also sat - in a chair. The
walls were hung with smdl mirrors of different shapd, and the intervening spaeek with
flowers of various wlours and- little p a i d
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lngs. W e remarked; -opposite the e n t r a n c ~
portraits of the king and of his son Abbas- with a picture representing
Mirza, together
a hunting-match, but so totally devoid of
perspective that one figure runs over the
other, and all appear to be dancing in the
air. There were also some portraits of women, who looked as if their necks had been
'twisted. In general, the paintings are without light and shade, but the colours are remarkably brilliant and durable. Opposite
the open side of the hall the building forms *
large alcove, with a basin' of white rnarblk
and fountains in it. This is likewise open,
and looks into a most beautiful garden,
The river
. which has been recently planted.
Sanga flows close under' the window: it's
banks are lined with stately trees, and a
handsome stone bridge o f . sever'al arches
l k d s tosthe other side, where the horizon is
bounded by Mount Ararat. No house could
be better arrariged and adapted for a suinme; residence. A gedtle currknt of air and
the waters of the fountains agreeably tem'

'
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per the heat; and even the sight of the
snowy Ararat creates a sensation of coolness. Yet the summer is said to be so hot
at Erivan, that the inhabitants retreat to the
adjoining heights, and the sardar himself is
obliged to retire to the camp. After we
had all been seated, kallions were brought
in, and a small table, covered with sherbet
and confectionary, was placed before each of
us. I have already mentioned that the lab
ter of these articles is prepared with the
fat of mutton ; it may. therefore be readily conceived with what appetite we tastqd
it, particularly before dinner. None of us
could summon up resolution enough fairly
to eat a particle of it, and it was therefore
immediately carried away. A number of
attendants then appeared' with white table
cloths of Indian manufacture, here and
there ornamented with flowers. Appropriate sentences in the Persian language were
printed in black letters on the corners ; for
instance: "All that is presented to ydu of
fruit and food hereupon is good, and is of-

fered to you with good will." But there
&me in truth so much from this good will,
that a thousandhersons m'ight fully have
satisfied their appetite with it. I shall only
mention the things on the 'table which
stood opposite to Dr. Miiller a i d myself;
fiom these some idea may be formed of the
othei. dishes. First a large pancake, which
not only covered the whole table, but hung
over it on all sides nearly half a yard deep.
It is called Tshurek, ,and it serves the
Persians both for bread and napkin; then
the half of a sheep, the leg of an ox, two
dishes filled with various roasted meats,. five
dishes of ragouts sprinkled with saffron
two dishes, of b;iled rice, twd of boiled fowls, two of roasted fowls, two roasted geese, two dishes of fish, two bowls
of sour milk, a large quantity of sherbet,
and four jars of wine ; but -with all these,
there was neither knife, fork, nor spoon.
One dish was piled upon another with such
rapidity, that Dr. Miiller and myself suddenly found ourselves stationed behind
I

2
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a nieat intrenchment which concealed
911 view of the. -court, and only allow+
ed us a peep at our friends opposite,
through the interstices of the multiplied
dishes.
Through one of these openings I e n d m
voured to observe what the sardar was doing.
With his' left hand resting on his dagger,
for the Persians' never eat with the left
hand, he gravely stretched' out his right
into a dish of greasy rice, of which' he
kneaded a small portion with three fingers;
and conveyed it, with great address, -into
his' mouth, seldom soiling either his beard
or his moustaches. After repeating this operation several times, he broke a piece off
the enormous pancake, and having wiped
his fingers with it, swallowed it with an air
of placid satisfaction. He, in the same
manner, poked into a' variety .of dishes
which he fancied ; and, at last, seized a
goblet of sherbet, and drinking it off, smiled
around upon his wondering guests. Scarcely
one of the party had tasted any of thedish&,
'
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from the impossibility of getting at them ;
fir not one of them could have been removed-from the middle, without demolish. ing the structure of the whole.
The signal
'for clearing the tables was at last given, and
the attendants, as well as the gentlemen
who were standing outside, and enviously
. looking on, must have considered us all t o
be persons of very great distinction ; as it is
the custom in Persia, on state occasions,
that persons should abstain from indulging
in.the pleasures of the table, in proportion
t o t h e superiority of their 'rank. T h e removing of the dishes occasioned some curious scenes : the dish of ragouts could not
be separated from the plate of sour cream,
.upon which it so conveniently'reposed ; the
butter had entered into close alliance '-with
the pancake'; and the fish would not dissolve partnership with the roasted fowls.
Force however succeeded, at last, in -effeding the desired - separation, and the
eatables were delivered up to the persons
waiting outside. It is the custom in Persia,
'
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to give the remains of a feast to the attendants, or such persons as may happen to be
in the way ; often, also, to the gaping populace. Thus, in a great house, where they
daily roast and cook treble the quantity of
what is consumed by the whole of its inmates, the leavings are consigned to the
hungry amateurs. Our intrenchments having been thus happily destroyed, we could
once more breathe freely. The attendants
presented water to us to wash our hands,
but without napkins: the Persians allow
their hands to dry; and we were obliged to
wipe ours with our handkerchiefs. This
operation had scarcely been completed,
when, to our dismay, immense dishes were
again brought in; but this time we came off
more easily, for they consisted of fruits and.
confectionary ; and, to our relief, only one
was placed before each of us, otherwise,
indeed, we should not have been able to
see the dancers, who had just entered the
hdl, and ranged themselves by the door.
Their music consisted of a guitar, a sort of
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violin, of three strings, two tambourines,
and a singer. The latter, with frightful
grimaces, strained his throat, apparently in
strong convulsions ; fortunately for us, however, he frequently covered his face, a o
cording to the custom of the country, with
a piece of paper, and spared us the sight of
his hideous grimaces. The musicians did
not play out of tune ; but still the eEeEt of
the whole sounded not unlike a concert of
cats. Three handsome boys, clothed in
long.garments, decorated with silk ribbons
of different colours, were so inspired by this
discordant music, and the screams of the
singer, that-they began dancing, and throwing themselves into various attitudes. They
had small metal castanets, which they
struck in- time with the dance. I believe
that two of these youths were meant to represent females, because their motions were
slower, and more modest ; but the third boy
tumbled about most furiously, turning alternately to each of the others. The m a t
l d k r o u s part of the entertainment, hdw-

I4
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ever, followed, when the music suddenlyrose to a loud pitch ; the singer screamed
without mercy, and the three boys tumbled,
in somersets; to the extremity of the hall ;
where two of them remained in a graceful.
attitude, while the third stood upon his
head, showing his pantaloons and naked
feet. There was one partidular feat, which
the dancers performed with great address :
they turned several times in the air, without touching the ground with their hands
or feet. With our ears well filled, and our
stomachs empty, we at last broke up: the
Ambassador took leave of his liberal host,
and the whole party returned home in the
same state -to dinner !
As the Ambassador could not, with convenience, return the sardar's civility in 'the
house occupied by His Excellency, he requested the use of his garden, which was
granted with great readiness. We sent the
musicians and our culinary establishment on
before us ;and, at ten o'clock in the morning,
the Embassy proceeded to the garden, where

.

the sardar, was waiting for us in a pavilion.
'Our road took us .along the walls of t h e
fortress, and over the river Sanga : the
bridge, and adjoining country, afforded a
beautiful prospect. On the other side of
the Sanga we immedictely entered a garden,
recently - laid - out, of which the principal
alley leads to the pavilion, from whence the
fortress and the sardar's house appear to
great advantage. The alley leads on to a
kgight, upon which the Russians had, dur- .
ing the war, established a battery,. but had
had the politeness to respect the house of the:
sardar.. . The pavilion is built. in the Asiatic:
style, and is very pretty and appropriate..
It is surrounded by fountains ; and there is
inside also a marble basin, with a jet d'eau,
which strikes little bells, and thus produces
uentle sounds,.which are pleasing to the ear
b
of the sardar. The building is high,. and
consists of several stories, whicb . have dl
an aperture in the middle, so that every
room communicates with the principal
apartmint. The internal partitions are

'
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painted with considerable. taste, and the
divisions outside are marked by galleries of
variegated colours. This place already affords a delightful residence in summer;
and, as the cultivation undoubtedly shows
European skill, nothingis wanting to render
it, in a few years, a heavenly retreat. Our
band performed, and the Persians drank
chocolate and liqueurs : they ate with great
appetite the ices, of which they do not well
'understand the preparation. The dancers
of yesterday again presented themselves,
and begged permission to dance to the Russian music, with which they were greatly
pleased.* The wine, at dinner, was good,
and the Persians quaffed it off, as well as
the liqueurs,.in immense quantities. Indeed
'

* Some years ago the general commanding an Austrian corps, stationed on the Ottoman frontier, was invited to dinner by the governor of the adjoining Turkish
province. Music formed part of the entertainment;
that is to say, all the drums, tambourines, trumpets,
fifes, cymbals, and other clangorous instruments which
hed,hen scraped tcgqther, performed a concert similar
to that described by the author. 'Upon t a w lesveFthe

.
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we met with several instwees, where men
drank off a bottle of rum at once, without
appearing to suffer any inconvenience from
it. Two of these valiant topers sat in a
recess of the pavilion : one of them was
the sardai's physician, and the other a colonel, in whose house the Ambassador r e
sided. It was highly ludicrous to hear the
physician endeavour to prove that Mahomet
had been a fool to forbid wine. His master,
he said, was of the same opinion; and
he could boast, as a physician, that he
had found an universal medicine, namely
spirits, which he took care to recommend
to all his patients. The colonel confirmed all

general invited tfie pashaw to come to the Austrian camp
on the following day ; and he hinted to the Turk, that
his musical taste should be gratified. The pashaw came
according to appointment, and after dinner a select band
perfbrmed some of the cL& d'wures of' the German
masters.
Well," said the general, 66 has your excelcexlcy been gratified ?" '.'H a !" said the pashaw, " it
is well: but your people play from books; now ours
play any thing."- Transkztm.

.
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this with a good-natured, and often involuntary nod ; and he observed, that this universal medicine had obtained such general
approbation, that Lafosse, an European physician, who resided here, had lost all his
practice. Dr. Sangrado wollld certainly not
make his fortune at Erivan. The sardar
himself looked out of'a window, and smiled:
his gravity was gone ; and he requested the
Ambassador to leave him a . few bottles of
liqueurs and rum. He has sixty wives.
The guests parted, all highly pleased ; and
our departure. was fixed for the day following.
I subjoin such particulars as I was
able to learn relating to this place. Erivan is an Armenian word, which signifies
he that appeared, or that was
seen," which refers to the tradition, 'that
this was the first place seen by Noah on
descending from Ararat. The mountain is
at a distance of ten wersts. The town is
not upon the whole without some handsome situations,; but the buildings are

.
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little seen, being. mostly situated behind
the gardens. Two rivers flow in the vicin i t j ; one, the Sanga, the other is called
Kverbulak (t'wen'tyarms). The first issues
from the lake of Erivan *, 'traverses the
greater part of Armenia, and unites itself
with the Araxes not far from the Caspian
sea. . The history of Persia is silent' as to
the origin of the town ; and- on .that account the inhabitants presume to assert
that it is the most' ancient city in the woild,
and that Noah settled here after the deluge. In the 'year 1582, the Turks conquered Erivan, and .during the reigri of
Murad or Amurad 111. built there a fortress, which is still standing, and lies within
caiinon-shot of the place. In the year
'

.

.

,.

..

. * The lake of Erivan lies at a distance of, three days,
-march frorn~the~towa
of that name. The Persians call
it ~ k r i Shevin
a
(the skeet sea), because the water ie siid
to have a sweet taste. It's' circfiinference extends to
one hunared and fifty wersts. I t contains tiout and carp
in abundance, of a fine- flavor. . Chardin says that he
could not, during his stay in Persia, find this lake in
. '
any map. Btj the 2uthor.
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1604 it was reconquered by the Persians,
under the Shah Abbas, who enlarged the
fortifications. Eleven years afterwards, it's
earthen walls resisted during four months
the attacks of the Turks, who were obliged
to abandon the siege. After the death
of Abbas the Great, Erivan was again besieged and conquered by the Turks ; but it
was afterwards wrested from them by Sosi,
in the year 1635, 'during the reign of
Sultan Amurad IV., and the whole garrison was put to the sword. It fell again into
the hands of the Turks in 1721, during the
troubles excited by the house of Sosi ; but
the celebrated Shah Nadir reconquered it
in the year 1'734. The Czar Heraclius
took advantage of the troubles which distracted Persia after the death of Tamassa,
and captured Erivan ; but lost it soon
afterwards, together with his whole empire ;
and finally the Russians, under Count Gudowitsch, attempted to take the place by
storm, but were defeated.
The name of Ararat recalls to my mind
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the little prints of my catechism, wliich
used to attract the attention of my early
youth. This mountain, whose geographical
dimensions were not overcorrectly delineated in those prints, and upon whose summit rested Noah's ark twice the size of
Ararate itsel& now stands before me in
a11 it's magnificence. It rises behind the
Araxes, which winds along it's base, in two
points, of which one is less considerable than
the other, and is therefore called here Ararat
Sadach, son of Ararat. Properly speaking,
it is situated in Armenia, near the ridge of
Salt mountains, where tbe Kurds form their
encampments. From it's middle upwards
it is entirely covered with snow, and in
general shrouded in clouds. Many fabulous stories are told of this mountain ; but
it is certain that it's summit cannot be
reached, for 'this very obvious reason,
that it runs perfectly steep from the middle
to the point, and is covered with ice. An
opulent Turkish pashaw, fond of travelling,
had the curiosity to attempt it's ascent, but

-
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as soon as he had reached the middle, he
was compelled by the violence of the cold,
and of the wind, to give up his intention.
Three years ago an immense mass of
snow detached itself; and the inhabitants of
an adjoining village pretended that a plank
belonging to Noah's ark had been found
in the snow. It really would not be .amiss
if wood were oftener to come down from
the mountain, for it has become rather
dear in the valley. Ararat affords a r e
treat-to a number of wild beasts, and'serpents of enormous size. A convent is situated at it's foot, called Arokilvank; an
Armenian word, uthich signifies 6 c convent of
the apostles." The Armenian people consider the place as sacred, and assert that
Noah had, upon that very spot, offered up
thanks to God, and built his first dwelling.
The 7th May. -I have already observed,
that from the day when the Embassy entered the Persian territory, their conveyance
and daily maintenance were.defrayed at the
aole expense of the king. Saddle-horses
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were provided for us, and our baggage was
forwarded 'on mules and camels : these were
all decked with bells, which occasioned' a
frightful noise. The weight which one of
these mules carries is astonishing; nor is
the steady, rapid pace at which they move
less surprising. Camels, on the contrary,
proceed with a true philosophical sang-froid,
which nothing in the world can disturb. In
loading and unloading their burdens, they
kneel down on the' first summons of the
driver, with outrageous cries indeed, but
never with resistance. They possess the
singular instinct .of feeling how much they
are capable of carrying, and they intimate
that they have been sufficiently loaded, by
rising without being called upon to do so.
no animal which may be
.
There is perhaps
fed cheaper and easier than the camel:
they-graze on ,wastes, where scarcely any
grass is seen, and thrive notwithstanding ;
but to ride on these 'animals is absolute torturh, on account of the action of thkir
hunches. As all the purposes of convey.

ance in Persia are effected by horses, asses;
and camels, roads, properly speaking, do not
exist; and there are even many Persians
who never saw a wheel. Travellers, there
fore, must follow the direction of the narrow paths that have' been trod down in the
grass ; but in stony tracts, there is scarcely
any cue of that kind, and guides are necessary to point out the way. The Persians
generally travel on horseback, and ladies
only use a kind of vehicle called a portable
caravan, which is not altogether very convenient. It consists of wooden frames,
which form something similar to a large
cage, resting upon two long shafis, projecting sufficiently in front and behind to
admit a couple of mules, which carry it
very well. The whole apparatus is commonly covered with red cloth, cut out at
the places where the mules stand. These
machines are so low, that one can only sit
in them in the Persian hhion. Several .sf
thein were d o t t e d to our sick, who found
it neceaeary to lie stretched out. We were

.

at first not dtogether disposed to trust our+
sel~esto the Persian horses ; but, upon
trying them,' we found them as docile as
lambs, and admirably adapted for travelling,
on account of their pleasant ambling pace.
A horse that has not that pace ,is sold in
Persia for half price.
. This day's march was to the village of
Dugin, in the vicinity of which we saw the
magnificent v d e y of the province of Erivan,
watered by the Araxes. Numerous-villagea
lie scattered about. Almost every village in
Persia has the appearance of a little fortress,
being entirely surrounded by high walls,
whose corners form towers, wit11 embraruree, This voluntary incarceration may
have derived its origin from the frequent
wars and revolu6ons of the Persians ; but
in general it may be ascribed to their jealousy, a passim of which they are susceptible
to the wildest extent. After crossing the .
little river Gadtshai, but without seeing
the black marble pillars which Chardin
b u i b e s a hundred years ago, we ,reached
K 2
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the encampment that had been formed for
us close to the village. This day we approached nearer to Ararat. We took our '
evening's repast in the open air ; and the
snowy summit of the mountain continued
long to be richly illumined by the setting
sun.
The 8th. On our left lay a ridge of
mountains which regulates the direction of
the road, and, further on, bounds its limits :
on our right, the Araxes steadily remained
in sight. We 'observed, on the banks of thk
river, the ruins of a convent, where the holy
Gregorius, the founder of Jatshmiasin, sat
many years in a grave, in order that he
might leave the world perfectly free from
sin. The Armenians perform pilgrimages
to this place from distant parts; and on
approaching the grave, recover, as they
conceive, from dangerous diseases. The
country is intersected by numberless canals,
which irrigate the rice and cotton fields ;
but' they emit disagreeable vapours, which
produce headache. On entering the village
d'Dewalu, where this night's quarters had
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been fixed, we were met by inany of it's inhabitants, whom curiosity to see us had
collected together. several women among
them appeared so dirtyj ugly, . and illdressed, that they filled us with absolute
disgust. We received a visit in our encampment from an extraordinary fellow, whom
we at first took for a madman ; but he
turned out to be a dervish, who studied
eccentricity in his dress : a sheep's skin
barely covered his body, his hands and feet
were naked ; a wreath of flowers decked
his head ; in his right hand he held a pike,
in his left a kettle: he uttered dreadful
cries, in which the name of Ali continually
occurred, and we were told that he was
praying for our happiness. Although he .
did not beg alms, a conduct very praiseworthy in Persia, we threw some money
into his kettle, which he took without
thanking us. There are several orders of
dervishes :. this.man belonged to one whose
members pass their whole lives in the open
air.
K 3
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The 9th. --The

'

country is no longer
pleasant: we passed between two heights,
which form a narrow passage, and shut out
a prospect of the valley which we had just
1efL Severd inconsiderable villages lay at
a short distance from the road : the heat
wae verj tolerable ; yet we were very glad
to find our tents pitched in the shade of
apricot trees, near the village of Nurashin.
In Europe, people fancy Persia to be a
paradise, and the Persians persuade themaelves that it is such ; but although it be
now spring, we neither find the flowers, the
beautiful verdant fields, nor that general
heavenly aspect of reviving nature, which'
are the attributes of this season in northern
climates. The mountains around are naked,
the fields yellow, and trees scarce.
The 10th. Immediately on leaving Nurashin, we crossed at least ten different
- arms of the river Apartshai, which forms
the boundary of the province of Erivan,
and the possessions of Nakatshevan. When
the river is full, the psssage is highly dm-

-

,

gerous. The road winds along heights,
which form beautiful scenery towards the
Araxes. The town of Hoye is situated
here, distinguished by it's being the fmourite
summer residence of the heir .to the throne.
In the distance a rock of singular shape
rises before us, called the S e r p e ~ sMoun'
tain, because serpents sre said to abound ,
there. Not far from this mountain the
road turns into the province of Carabach.
We found, in our way, a beautiful spring of
clear water, such as we did not meet with
again. There is generally a scarcity of g o d
water in the country: it is every w-here
very muddy, and has a disagreeable taste of
clay. We had the misfortuee to lose.& this
time one of our servants,.who died in the
night of apoplexy. His body was buried
deep in the ground, and covered with large
stones ; but we found every thing destroyed
on our return, for the Moslems never allow
the body of a Christian to rest in peace.
This case- made a deep impression an us
all: when we are fsr from our country,
I
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the d k t h of a comeanion cannot fail to
excite painful alarm.
The 11th.
The country, on this side of
the last mountain-ridge, from which the
road, as it were, precipitates itself into the
town of Nakatshevan, is so desolate that it
defies the power of description. ' Not a
house nor a blade of grass to relieve the
weary eye ! Naked mountains of marl, mostly
split by the ardent rays of the sun, d i n tersecting each other in various directions,.
encircle the traveller in dreariness. The
country surrounding.Nakatshevan is equally
desolate, but t h e sight of trees about the
town once more gladdens the eye. The
Chan of the place, a blind old man, advanced to meet us at the head of several
thousand horsemen. The streets and houses
through which the Embassy passed were
all occupied by armed men, in honor of the
Ambassador. Poor old Kambarei-Chan, who
is, perhaps, the best man of his people, waa
formerly proprietor of Nakatshevan. Having had the misfortune to displease the
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government, he incurred the punishment,
frequent in Persia, of losing his sight.
'
Deprived at the same time of his property,
he and his family lived, for twenty years, in
a state of the most wretched poverty ; and
it 'is only two months since, that the government, from motives of-pity, and yielding
to the loud solicitations of his people, who
were sadly oppressed during his disgrace,
consented to appoint him to the government of' his patrimony. Tip Ambassador
expressed his concern that he should, on
his account, have thought it necessary to
appear in public, and he showed him gen&
rally every attention to which his infirmities
and his misfortunes entitled him. We
were all quartered in a large new house
which had been emptied on our account.
My room is an apartment of the ~eraglio.
The good accommodation allotted to us, as
well as the desire of repose, which we have
not enjoyed since our departure from Erip,have determined the Ambassador to
rest here a whole day. Our residence, like

.
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all the houses of the satraps, consists of
numberless little courts and rooms, all
connected by small narrow passages. Each
room has only one entrance. ' In the serqlio
separate apartments are allotted to each of
the principal women, and many of the
other females live together. These housea
have only one entrance from the. street,
and the first court. is inhabited by the head
of the family. The walls are very high,
and so broad that men and dogs can conve-.
niently .walk on them' to guard the jewels
within.
- The town was formerly captured by the
Russian general Nebolsin ; but this is the
utmost limit to which the Russians extended their conquests in Persia. The r e
cords of Armenian history which are
preserved in the convent of ~atshamiasin
assert that Nakatshevan is the ancient cele
brated Artaksat, and one of the oldest citiee
of Armenia I n the days of it's former prosperity, it is aaid to have contained thirty
thousand houaeh but scamely on&thirtieth
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part -of that number is now standing.
Every comer in this country claims the
honor of having been settled upon by Noah ;
and the Armenians pretend that he also
founded this city. The little river of
Nakatshevan, which forms a waterfall, divides the town in two parts. That which
lies on the western side was, at an eklier
period, enclosed in a fortress, which the
Russians had, in several wars, repeatedly
destfoyed. The only objects worthy of
attention are a very high tower, not square,
bearing hieroglyphic inscriptions, and an
adjoining gate now in ruins, but of which
two pillars of peculiar workmanship are
still standing. They are said to be monuments of the famous Tamerlane. The
Ambassador proceeded on a +isit to Kambarei-Chan, to thank him fbr his kind
hospitality.
The 13th. -This day we left the town,
accompanied by several Persians of astinction. The country around is very desolate: the mountains of marl reflect r
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yellow hue, which fatigues the eye; and
nothing is seen to &versify the sameness of
the landscape, but the summit of the distant Serpents' Mountain. A few wersts
fiom the town we waded through the river
Nakatshevan, which must formerly have
had a considerably wider bed, aa would appear by the ruins of a magnificent bridge,
which, singularly enough, forms an angle
against the stream. I t formerly rested upon
twelve large arches, of which six only are.
now visible. In the afternoon we reached
the Araxes*, which had faithfully accompanied us fiom Erivan, within the distance
of a mile, and now described an incurvation, which it was necessary that we should
pass. Its extreme rapidity rendered it no
very agreeable expedition to us, to cross
upon a number of inflated hogs' skins
bound together ; yet, with the ekception of
Strabo says, +at the Araxes flows directly into the
Caspian. At present it unites its waters with the Kura,
at a great distance from the sea; but its old bed may
still be distinctly seen. Ador.
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four new wheels, which wae, lost fiom care
lessness, men and baggage ,safely reached
the other side. This river has probably
derived its name from Mount Ararat, where
it rises ; its bridges no longer exist. There
are two facts relating to this river, which
appear to me worthy of remark. I t will
scarcely be believed in Europe, that the
Araxes, which lies here in 39"lat. has been
several times frozen during winter to such
a degree, that troops and artillery have
marched over it without any danger. ?he
other curious fact ts, that the plague, which
rages with such violence in the neighbouring Ottoman possessions, has never extended its ravages beyond the line of the
Araxes. It is necessary that I should add,
that the Persian government never adopt
'the slightest precautionary measure against
that dreadful malady. Not withstanding
the continual trade with Turkey, the plague
never now makes its appearance; and it
has rarely, for many years past, extended to
the Araxes.
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.A few wersts fiom hence lie the ruins of

,

the celebrated ancient city of Julfa; which
was the chief seat of commerce InArmenia;
The Shah Abbas, with a view suddenly to ,
wnvert Ispahan into a flourishing town,
transferred all the inhabitants of Julfa to
the.former -place, where their descendanta
inhabit a quarter that bears the name of
their aboriginal city. The latter is now
-pied
by only twenty-four Armenian
families.
The 14th. -We had this day a long
march of six agatshes (about twenty-four
English miles,) which, however, was .much
alleviated by the disappearance of tbe
'naked marl hills. At a few wersts from
the A w e s , beyond the villages of Alamdar
and Geger, we entered a narrow valley,
surrounded by immense granitic rocks ; the
road winds very pleasantly through the different glens, forming a constant succesaion
of new landscapes ; it perceptibly ascend8
.the m~untaip,the length of a German mile
Not far distant from aur ' night's quartera,
,
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which were established close to an old caravansaray, lies, on s steep inaccessible
height, a large village, whose inhabitants
are often in negotiation with the governmenL The latter are obliged to pay them
sums of money, in arder to induce them tm
desist from plundering passengers. The
gate of the caravansaray is decorated with
blue bas-relie&.
The 15th. -We have at length entire
1y lost sight of Mount AraraL We de
scended to-day, though imperceptibly, aa
much as we bad ascended yesterday. The
prospect of the country was extremely confined, until we reached a mill on the rivulet
Gulus ; where suddenly a heavenly landscape expanded before us, enlivened by
more than forty villageg, and the' distant
town of Maranda, all surrounded by bean4
tiful trees. The governor af Maranda,
Nasar-Ali-Chan, advanced to meet the Ambassador with a b d y of cavalry, as usnd,
end oered to His Excellency the use of his
own house. Although not yet finished, bhe

I
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apartments allotted to the Ambassador exhibited proofs of cansiderable taste and
opulence. Maranda, in general, surpasses
.all the towns and, villages which we have
hitherto seen : the walls, facing the streets,
are uniform and cleanly; some of these
have even avenues of trees, which can alone
dispel the inanimate and melancholy dulness of a Persian town. An unimportant
rivulet, called Selu-lu, flows through the
place. The Persians show great skill in
hydraulic contrivances; and every inhabitant
of Maranda is enabled by machinery to
water his garden from this rivulet. The
parching heat, the paucity of rivers, and the
scarcity of rain in general, in .this country,
must have contributed to render the Persians, from the earliest times, acquainted
with the practical principles of hydraulics.
Every peasant, wherever he may be settled,
possesses the skill of discovering a spring at
the distance of several miles ; and he can, in
the most simple mode, lead its water to his
grounds, and render it always available, by

,
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using only so much of it as they require.
It is said, that in the hottest part of summer
cochineal is gathered during eight days at
Maranda, although in very small quantities. Before that period it does not attain
s~~fficient
maturity ; and, at it's expiration,
the insect eats through the leaf, it's cradle,
and perishes. The Persian name of cochineal is.kernais. Of' Maranda, it is likewise
asserted by the Armenians, that Noah's
immediate descendants settled there, and
even that it is the place of his wife's interment. Who could have neglected the sight
of such a hallowed ground ? Curiosity led
us to the spot, and we found that the Moslems had built, on the place where Noah's
wife is reported 'to have been buried, a
chapel, with bare walls, which are not so
cleanly as the religion of Mahomet prescribes. When the chapel was 'finished,
nobody, however, would undertake to point
out the actual spot where the body lay.
A miracle solved their doubts. Thirtyeight years ago, during - an earthquake,
'
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the ground opened, and two Mollahs
(Moslem priests), of whom we saw one in
the chapel, together with several inhabitants, witnessed the sudden appearance of a
large tomb of stone, which, however, soon
vanished in the opening. ~ r o r nthat time,
true believers have been convinced that
Noah's wife lies interred there; although
it would seem, that t.he honour of actual
sepulture is a point at issue between her
and Noah's mother,as Maran* signifies, in
the Armenian language, the 6c mother lies
here." This grave, perhaps, contributed to.
induce the Ambassador to rest here a day.
The 17th. - After passing a small fort,
which lies almost in Maranda, we ascended
a high mountain, from which we had another
fine view of the valley : and we could even
distinguish, in the distant horizon, the place
.where we rested on the 14th. This mountain is called Meshau : it led us, after
several hours' march, into a beautiful valley,
watered by the river Sagra .Medicinal
herbs, of 'extraordinary efficacy, are said to
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grow here. After passing through the villsges of Kirsa, Disa, and Mirsnsat, we passed
an old caravansaray. A few wersts before
we reached the village of Safian, our destined halting-place, the valley becomes
narrower and narrower. We observed a
mountain, which has been nearly powdered
white, by a salt-spring issuing from it.
Safian lies at the entrance of an immert.
surabk valley, at the end of which a black
stripe designates the city of Tauris. Noah
not having extended his settlements to this
quarter, it is thought by some that Safian
derives it's Came from the Safis, who established their residence there when ,Ismael
transferred his court from Ardevil to Tauris;
but the village is altogether so little deserving of notice, that it would be a waste of
time to enquire into the origin of it's name.
In the evening two Persians, from Tauris,
came to compliment the ,Ambassador, on
the part of Abbas-Mirza, and ,of his first
minister. - They brought large fishes, and
Orariges, as presents. 1 . am sorry t o say
L 2
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that the former were putrid, and the latter
sour.
T h e 18th. As the march from Safian
to ~ a h r i swould have been too long, and as
the Persians had made preparations for our
solemn reception, our tents were pitched at
the village of Segilan, twenty wersts from
the city. In the evening we saw the numerous fires of the Persian army.
he 19th. -At a short distance fmm
Tauris flows a small river, Adgasu, which
has an ancient bridge of ten arches'. The
Persian
.
troops extended from the latter almost as far as the place of our encampment,
therefore above ten wersts : their left wing
rested on the bridge, to which our musicians,
orenadiers, and Cossacks, had been sent
b
on the day before, as our solemn procession
into the city was to commence from thence.
When the Embassy approached the right
wing, the commander of the troops saluted,
the guns were fired, and the whole line p r e
sented arms. The right consisted of forty-.
eight pieces ofhorse-artillery, eight squadrons
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of organized cavalry, and eight thousand
regular infantry, together with bodies of Kurdins andmilitia. On reaching the bridge,
the military governor of Tauris, Tat-AliChan, advanced towards os, and, in the
name of the heir to the throne, presented to,
the Ambassador a beautiful charger, decked
with caparisons of gold and precious stones.
His Excellency declined the present, stating,
that. he could not, on any account, accept
any thing previously to his public audience
from the King, and His Majesty's acceptance of the Emperor's presents.
Preceded by. the music, the cavalcade
moved on in regular order. The heat -was
intolerable; and we suffered still more from
the dust, which had, in the course of a few
minutes, powdered us perfectly grey. The.
concourse of people was so great, that the
troops were obliged to lay about them with
their muskets, in order to clear the way,
and keep the passage open. The dust obscured every thing from our sight, and we
could neither distinguish. the city nor its
- ~ 3 3
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suburbs. After a long hour of torture, we
reached the house that had been prepared
for our -reception.
In the anti-court stood a guard of honour,
and iri the Ambassador's apartment there
were refreshments of every kind. The
housk belongs to the first minister in Tauris,
Mir~a~Bqjujurk,
who bears also -the title of
Kaimakan, corresponding to vice-chancellor
of the kingdom. H e has been assigned as
an assistant to the King's heir; and his son is
married to one of His Majesty's daughters,
who is said to be a very beautiful womao.
Mirza-Bejurk is a man of c&y mindS.ambitious of being thought devout, and is flattered by being styled Dervish. His avarice is inordinate : the people are as much
dissatisfied with him, as they, on the con.trary, bless the adminiirtration of the heir to
the throne. His house' is, like all Persian
residencesof persons of distinction, an endlkss labyrinth of courts and small apartments. On the day after our arrival he
paid a visit to the Ambassador, which H.is

%
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Excellency returned after. dinner. Visits
of this description are consumed in an uninterrupted succession of compliments and
mutual assurances of regard and affection.
We admired the patience of the Ambassador, and the Persians were struck by his
eloquence, for h e surpassed them all in the
art of complimenting. The day following
that of our arrival, was the anniversary
saint's day of the Archduke Constantine,
and it was that which Abbas-Mirza had
appointed for receiving us. After we had
all performed public prayer, two noblemen
came, on the part of Abbas-Mirza, to conduct us to the place of audience. ~ & e r a l
runners who were to precede, and a number
of handsome chargers, with gold equipments,
were in waiting before the door of our residence. The people were forbidden to show
themselves, and the streets were lined with
troops in double file, as far as the palace.
We dismounted in a spacious and handsome
court, and passed through several others of
less extent, surriundecl by little moms, in
L 4
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which .sat the principal persons of the city,
who .on the" approach of the Ambassador
rose, and respectfully saluted him. ' We'
went on until we entered a sort of garden,
at the end of which stood the palace occupied by the heir to tlie throne. Over
it's open side,' which faced. us, was spread a
yery large curtain of red cloth that created
a delightful shade, .refreshed by the playing.
waters of a fountain. Behind the latter
Abbas-Mirza stood alone, leaning on the
window. At some distance, on his right,
we observed the minister Mirza-Bejurk
standing against t h e wall ; and on hi8 left
were three boys, attired in dresses ornamented with gold and precious stones : one of
them was his.brother, the second his son, and
the third his nephew. With the exception
of these persons and ourselves, there were
no others present. Abbas-Mirza himself,
who is averse to pomp, wore a plain red
dress with silver lace : he had, like all Persians, a cap of sheep's skin, and his dagger
alone was richly ornamented with jewels.
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On the approach of the Ambassador, the
Prince advanced a few paces towards him,
and courteously offered him his hand; upon
which His Excellency presented to His
Highness a letter from the Emperor, which,
according to eastern custom, he reverently
raised towards his head, and he then laid
it near him on the window.-Abbas-Mirza
is thirty-five years of age, and to a 'handsome person unites great dignity of deportment : his conversation is sensible, and his
smile well-timed. His eye is full of giodness :. he is also just, never sanctions the
cruelties authorised by the Persian laws,
and mitigates them to the extent of his
influence. After the preliminary forms of
civility had been gone through, he testified
his wish to become acquainted with us all.
He said to each something obliging, or at
least appropriate, suited to our respective stations. To the Ambassador he said,--"That
the rewards af valour with which he perceived His Excellency to be decorated con,
vinced hi-mthat he had served his sovereign
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well;" and he enquired with great kindness
whether he had not -been .wounded during
this long war. The Ambassador replied,
that the wound which he had received in
his foot was no longer attended with unpleasant consequences ; and that, besidea,
the good reception with which he had been
honoured in Persia, was sufficient to extinguish 'any uneasy recollection of the past,
Abbas-Mirza rejoined that he should spare
no pains, as far as lay in him, to render our
stay at Tauris as agreeable as possible;
The Ambassador thanked him for this attention, and took his leave. When we had .
nearly reached the threshold, His Excellency
observed that. the Prince, out of civility,
remained standing in his place, upon which
we all turned towards His Highness, and respectfully bowed to him for the last time.Notwithstanding his long beard and terrific
moustaches, Abbas-Mirza won the hearts
of us all. His aide-de-camp, who accompanied us home, was lavish in his praises
,
of his master, whom he adores.

.
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The officers of the English East India
Company, residing at Tauris, came to visit
the Ambassador, and were invited to dinner.
Among them were, Major Lindsay, Major
Mackintosh, Captain Hart, Captain Monteith
(who had accompanied General Malcolm to
Persia), Dr. Cormick, and Lieutenant Willock. Captain Nillock, the charg6 d'affaires
of England, and Dr. Campbell, were attending the King at Teheran. These gentlemen, of whom several had been many years
in Persia, were highly pleased to dine in
company with Europeans, and were delighted at again hearing the sound of music, to
which they had long .been unaccustomed.
They had dl previously resided in India, the
climate of which they talked of with horror.
After dinner, Abbas-Mirza sent a number
, of saddle-horses for our use, and invited the
Ambassador
accompany him on a ride
As we had to pass by the palace, His Highness came to meet us at the gate, and we
proceeded together out of the city. A
number of Kurdins, stationed in the suburbs,

.
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regaled us with some of their peculiar musical compositions. Their band consisted
of twenty musicians, dressed in the most
'fanciful colours: they wore high red caps,
tapering to a point : their instruments consisted of little drums, fastened to the saddles of the horses, and of a species of
clarionet, of a harsh squeaking tone. Immediately out of the city we found a body
of Kurdins, and eighteen pieces of: horseartillery, which the Prince intended to
review in our presence. After riding down
the line, Abbas-Mirza took his station
in front, about the centre of the troops,
(.having the Ambassador at his side, and we
remaining behind them,) and ordered the
cavalry to manceuvre. This produced a
ludicrous scene. The aide-de-camp, who
stood at a distance, and who had to w r y
the i3rders of His Highness. to the commanding officer, was on foot, and in
slippers. From his zeal in running backwards and forwards, he looked like an
angry shrewin full ihase afker her husbai~d
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The Kurdins formed into several divisions;
and attacked each other. Their quickness
in loading, and their remarkable dexterity
in the management of their horses, are
redly admirable. Their thvo&ite mode of
attack, however, is with the Imce, which
they raise very high, swinging it powerfully, in order to increase the impetus. with
which they dart it at their adversary. They
have no notion of saving their horses ; and
they stop them whilst-at full speed with
such violencci, that one expects to see them
thrown on their backs: they twist them
round suddenly, and gallop back with 'the.
same speed It is therefore not surprising;
that horses in Penia should generally be
weak in the legs. The Persian breed is
very highly extolled ; but I, who am certainly no jockey, must confess, that English
horses, like those belonging to the Countess
Orloff, Count Sawadaffsky, and many others
in Russia, please me better. The Persian
hoxyes have long necks, carry. their heads
stretched out before them, have narrow
'

'
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chests, and long legs; but they are very
slack mettled, and easily managed. The
fersians themselves give the preference to
the Arabian breed.
When the man- . .
cleuvres were concluded, Abbas-Mirza r e
warded the commander of the Kurdins
with a lance, which was delivered to
him by the aide-de-camp, and which he
raised three times to his head, and kissed.
We then rode up to the artillery, which
had not moved from the spot. AbbasMirza, begging the Ambassador to remain
on the right wing, gave his horse the spur,
.and stationed himself behind the centre, in
order to command in person. The English
officer, to whom the Persian artillery owes its formation, gallopped very busily along
the line, accompanied by a native orderly.
The men shot with remarkable skill at a
distant target ; and, although they did not
strike it, yet every ball fell close td the
mark. Abbas-Mirza appeared highly displeased that the target had not been o-verturned ; but the Ambassador justly compli-
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mented His Highness, and observed, that
if, instead of the target, to strike which is, ,
after all, a matter of chance, a battery of the
enemy had stood there, it would long since
have been dismounted. ~ b t ; a s - ~ i r zwa
as
the more pleased by this remark, as the
Ambassador is himself an officer of artillery. I should take this opportunity of
stating, that the introduction of regular
discipline into the Persian army, and the
formation of its artillery, within these*few
years, are entirely due to Abbas-Mirza;
and it must be allowed that he has, for so
short a period, with the assistance indeed
of able English officers, achieved a great
deal. Only those who are thoroughly acquainted with the pertinacious obstinacy of
the Persians, and their dread of every innovation, can form any conception of the obstacles which the Prince had to surmount
in accomplishing his views. Nothing less
than the appearance of so enlightened a
prince, I may say, such a phenomenon
amidst the Persian people, could have pro-

'
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duced such a reform in the army. His prin-

-

cipal attention has been directed to the orpnization of the infantry and cavblry ;and in
this he has also afforded a proof of his acutenes8,as the Persian horse is already sufficiently good, although it cannot be compared with
regular cavalry. But the Persian cavalry is
an object of national pride, and on that
ground alone the Prince could not interfere
with its actual 'condition. He is powerfully supported in the attainment of his
views by the King, who has appointed him
heir to his throne, on account of his judgment and the mildness of his character ;but
still more, because his mother was of the
family of Kadjor, from which the Shah himself has issued. The eldest brother, who
governs several of the southern provinces of
the kingdom, is not much pleased with this
selection. He is a coarse and cruel man,
who delights in witnessing the barbarous
punishments of putting out eyes, tearing
out hearts, &c. He has succeeded in undermining his brother's reputation among
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the principal families of Persia, whose sons
dl. run into his service; and he has artfully led them to consider the introduction of a regular system of discipline into
the atmy, not only as a ridiculous, but a culpable innovation, in as much as it entails an
intercourse with Europeans, which is' not
strictly compatible with the religion.of the
Persians. H e tells them that his brother's
measures are injurious to the national honour, that his fareign predilections may perhaps induce him to adopt. the customs, the
dress, and .even the religion of Europe;.and
by such idle tales as these, this man courts
the favour of many Persians, who find an indolent' life in his service more consonant to
their :inclinations, than it would be to go
through the 'daily military exercises, and
submit to the discipline of Abbas-MirzaThe latter, nevertheless, steadily pursues
the line of conduct which he has prescribed
to himself; he has sent two of his sons*-to
Abbas-Mirza has sent two Persians .to this couptry ;
but they are not his sons. One of them i s studying
surgery, and the other military engimerjng.- Tratrslator.
+
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England, tonbeeducated there, and he may
one & ~ ybe to Persia what 'Peter I: was to
Russia The infantry, as well as the cavalry,
are lightly and appropriately dressed. The
former have blue and also red jackets of English cloth ;the latter have blue jackets trimmed with cotton lace : the officers have gold
or silver lace, and wear red silk sashes,
such as are used in the English army. Wide
white pantaloons are generally worn, and the
national cap of Persia, which does not look
well. Instead of slippers the militarg wear
boots, which they would abt u&e, until encouraged by the example of Abbas-Miraa.
The musket.^ are sent from England ; but
they have a foundery of cannon at Tauris,
and can make good powder. Their m a
nmuvres are simple, and only framed for the
purpose of moving the troops in bodies, and
of making them fire regularly. The horseartillery, and tlie cavalry, are provided with
English sabres, and the infsntry have no
side arms, except occasionally bayonets;
After the Prince had shown us his artil-
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lery to so much advantage, he requested the
Ambassador and all his suite to accompany
him to his new garden, which was not fir
fiomdtheplace of review. We dismounted
at the gate, and with the exception of
Abbas-Mirza, no Persian entered the garden., Freed from the observation of his
own people, who consider it criminal in a
person of rank to smile, His Highness yielded to his natural disposition, and convinced
us that he possesses a sound judgment, and
a character highly amiable. The principal
avenue through which we proceeded led
straight to a lofty pavilion of several stories,
built in the Asiatic style, and commanding a view of the whole city. The garden has
been recently laid out in the European
styb, with walks and parterres: the trees
are as yet young; and everyathing has the
appearance of having been, but just finished ;
but the place cannot fail to grow into a
magnificent spot. And here too AbbasMiraa affords another instince of his endeavours, by his own example, to introduce
M 2
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better taste among his people. Before the
pavilion there is a very extensive basin,
which is supplied with water from a great
distance. On approaching the pavilion, the
gardener presented two bouquets to the
Prince, who offered the finest of them.to the
Ambassador. We ascended by a narrow
staircase into a pleasant little apartment,
from which we had a most extensive view
of the whole city. The floor was covered
A'ith carpets as usual, and the walls were
decorated with. small paintings. We were
surprised to see in two niches, in the upper
part of the room, a portrait of the Emperor
Alexander, and oneof ~ o n a ~ a r tthe
e , last of
which was a' striking likeness. The view of
the town was not interesting : we saw nothing but walls and trees, the houses being
all concealed from our view. The city is
bounded' on the north' by mountains, whose
bright red colour would lead the, observer
to suspect their volcanic character, if he
were deaf to the thunder that rolls within
their subterraneous caverns, and shakes the
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very foundation of .the city. We did not
experience any earthquake during our residence at Tauris, although we were told
that these phenomena of nature were very
frequent here j and the inhabitants say that
B very violent convulsion takes place periodically at the expiration of every forty years,
, overwhelming - the greater part of the city
in ruins. They now expect this awful vi- .
sitation, in four years hence, and yet they
'
show no symptoms of alarm ; so singular is
the combined effect of habit, of hope, and
of attachment to the place of our birth ?
We saw an old Persian, who, during the last
earth'iuake, had lain five days buried under
the ruins, where Ile was found by mere
chance. The climate of Tauris is in other
respects heavenly, and it is said to have the
effect of cur,ing fever. As there were no
chairs in the pavilion, Abbas-Mirza had the
civility to iemaih standing. His ~ i ~ h h e s s
at first asked the Ambassador whether he
did not wish that the gentlemen of the Embassy should retire into another apartment,
M 3
,
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as that in which we we& assembled wae
rather crowded, and it would be difficult to
hand round refreshments ; but His Excellency very properly declared, that where he
was,his officers must be present also. The
Prince was not in the least discomposed by
this answer, hbt, on the contrary, conversed
with several' of us. Some gentlemen of the
mission, affected to consider this observation as betraying a want of good breeding and incivility ; but allowing even that
'he did avail himself of the pretext of the
iipartment being crowded to get rid of us,
ought this to be made a subject of reproach
to him? Do they forget that he has been
accustomed from his early youth to see the
highest persons in the state standing in
a court, or, when in his apartment, at .a
hundred yards' distance from him 3 Weald
not any person in his place have felt the in'convenience of being in a close and crowded
room? The Prince carried his delicacy so far
as even not to notice that we were'trampling
his carpets with our boob, while the Eng-
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lish themselves never enter his apartments
but in red stockings." The preservation of
this part of our costume was permitted, iw
a complimentary distinction to the Ambassador, as well as the members of the Rusgian ,
Embassy ; and it should be particularly remembered, that the watchful pride of the
whole nation was extremely sensitive upon
this very point of etiquette, of our pulling
off our boots :it was, in truth, this apparently unimportant matter, which occasioned a
total failure of our negotiations with Japan
and China Abbas-Mirza conversed with
his usual affability, while tea and refreshments were handing round ; and we acci-

* The author has omitted to state, or probably he was
not aware, that the subject of these boots had qndergone
some discussion previously to the audience. The Russians insisted on appearing in their national costumd,
and the etiquette of the Persian Court was dispensed with
in their favour. With respect to the British Mission,
the case is different. It's members felt no hesitation in
complying at once witb a custom, the observance of
which is, no doubt, proper, since it conveys a harmlesa
ans slat or.
demonstration of respect.
M 4
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dentally discovered an honourable trait of
his character, which in Persia excited our
astonishment. The Ambassador observed
in the garden a projecting corner of an old
wall, which spoiled the beauty of the surrounding- objects, and disfigured the prospect. His Excellency . asked the Prince
why he didnot order the-wall to be pulled
down ? Only conceive," replmd His Highness, with a view ,of forming gardens on
a grm'd scale, I pu;chased. the grounds of
several proprietors. The owner ofthat where
the wall stands, is an old peasant, who has
absolutely refused to sell his property to me,
because he w,ill not part for any price with
an ancient patrimonial possession of his f*
mily. I must allow, his obstinacy vexes me
exceedingly, and yet f cannot but honour
him for his attachment to his forefathers,
and still more for his boldness in denying
me his ground. I must wait until the time
when his heir will, perhaps, be more, reasoliable." Who would have expected to
find so much feeling in despotic Asia ?
,
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Abbas-Mirza spoke with great judgment
of the organization of the Turkish army : he
had a mean opinion of their cavalry ;and he
particularly censured the custom of carrying
so much *useless baggage into the field.
Nor did he avoid this occasion of blaming
himself : he thought that the same objection applied, perhaps, still mQre strongly
to the Persian army ; as all those who were
accustomed to kallion smoking were attinded by a number of followers called cinderbearersg, who were of themselves sufficient
to compose a small army, and who were
not only useless mouths, but also impeded
the movements of the troops, and frequently
occasioned accidents by fire.
(6 Smoking, continued the Prince, would
be unobjectionable in itself, but I find that
it is carried too far in my country : it
consumes nearly the whole of the day, and

* Every Persian who possesses a moderate income ia
constantly accompanied by a fellow, whose sole occupation
in keeping cinders burning in an iron pan,
and in filling and lighting the kallion. Autiror.
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usehl occupationsare frequently unattended
to on its account. I have considered myself
bound to set the example, and have totally
reaounced a favourite habit : but I have undertaken a difficult task, and one which
aeems to press heavily on these gentlemen :
the. practice is so closely connected with
their habits of indolence, that they have not
the courage to follow my example."
A prince who thinks and acts in this
manner cannot fail to ac'quire the love of
his people, and wid that to secure the accomplishment of his great designs. It is
rather singular that many persons should
assert that Abb8s-Mirza is indebted fbr h i s
enlightened education to the Vic*Chancellor Mirza-Bejurk, a cunning old man, of no
education whatever. The Prince derives
his acquirements and infomation from very
different sources: he is well s~quaintedwith
the history and the customs of Europe,
and has studied the science of war, mathematies, and the English language. AAer
we had spent a full hour in His HigJmebs's

,
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company, we leR the garden together, atid
p s e d by the remains of a beautiful dd
metshet (church), which had been destroyed
by an earthquake. An old dervish, most
ludicrously dressed, sitting qpon the ruins,
with a loud voice cried out Ali." The
Prince left us at the gate of his palace, and
we returner) hoine. On the evening of the
following day we were invited to go :and'
see s-e fire-works which Abbas-Mirza had
ordered in honour of the Ambassador. . We
enfered a large court, which was filled with a
variety of fmmes and preparations. In the
middle was an air-balloon, the filling of which
the people did not seem to understand, for it
remained where.it was, and could not be
made to .ascend. We were received by
MirucBejurk in a large house a t , the end
of the-..court; and an immense. concoursb
of people crowded the walh and roofs of
the adjoining buildings, patiently awaiting '
the commencement of the entertainment.:
but they.were principally attracted by- onr
music,which the Ambaasadoi had sent there
'

-
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with the consent' of Abbas-Mirza, with a
view to &atify the curiosity of the people,
and at the same time to enliven the diversion. The Prince was not present ; and in
this instance, again, his conduct was regulated by good feeling; for had he been
there, his first minister, as well as the
military governbr of the city,- and other
personages, must have stood outside, before
the window, while we should all have remained in the apartment. In staying away,
therefore, His Highness showed a delicate
attention to the feelings of his attendants
and subjects, which did him credit. He
sent .his excuses, and charged his &st
minister to do the honours of the'f8te.
Before dark, refreshments were brought in,
and I was not a little surprised to perceive
French uniforms in the court. Several of
us went dpwn to talk to the persons wearing
them, and we found that they were Italians,
who, it seems, had not succeeded in finding
the philosopher's stone in their awn country.
Although bearing the rank o f lofficers, they
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appeared to us men of low origin, and one
of them said that he had come to Persia
because he had found it too hot in Sidy.
We left these gentlemen, whose object in
coming here seems to have been to dispose
of themselves to the best bidder, and soon
afterwards a signal mas given that the entertainment should begin. A number. of
'rockets, of a large size, were first let off,
aRer which, through some mistake, the latit
row of fire-works -was lighted first, upon
which wheels. and cascades began to-set.up
a dreadful noise. Owing to the narrowness
of the court, the fire-works were so huddled
together that the last row; which had been
lighted too early, set fire to the adjoining
combustibles ; these communicated - with
the remainder, and the whole works went
off at once, with continual reports of mortars, producing a tremendous clatter .and
confusion,. &swering to the most poetical
description of the infernal regions, &c. &c;
Every thing flew about, spitting fire and
spreading confusion in all d b t i o n s : the
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pople rushed down from the walls and
roofs of the houses; and our apothecary,
who had never seen any thing of the kind,
~claimed.with
astonishment that the battle
of Leipzig was a pop-gun compared t'o this.
Thus the entertainment, which had been
calculated.to last an hour, was over in ten
minutes; and MirzsBejurk, who was at
first rather disconcerted, told us, with hisnatural adroitness, that the *hole of the
firework8 had been purposely lighted at
once, in order that the precigus moments
ofthe Ambassador might not be wasted by
such trifles. The noise was still ringing in
our ears when we reached home. The
English officers came and supped with us,
and as it happened to be the birth-day of
their Sovereign *, they drank his health .in
potent 'bumpers. ..
,

As the reader will find in a subsequent page that
the Ruasian Embassy left Tauria on the 26th of May,
be may at first imagine that the author has.committed a
mistake in naming the 24th of May as tbe King's b i r h
dby; but it should be recollected that the author, as
a korho, computes time d b g to the old styl&.+

TAW.
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Early on the following morning the Ambassador received a letter from Teheran,
addressed to him by the Prime Minister
Mirzdeffi, who announced, that on account
of the insufferable heat of the weather in
that city, it was the. King's .intention. to
receive the Embsssy at his country residence
of Sultanie. Abbas-Mirzp o&red us, in the
mean time, the use of his own palace at
Udgani, in case we found the heirt intolerable at Tauris. This obliging o&r was
accepted, more with a view to enjoy free
dom from the restraint of daiiy etiquette
with which the Ambassador had been already so much plagued at Tauris, and our
departure was fixed for the following day.
In the mean time Abbas-Blirza requested
that our musicians, and the Tserkesses,
might be sent to ,him ; probably with the
view to afford hiswomen an opportunity of
hearing European music. I should mention .
herel an odd circumstance which occuhed
+ut this time: among:theae Cossacks,
who all professed the Mahometan religion,

,
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there was one vho had been. indisposed for
several .days, and was attended by Dr.
Miller, whos advice the man did not much
relish; and as he did not feel himself getting
better,,so rapidly as he desired, he refused
to take any more physic from Miiller, and
begged to see a Persian physician. It
seems that medicine in Persia is made to
rest upon the two following axioms: heat
must be repelled by cold, and cold by heat.
The Persian doctor 'appeared, looked grave,
and pkscribed for the .patient, ,who .was
labouring under inflammatory fever, 8 fGge
quantity. of ice, which the poor. .wretch,
swallowed with extacy.-he
died on the
third day.
The musicians and the herkesses a*
cordingly waited on .Abbh-Mirza. H e
first ,made the bind play every piece of
music that they. knew, and then examined
each instrument in detail, admiring the skill
with which harmony was produced from
such varieties of tones. He desired each
singly, and after having
musician to play
a

.
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made them all 'march with music, dismissed
them 'with rich presents. The Tserkesses
w'ere then desired to. shoot with bows at a
mark, which they hit very well. The Prince
himself took up a bow and arrow ; missed
the mark six times, and hit it the'aev4enth:6C I
thought," said he, returning tbe bow, 6C that
it was a more difficult matter than .it really
is." The men also received presents.
.Tauris is generally'placed on a level of
comparison with Ispahan and Sliiraz; and I
am sorry for it, as I could have wished that
.there had been a Persianrtown 'of which I
might have said something favourable. In
'describing one, it is impossible to use tlie
term streets : they are in fact narrow footpaths between small irregular wdls; and
those of Tauris are as dirty as those of
any other city. The bazar here, which 'is
reckoned the first in Persia, is nothing more
than a narrow passage, the top of which is
covered with rush mats, and it is lined on
each side with small shops. Here and there
the passage opens into a spacious court,
N
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occupied by c+ravansarays, which are merely
&tonewarehouses, where merchants deposit .
goods which they afterwards retail in the
shops. This famed bazar winds round the
city in a tariety of crooked directions, and
is mnstantly filled' with idle people and
speculators of every description, all pressing
and elbowing each other, and often jambed
against the wall by horsemen and asses.
Cabbages, garlic, silk stuffs, roasted mutton, and shawls are seen in close contact.
The merchants are very impudent: they
ask for their goods twice as much as they
are worth, and appear wretchedly poor. A
shopkeeper keeps only small patterns of
cloths and stuffs, and if there be a demand
for more,' he runs about among his friends
in the bazar to get the quantity wanted.
Very few of these tradesmen have shawls
for sale, and when they have any, it is only
in smdl numbers. With respect to shawls,
people in Europe labour under a great
mistake; those which are worn in Persia
are the very worst that I ever saw : the best
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are sent from Cashmire, by way of Ragdad,
to Cotlstantinople, where they fetch a good price, and are forwarded from thence to ell
parts of Europe. We have seen people here
admire shawls which no lady in our country
would think of wearing; and I am therefore
not surprised that the Persian Ambassador
at the court of St. Petersburgh, who took a
fmcy to make a present of one to the Count
tern Orlo& should soon afterwards have had
the mortification to see it worn by her maid,
while the Countess herself had on a shawl of
such value, as perfectly astonished His Exoelleacy. The ~erslanscannot afford to pay
the prices that are given for them at Conc
atantinople and in Russia.
Since I have entered upon the gubject
of shawls, I shall give a general d*
scription of the Persian costume : Every
Persian, from the (King downwards, wears a
cap of black sheep-skin : the dress consists
of a straight under garment, open about the
chest, apd hanging down to the heels: it is
made of coarse cloth among the poor classes,
N 2
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of European chintz among the rich, and
thatworn by the higher ranks consistsof gold
stuff. Over this they wear a girdle of cloth,
or a shawl, according to the condition of
the individual : in'this they carry a dagger,
of more or less value; and the officers of
government have sabres besides. T b j
wear small socks, of different colours, and
slippers,' which are generally green. The
upper garment reaches down to the knee,
and is cut out under the arms, so that the
'sleeves can either be drawn in, or thrown
behind the back. Their hands and nails
are coloured red. ~he'ivholedistinction between a chan and a peasant, independently
of the quality of their respective dresses, is
another shawl, which the chan is allowed
td wtar round his cap. From the upper
garments of a Persian one can form a notion
of his taste and his' wealth : they are made
.of fine English cloth, of gold stuff,and even
of shawls. The costume of women (some
of whom we saw during our journey, notwithstanding the stern Asiatic jeklousy with
<
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wliich they are watched) is very ugly: they,
wear pantaloons of enormous width, hanging down to their heels, and a short dress,
reaching to the knee ; their whole figure is
shrouded in a black veil, and their faces are,
thickly bedaubed with paint. The 'higher
classes *ear stuffs and shawls, and the rest
calicoes. '
The wllole art and endeavour of a Persian
woman is directed to the single obkct of
pleasing her lord ; and as some fifty or six-'
ty women have to contend for that honour
at once, it is not difficult to guess what a
theatre of intrigue a seraglio.must be. Al:
though a harem may be styled a terra incognita, since no mortal can learn what is
voing on there, and the woman who. has
b
once passed its threshold has renounced the world 'for ever, yet opportunities now and
then occur of hearing something about its
unhappy inmates. In the first place, the
se;aglios are built. in such a manner, that it
is impossible to peep into them from any
elevated sitiation, even at a distance. The
N 3
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principal entrance is guarded by women,
and the attendance is otherwise performed
by females. The poor women, who hate
each other mortally, are lodged so closely
to each other, tbat not one of them can
utter a word without its being heard ; and
those who might hope to alleviate their
grief by mbtually confiding their woes tb
each other, would certainly be overheard by
their ever listening neighbours, and by them
betrayed to their master. If, to divert the
d u b s of solitude, a woman should chance
to &g, she is laughed at by the others.
The woman who bears a son unto her lord
receives the honourable appellation of w f e ;
and, presuming not a little upon that distinction, she strives to place herself above
the others, who spurn her assumed superiority, and claim redress from their lord, by
pleading greater youth, or more beauty. In
short, these poor creatures pass the whole
day at their toilet, each sighing and hoping
that in the evening she may be the selected object of attention. The follow-
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ing particulars, relating to the domestic
economy of the l~arems,have been derived
from respectable sources: A Persian is bound
by religion and custom not only to maintain
and clothe his women in the best manner,
but also to allow them eodsiderable pin*
money. There are women who deny themselves many little camforts, and save their
allowances, of which they afterwards secretly
convey the amount by some eunuch to their
lord, and such are then certain of being
selected. Thw the men sell themselves
to their own women. I t may easily be
conceived what so'rt of morality reigns in
t h a e harem$.Unfortunately children remfiin
there with their mothers until they are eight
or ten years of age. What do they not see
and hear there? They are also not unfrequently employed to draw, by innocent
solicitations, their father's attention to their
i~otber. Whether it be possible ar not to
manage d intrigue in a . harem, is a point
which 1 will not sndertake to decide ; but,
I heard that there have been instances of
N
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such. things, and I even saw paintings red
presenting something of that kind. When
through wars, or other causes, the men are
compelled to absent themselves, it, is scarcely
possible that the. harems should enjoy a
quiet interregnum : it then becomes f e s
sible tozbribe the eunuch ;and it is said, inparticular, that blind men cut a figure in
these intrigues. Unaware of the places to
which they are led, they are kept .in cellars
until opportunities offer to convey them.
away. With the consent of the eunuch
these matters must be easy to arrange. The
women are particularly sblicitous about the
health of their lord, for when he dies they
are shut up during the remainder of their
lives. A child who has lived until its
tenth year in a harem,' witnessing its
mother's conduct, cannot remain attached.
to its parents, since its affection has not
been cemented by respect. A boy op leaving the harem enters the world, and afterwards seeks every opportunity to. seduce
his father's women, in which he is not un-
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frequently assisted by his mother. . There
are instances o;f this, and children are on
that account forbidden to see their mothers.But enough of these enormities, which I
should perhaps have allowed . t o -remain.
untold ; on , perusing them; however, the.
reader ,may join with me in thanking Ptovidence, for having been born in. a country,
where the dignity of woman is respected A ,celebrated river of the ancients, theOrontes*, is said to have passed through
Tauris : it is now - dwindled- into a dir.ty
rivulet .called Spingtsha. . The city lies in
,38" north latitude. . The heat ..was.. at .the.
average 'of 2 F Reaumur. ,

The 26th of May.-This
day we left
Tauris. The military governor, and other
personages of the city, accompanied us out
of the gates. The road proceeded through
a sandy and hilly country : the little river
Bavineu followed us on the left.' On our
right we observed at some distance fram
* T h e Orontes was a river of Syria.- Transkrtm.
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Tauris a mountain still covered with snow,
standing perfectly insulated. At noon we
reached the village of Vasmitsh, surrounded
with copse, and situated on the little river
of th;! same name. Abbas-Mirza has ordered the inhabitants to plant trees. The
Asiatics, it seems, will not without compulsion attend to their own advantage and pleasure. Wood is sold in Persia by the pound
weight, and at a very dear price. In the
evening we were surprised by a $ t o m
fiom the south-west, which brought on
a heavy 'rain. The inhabitants thanked
God for it; rain being very scarce in Persia
. I t seldom rains in winter, although it freezes
and snows. In the evening an officer came
in with a letter to the Ambassador from
Abbas-Mirza, conveying, in the most flattering terms,assurances of His Highness's
He had even
friendship and regard.
carried his politeness so far as to affix his
seal* on the leR hand' side of the letter,
*

The Persinns never sign their names; but merely

affix the impression of their seals.-Author.
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which is not only a mark of high re~pect,
but is never done in Persia except by an
inferior to a ,superior.
The 27t$.-We left our beautiful encampment; and we had no hope of seeing trees
again for some time. Where are the orange
groves of which we had dreamed ? Where
are the fields of lilies? There is n& even a
blade of grass to be seen. Naked mountains strewed with stones throw a greyish
tint over the scenery, which fatigues the
eye. Every hill deceivea usrwith the hope
that it's ascent may unfold to us some snjmating change in the face of nature ; but
in vain. Hills succeed to hills, rocks are
piled upon rocks, and there is no variety
but the change from dreariness to desolation. W e pitched our tents to day on a
swampy ground, not far from the village of
Seidabad : the water was scarcely drinkable.
On'the left a road sinks amidst high rocks,
and loses itself in awful obscurity. Alexander of Macedon, whose name the road
still beam, is said to have &st Eorced
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it's passage. The spot is on this account
highly interesting to the antiquary; butfor my part, I thought of the green fields
of my own country.
The 28th. -We began our journey byclimbing up a 'steep hill, on the middle of
which stands a caravansaray. We' reached
its summit at last, amidst the monotonous
tinkling of the bells of our camels and
rndes A steep and dangerous way leads
down the other side, and an unbounded
waste, covered with yellow grass, appears
quite in unison with the surr-oundingmoun- '
taim In the midst of the plain is seen a
small speck, which 'appears lost in this expanse of dreariness ; it is the castle of
Udgani. We did not at first believe our
ouides ; but as we approached, it gradually
b
assumed the appearance of a plantation of
orange trees, which it was not unlike, from
the singular style of its architecture. It
may be remembered that AbbaGMirza h d
the condescension to offer us this castle for
our reside~ce,until the King should come to
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Suhnie. The,i~ternal.arrangement of the
house is -really not bad ; and the y h o h
biilding corresponds very well 'with the
exterior : a corridor divides two courts, cofitaining a number of small apartments, in
two stories ; panes of variegated glass in
the windows are arranged with much taste.
The building rests upon a handsome stone
terrace, by the side of a garden, which unfortunately has been only recently planted :
the trees in it are small, and .afford no
shade. The house i s , open on this side,
'according to the Persian custom, and forms
a tolerably spacious hdl, in which the,
Prince generauy sits alone, while those to
whom he gives audi-ewestand on the terrace,
There are four paintings in this hall: a
or trait of our Emperor ; one of Bonaparte;
a battle-piece, representing a victory obtained bj.the Persians over the Russimy, in
which Abbas-Mirza, and a figure in English
uniform, are plded in the fore-ground. I t
is a pity, bowever,. that they shbpld not
have told us the name, of this battle. The
\
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fourth painting represents Abbas-Mirza
reviewing the regubr troops for the first
time before his father, on the plains of
Udgani: the Shah is on horseback, and the
Prince lies prostrate at his feet. Some
gentlemen of the mission contended that
such a position was degrading : it is a pity
that they should persist in confounding
custom with character; in the present instance, at any rate, their observafion was
ill applied, for the son lies before his father.
The character of the Japanese would be
much more degraded, if they were to be
audgat according to the standard of these
gentlemen ; for it is Ithe custom of the
country that every individual should not
only kneel before the Emperor, but also in
presence of his own parents; and yet there
are few nations which have stronger claim
t o a more strictly honourable character.-The whole building is surmounted by a br& square tower, containing a large a p t ment, whiih must afford a cool and delightful retreit during the heat of summer. In

-

the courts there are artificial pieces of water,
and there is also a marble bath, fitted up
with every convenience. It could not be
the dismal country that surrounds this place
that could have induced Abbas-Mirza to
build a castle here : he must have been
attracted by the violent winds, which regularly blow from eight' o'clock in the morning until six in the afternoon, and which
not only extinguish all sensation of heat,
but even render a great coat a very desirable companion. No living creature is seen
thToughout this desolate waste, except starlings, of which immense numbers sit on the
roof of the castle, and imitate the voices of
different birds, and even the barking of
dogs, in the drollest manner: there was no
sleeping after they had begin their chatter:
When we had been s e v e d days at Udgani,
intelligence arrived that it would not be
possible that the King could receive the
Embassy before tJze month of August, ss
the nation was celebrating the religious
festival of the Bairam, during which not
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anly no business is attended to, but fmfn
sunrise to sunset people are forbidden to
taste,any thing, even 'water, or to smoke.
As this Bairam lasts two months, we had
the agreeable prospect -of remaining at this
wretched place during the whole of that
period. The bare idea of this gave a feier
to two gentlemen of the Embassy ; and the
,Ambassador himself would .have been unable to resist the influence of surrounding
melancholy. His Excellency, therefore,
begged the memandar to look out for some
other ,residence, where we might at least
,see :some trees. The Chan complied with
this requegt, and announced, shortly afterawards, that he had found a desirable village
within two days' mirth. This information
was highly pleasing to us all, although we
were at the same time convinced thd we
should not meet with such good accommodation in any other place Orders were
immediately given to make preparations tbr
our departure.
1
A
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The 5th of June.-We this day left Udgani; dt a short distance from which we observed the ruins of what tradition reports to
have been a great city, which was totally devtroyed by Abbas the Great during
his wars. This city is said to have been
inhabited by giants named Kausi *; one of
whom, called Rustan, has acquired great
celebrity in Persia, his name constantly
occurring in eastern tales and roniances.
Our road was stony, and the ground hilly..
On the left we saw a great nirmber of round
stones, which the Persians assert to have
been the identical seats upon which the
Kausi sat and deliberated when they were
at war with the Medes. Every member of
* The Kausi were Persian giants, who derive their
name fr~rnKing Kauq surxlwed Nimrod, wlio was the
son of Kobda Cai-Kaus, the first king of the Persian
dynasty. Ksus hadsthe presumption to attempt to
ascend into the heavens in a car, to which he had
harnessed two eagles. He is said to have reigned 1SO
years. --Author.
0
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the council .was obliged to bring his own
stone with him. About half way we prokeded along r small stream, abounding
with fish ; we stopped, and in less than an
heur r supply sufficient for the whole mission was caught. - It i s singular that the
Persians never eat fish. Our encampment
was formed near the village of Tikmedash,
which in the Persian language signifies
spotted doloe.
The 6th. -- The road was 'unifbrmly the
same; one or two ;old caravansarays
were nearly *e only objects that did
not look like naked monntains. We leff
the high road which leads to Teheran, and
proceeded to the left, After a good h m ' s
inarch, we were surprised by coming suddenly in sight of s beautiful valley, in
which a murmuring stream pursued its serpentine course through the most picturesque
shrubbery. We caught an occasional glimpse
of the village of Sengilabat, our destined
place of residence, where we found our
tents most agreeably placed close to tbe

.
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stresm, under the shade of old poplars and
apricot trees, which seemed as if they were
joined together by garlands of roses. The
wind was shut out ' by the surrounding
mountains, here and there covered with
t u b of hikh grass ; and herds of cattle
grazing on their surface, heightened the
interest of the landscape. An old tower
very appropriately completes this picturesque scenery. The heat was about 24'
Reaurnur, in the shade. The trees of our
encampment were at times illuminated in
the evening; the band plsyed, and Russian
songs resounded in the mountains of Persia
The inhabitants,who st first were extremely
shy, gradually threw off their ceserve, and
even participated in our amusements. h e
gentlemen of the Embassy, who disguised
themaelves in women's clothes, in which
they reany did not look much amias, d e '
ceived the Persians ao completely, that the
memandar himself, who knew us all peraonally, would not, for some time, believe
that they were men ; and seemed to think.
0
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that we had found means to carry women
with us, in a manner to elude his observation. The inhabitants of the village were
extremely delighted with our female dress :
they were, however, surprised that a veil
formed no part of it ; and they frequently
asked whether, in our country, every one
might really look at a woman with impunity? Yes, thought I, we may with the
impunity that you mean ;but how oRen are
we not made to pay dearly for our privilegii
of looking at them! The heat compelled us
to give up the usual European mode of
living, and we found it much better to follow the example. of the Persians. We
accordingly &realfasted at nine o'olock in
the morning, and lay in the shade until six
o'clock, when we dined.
I had the misfortune to be in a tent
where, one day, an immense phalangium
was caught. It must have been a female,
for in the same evening ten smaller reptiles
made their appearance, and ran about the
corners of the tent, as if looking for some-
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h i . A phalangium is an enormous
spider, covered with hair of a red colonr :
its feet are furnished with small claws,
and its mouth has four fiont teeth, with
which it bites dreadfully. I t is very malicious, and is always angrily whbzing and
springing about. When it is placed in a
with a soorpion, a bloody contest
ensues, in which the phalangium always
proves victorious : indeed the scorpion is
lucky, if the phalangium does not. irnmediately divide him at one bite. It must be
allowed that these are very unwelcome
visiters in a tent. They frequently deprive
one of all sleep. If the light be put out,
lone has the horror of' fancying that they are
crawling.on the bolster by hundreds; but if
the light be leR burning, they run into the
&me.
We found ourselves rather ill off with
respect to wine under the Persian management, fbr none is made except in Armenia,
and that only for the use of the people
themselves. They were, therefore, obliged
0
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to hunt for it in every village, far and wide ;
and it was generally so bad, that nobody
could drink it. It would have bqen a very
eaay matter for the Persian government to
have procured some from Grusia, since they
had undertaken to maintain us in Persia at
their own expense, in return for the recep
tion which their embassy had experienced
in -St. Petenburgh, where they drank the
best wine, and were gratuitously provided
with every thing that they could-want. As
that 'was not done, the Ambassador, had
too high a bense of delicacy to ask for
Grusian wine; but His Excellency ordered a
supply from Tiflis, which arrived here to our great satisfaction, and was issued to us
in daily portions. I t is very dangerous to
drink water in Persia, because it 'odcasions
fever, which it is afierwards not easy to get
rid of. As the Persians did not seem to have
any objection to the matter, we subsequently received two further supplies of wine
from Ti&.
It is not a little singular that in this
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season of the year we shouM have a n no

frttit, excepting bad cherries. Vegetables
are not to be had at all, It is really a
miserable country! If' the accounts of trt+
veUers were true, abundance of fruit would
eveny where meet the eye; the peopIe
would be arrayed in magnificent shawls; and
reposing in luxury on roses, would be admiring eheautiful sky.. Many of our friends,
no doubt, think that at this moment we too
ape on a bed of roses ; instead of whieh we
lie on hard and sandy pound, heartily wishing to be removed from our terrestrial
paradise.
TWO
English travellers, Colonel Johnaon
and Captain Salter, who are journeying
overland from the East Indies to England,
staid with us several days The Colonel
spoke very good French, and seemed
man of extensive information. The English
who whh to proceed overland to England
from the East Indies, come by w into the
Peraian Gnlfi where they l
d at the fortress
of Bendarabaa, which formerly belonged to
0
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the Portuguese, subsequently to the Persians,
and is now, for the sake of greater security,
in the hands of the English; for there is a
pearl fishery in the neighbourhood, which
natudly requires to be well protected.
From Bendsrabas they proceed to Shirae,
where the excellent wine of that n&e
grows, and they take pleasure in visiting the
ruins of Persepolis. At Teheran they meet
with a friendly reception ; at Tauris they
are received by their own countrymen; and
from Tiflis they travel post through Little
Russia and Poland, to Hamburgh, or my
other place they prefer.
Colonel Johnson b d brought with him
several coins from Persepolis, where they
are dug out of the ground without difficulty;
and he also showed us some broken pieces
of bas reliefs, having inscriptions on them,
which nobody can read. Persepolis is, perhaps, the only city in the world of which it
is unknown when it was built, by whom it
was inhabited, and how it was destroyed.
It is known only that it was conquered by
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Alexander the Great. I t has been said, that;
one of his women obtained from him by her
importunities permission to set fire to the
city. But the most singular circumstance
relative to these ruins is that they by no
means seem to indicate the previous existence of dwelling houses, but have the general
appearance of being the remains of one bmense temple, or at least of several smaller
ones. In one place, numbers of pillars of different dimensions stand upon a terrace; in
other places they aregrouped, and foundin all
positions ;but notfatrace is found of a house,
nor any thing resembling the ruins of one.
The capitals of the oolumns evidently prove
that they never could have been connected
together. What then was Persepolis? Perhaps some t e q l e of enormous size, such as
surpasses the conceptions of the present
generation. There is no village, nor are
there any ruins in its vicinity: not even
grass gows ;and the superb remains of this
singular temple lie in a desert. Among the
many inscriptions which are found there, it
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is not a little remarkable that some should
be .in Greek characters, . in which the name
of Artaxerxes occurs. The human figures
are mostly in a costume now unknown.
Same of these must he meant to represent
kings or rulers, for the figures that surround
them are placed in attitudes of respect ;and
the sovereigns are covered with mantles, an
the edges of which are unknown characters.
h i d e s several coins,. Colonel Johnson sent
to the Ambassador a piece which had been
broken off the wing of a sphynx.
By way af variety, .perhaps also to relieve the inhabitants of Sengilabat, the met
mandar proposed a change of' residence to
the Ambassador ; and we accordingly 10%
with regret, our shady valley, the ,most
agreeable that we met with in Persia
The 20th. --We set out early in the
morning of a fine day, leaving on our right
the high road, which pursued its direction
through a dreary waste ; and following the
mountains on our lefk, w e passed through a
pleasarnt country, and .some pretty villages,
.
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until at noon we reached that of Versagan9
where o w tents were pitched in a plantation
of apricot trees. The satisfaction which we
felt at the sight of these was not of l a g
duration, aa the Persians msureg us that
they were the last that we should meet with
for some time, an observation whieb urn
fortunately proved to be too true.
Althaugh Versagan, as a residence, could
not be compared to Sengilabat, yet the surrounding country is very beautiful, and is
watered by the little river Versagsntshai
We observed the,minains of a large building, which, together with the whole district,
belongs to the brother of the unfortunate
Wik-Chan, formerly owner of the village. The cruel history of this nobleman ia as
follows.-When the reigning Shah aspired
to the throne, the nation was divided by
several parties, who fought with each other
until they were all reduced to submission
by tha Shah. Sdik-Chan, the &hest and
most powerful pgrtizan, was alone able to
kmp up a bng resistance; but being at last
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overwhelmed by superior forms, he was
totally defeated, and obliged to fly. He
succeeded in effecting his escape to Grusia,
where he sued for and obtained protection,
Some tim-eafter, he receivedletters from the
Shah, holding out assurances of forgiveness .
of the past, and promises of friendship ;
adding, that he had only to retdrn quietly,
and resume his possessions. His friends
warned him to be cautious ;-but he suffered
himself to be deluded, and went to Teheran,
where he was immured alive, and starved to
death, after having nearl;y eaten his own
hands..
..The barbarous character of this people
would seem to render- recourse to strong
measures necessary ; and yet the present
king is a very mild ruler, such indeed ar
Persia-has not been blessed with, from time
immemorial. The Persians seem to consider with great indifference, tortures more
dreadful than death itself; and they reckon
among their mildest punishments, that of
being beat on the soles of the feet, until
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they are rendered incapable of walking for
many months ; or undergoing a dreadful
beating with a tremendous bludgeon, most
unmercifully applied, with no worse c o n e
queooes than a broken rib or two:
The King's own brother gave an unparalleled example of patience under suffering.
His Majesty had several times discovered
that he was planning conspiracies against
his life, but had forgiven him on each
occasion, from the hope of conciliating
him by mildness. Having, however, been
once more detected in similar practices, the
King desired that he should be arrested, and
-sent to him to say that his 6c eyes 'pleased
' him-greatly."
If my eyes please him, he
may take them," was the brother's reply..
He allowed them to be cut out without a
murmur, and, they were presented to the
King on a gold plate.
'it had been determined that we should
stop only one day at Versagan ; but the
arrival .of MM. .- Maaarowitsh and. D e
Ricard, kho, . it will be remembered, had
'
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been dispatched, in the month of January;
fmm ti flit^ - to Teheran, prolonged our stay
at the village one day more. It appears
that the King received them very graciously, and told them that he ,would soon proceed to Sultanie. After their audience of
leave, His Majesty ordered that the whole of
his palace should be shown to them, which
they described as very handsome.
The 2Pd. -- This day's march war very
short, and had merely for its object to
regain the high road, which we had quitted
at Sengilabat, to remain in the mountains,
where the atmosphere is cooler. We encamped at the village of Turkmantshai,
which has a .small atream of the same name.
At two days' march from this place lies the
town of Miana, which owes its fame to a
species of venomous bugs. These vermin,
however, have also.strolled into the vicinity,
a d even as firt as this place.--Our friends,
r h o joined us the day before, told us of nn
adventure which had happened to. a Chrul
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at Teheran. I need scarcely premise thw
wine is forbidden to the Moslems by their
religion. A certain Chm, howevei, was so '
~ R Xin his observance-of this law, that his
conduct reached the ears of the King,
who at first reproved him in strong terms
h r his immarality, and caused' him afterwards to be chastised. These measures having no &ct, His Majesty commanded the
Chan to continue drinking, which order he
so firithfully obeyed, that he remained in a
d t e of intoxication during forty day& and
thus became so disgusted with the practice
that he gave up drinking, and begged H
is
3Hajesty to revoke his command.
The 2Sd.
We travelled the whole
of this day over a dreadf'ully rugged
ground, which does not f f i r d one drop of
water. We saw by the side of our route,
on distant heighta, the villages of Hodgakoshen and Tshanachplach ; and the chine
of' the Caplanta Mountains bounded the
view before us in the horizon. Our encamp-
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ment wia at Avanlug, where a small .plantation of apricot trees afforded us sufficient:
shade. At this place, if a small piece of the
wall of a house be broken 06hundreds of
venomous bugs are found. We caught
several phalangia of enormous size, and a
curious- little animal, with two long hind
legs, which could spring, but was unable to
walk at all. Its colour was red, and it was
altogether a very beautifid little animal. .
The 24th.
We passed. through several deserted . villages, from which
the
Persians assured us) the inhabitants had
been driven away by the bugs. A long
risked valley led straight to the little
town of Miana, the governor of which came
to meet the Ambassador, with the usual
Persian ceremonies. - As this town' is the
chief residence of the bugs, we were under
the necessity of establishing our encampment four wersts farther, on. the banks of
the river Ksrlanku, at the foot of the Caplanta Mountains. A fine bridge,. of twenty-
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three arches, leads over this now incons & r a b l e river, which I should, however,
hnagine must swell considerably during
the rainy season. This bridge was built
by Abbas .the Great : it has several internal passages, and on the. steps, a t the end,
stand h u r pillars, one of .'which has fallen
.to.
ruins.
. ,
The venomous bug; properly -called the
Miana bug; is worthy of the patiiieular
notice of the natnralikt. It is'rather larger
than the' common European bug ; is of a
grey colour, inklining to black ; and its back
is mvered with small red points, scarcely
distinguishable, on account of their number.
It is only found in-walls, an& its frequmicy,
and the intensity of its poison, are in proportion to the age of the building. It does not
- lhske its appearance by day-light, although,
ceminly, there have been instances to the
contrary. These bugs have existed at Mianrr
60x11 time immemorial, and have
spread into the neighbourhood, where, however, they are not equally venomous. In
I'
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winter they lie in walls, in a state of torpor,
and, like all poisonous reptiles, are most
dangerous during the heat of summer. I
should mention, that .houses in Persia are
not built with bricks, but (particularly those
of Miana and every village) with loam,
w'hieh is kneaded wiih fine cut straw.
The most remarkable, and indeed quite
a peculiar featlire in .the history of these
bugs is, that they do not bite the inhabitants ; or at least if they do, the bite is ae
little felt by them, as the sting of our bugs
, is felt by us : but they mould certainly bite
every stranger who should pass the night at
Miana ; and there is np antidote to ; the
poison of their sting, which proves mortal
in four-and-twenty hours. Of its fatal
d e c t s in two instances I have heard the
precise particulars. The English at Tau&
told me repeatedly, that they had last a
servant at Miana, who had had the misfortune to be stung by one of these vermin:
he complained immediately of parching
Beat OMX his rlhole body j shortly dh-
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wards became deliriously and expired
in dreadftl conv~lsions. Colonel B a r ~ n
Wrede, who. has long served with credit
in. Grusis, and who some years ago came
to Persia on a mission, relates a better
authenticated iostance of the poisonous sting
of these bugs. It was pretty 4 t e in the
year, and the Baron thought that the e@&
of their bite wos not so dangerous as waa
reported : he therefore determined to pass
the night at Miana, taking, however, the precantian ta keep a light burning in his apartment. Every one happily escaped, with
the exception of a Cossack, who the next
morning observed a black spot on his fwL
The man talked wildly, and at last be=
csme deliriaus. The inhabitants recommended, as an antidote to the poison, that
an ox &ould be slaughtered, and that his
skin should be wrapped, whilst warm, robnd
the Cossack's foot: this was done, but to
no purpose ; he died in dreadful COW
vulsions. The inhabitsnta aasert that sow
persons. who had been stung, had been
P

2

saved by twting nothing but w h , sugar,
dnd honey, for forty days. 'Bey take them
in' ,their hands without danger.. It is -very
fbrtunate that clothes and similar articles do
liot harbour these vermin.; otherwise they
might perhaps have spread throughout the
.
. . ...
whole country.
Miana is celebrated for its manufactories
of carpets, which a r e made from oamels'.
hair, and'look very well in point ~f .colour,
The town's people brought many of themi
into our camp, which we bought i n defiance
of 'the.bugs. Several of us. even slept that
night *on the, carpets, although. I will not
pretend :to say veiy much at our ease : ourwortliy friend the apbth1eC8iY,however, who
is a great wag, was dancing about the whole
of the nigh& ,
.
.
..
T h e 125th; A paved way - which was,
built .by Abbai the. Great, .and which. is
atill, in some :places,- kept in ...very good
order,'.led us through romantic yint$ngs
amidst chiisms of black'rocki, into the mountains. of Caplanta, which separate . the pro,
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vince of .Adderbegan (anciJt Medk) f r ~ m
Irakka-atgem (ancient Parthia). When we
had reached the summit of the ri%e, we
stopped to admire the wonders of the prospect which was open to our view. On
one side we saw Miana and the mountains
which extend nearly toTauris; on the other,
heighb of various shapes and colours, heaped
together, raise their golden summits into
the boundless horizon, tipped by a small
blue streak resembling a wavy cloud. These
are the mountains near which Sultanie lies,
The face of the country in that direction
discovers its poverty. Neither tree nor
grass is seen ; nothing but a yellow sandy
soil refracting various colours, and f6rming
a striking contrast with the country which
we had just l e k . After having remained
here a while, exposed to the violence ~fthe
wind, we began to descend, an operation
which is rendered consider~bly easier by
the frequent wiading of the road. , On our
left we observed, on the insulated s,ummit
of a rock, the ruins of a fortress called
P 3

.

Virgin's Fort. '1t is said to have been buat
by Artaxerxes, who'confined there a young
female,, from whom it has derived its appellation. It is to be lamented that Abbao
the Great should have caused this place to
be nearly destroyed on account of robbers
who resided there, and rendered the passage
of the mountains insecure. But a wall is
still seen, which, irl a wonderful manner,
runs from the top of one rock td another,
being built on very unequal ground rotind
the whole fort. In the centre there is still
a kind of house,' with a patch of roof, but
which, iingularly enough, has no door. I
dot upon the roof and found there only a
hole, into. which I threw a stone, ,which
r&choed a hollow sound. The whole place
was filled with a great quantity of stones
and shells. One of the party was fortunate
enough to find a couple of muscles which
had grown, together, which is in itself a
wriosity, independently of their being petrified. Indeed the colour of the mountains
authorises the presumption that they con-

.
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It proved
much easier to climb into the fort than to
-descend from it ; every body was obliged
to slide down as well as he could.
The road continued to descend the mountain, at the base of which flows the river
Kisil-osun (Golden River). Here and there
we observed small sllrubs on our way, which
were curiously hung with bits of rags of all
colours ;and we were told that the name of
Pir is given to one of these places, and that
this was considered a sacred spot, at which
travellers, when they think themselves too
weak to continue their journey, or are otlierwise distressed, perform their devotions,
snd leave behind pieces of their clothes,
&er which they proceed on their journey
strengthened and comforted.
o n reaching the last height, we perceived
a beautiful bridge of three arches over the
Kisil-oaua, built with yellow free-stone.
The qrches are #very large and bold, and
have an ~ i a b i cinscription on the edgea,
.purporting that the bridge was e
d 144
r 4
1
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years ago, by an inhabitant of the town of
Casbin. Millions of swallows build their
nests under the arches. At one end of tlie
bridge there is a door-'way leading into the
interior, which consists of large rooms. The
radius of the middle arch is eight fathoms ;
but .in one place there is a chasm which
may become dangerous in the course of
time. Not far from the bridge stand the
walls of a caravansaray. The striking contrast af the naked black mountains with'the
verdant banks of the river, affords splendid
scenery. Viewed from a certain distance,
the bridge appears as if suspended in the
air. Here the celebrated English tiaveller
Browne was murdered. On. laving ' the
bridge the road follbws the right-bank of
the river, which it, however, smn leaves
to rise into a sandy mountain, refracting
singular variegations of red and bright
yellow colours. The first mountain adjoining .the river is '&markably steep, and
the road'winds slowly into it. Immediately
dter passing it, we &ached our e n c m p
'
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ment at the caravanwtay of Dgamalabad,
which is still in good preservation, although
it has stood 520 years.
The 26th. ,- We were told that .the
great heat begins here. The country had,
indeed, every appearance of this being
the case. Eternal sand plains, on which
there grows not a blade of grass to relieve
their uniformity, on all sides meet the eye
that anxiously seeks variety 6f any kindl .
We rode on, enveloped in a thick cloud of
dust, while nothing was to be heard but the
provoking sameness of the jingling bells of
the camels. It is said that for weeks tbgether not a breath of air is felt 'here.
The dust raised. *by the traveller remaifis
suspended in the air, and forn~sa nebdm
substatlce, floating over his head just at the
height at which it is best calculated to t a z e
him to desperation.
We found our tents pitched near the
,
carqvansaray of Sardgrm, not fAr from
which we, to our astonishment, perceived a
small village ; but my surpiise incr&ed
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when I learned that these poor people had
settled there by cornlhand d Abbas-Mirea
he river Sangatshai, which flows t h w g h
this desert of sand, is the only place where
the inhabitants can grow .corn : it had been
already cut.
The 27th. -The dreadful heat of the
weather. this day, rendered the dreary prospect of the desert still more intolerable
The road is continually approaching, and
then leavidg again, the river Sangatshat
What a country ! How is it possible that
nature could have prduced any thing so
hideously: frightful ?
I will endeavour to describe it in a very
&w1 words. Let the reader picture to his im*
gination a sea.of liquid loam, af which the
waves, whilst violently agitated by a storm,
have been in~tantaneouslypetrified ;and the
wavy surface, thus formed, k i n g afterwards
split by the parching rays of the sun into
innumerable fisaures, will afford some idea
of the sort of country over which it .was our
lot to,travel
t h- i s day, until we rekcbed tbe
.
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camvansaray of Nipke, where we arrived
covered ~ 6 t hdust, and almost roasted alive.
This caravansaray, which lies at no great
distance from the river Sangatshai, warr
built in the year 1049 of the Mahornedan
ma, by Bsgadir Shah, who having on his
return &om the siege of Erivan rested at
this place, ordered the minister of Ispahan,
TukiqHedai-Talahof, to ereat thia building in
' remembrance of 'the circurnatance.
This
is the boundary of the district of Tauris ,The 28tK I t is remarkable that on
the other sideeof the m~untainsof Caplan@%
the wind. regularly:begins to blow
fFom eight o'clock in the morning, and
ceases at !six ,in the &em&. . Here it .is
the reverse; the wind blows fiom .six in the
evening, throughout the whole night, until
morning. The. air is perfectly d m the
whole day, and~the,heat is intolerd.de.
After having marched this day through a
country as horrible as that over which we
went yesterday, we.were agreeably surprised
to find trees, at our encaqmeht, near the

-
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,

,
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village of Jengidge, havingseen non,6 since
we left L i a n a The shady t,rees, and a
stream ,-which afforded wholesome water,
which i s a rare circumstance in Persia, w-ere
sufficient to induce the ,Ambassador to stop
there two days, even if the consideration
had been wanting of our having p e r f o r d
seven marches without one day's rest. Olir
next station is the town of' Sangan, which
i's governed by a son of the Shah, Avdula- -'
Mirza*
The .30th. -The ~mbassadorhad been
informed by . the memandar, that AvdulaMirza was making preparations for receiving us with. .solemnity at; Sangan. : -But
as His Excellency dislikes cereinony, and
'as the heat of the weather would have
rendered- it etill more irksome to hi&.we
. . and
brpke up at two o'clock in the morning,
succeeded in reaching Sangan before any of
'

When the word Mirza stands after a name, i t '
signifies the son of a Shah ;. but when placed before a
person'@name, it is equivalent tr, .the title of nobleman
or g e n t l e v ? Autkw.
. ..
..
'
..I
t .
'
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ita inhabitants were awake. Our road wok
us' along the river Sangatshai, which we
had left the day before yesterday, and we
observed on its banks the villages of Bari,
Sarim, Gushker, and others surrounded by
gadens.
The town of Sangan has a pretty appearance ; it is encircled by a wall, surmountecl
by small towers. In the middle of0 the
flaw, a square tower, with green blinds, is seen' rising out of the palace of AvdulaMirza, -which is occupied*by his women.
It appeared to us as if the ladies of Sangan
were not so prudish and so strictly watched
sa they are in other places, for they peeped
out of the doors, raising their veils,. and
showing us some very pretty faces: on
this point, however, we were then scarcely
qualified to give an opinion, for we had not
Been a female face for two months, and
I really think that any thing 'in women's
cldihes, would have pleased us.
A large handsome house was allotted for
the reception of the whole party. The

!a!%
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palace of Avdula-Miraa stood close t ~ our
,
residence, sa that the inh4itaslt.s of: the
tower alluded to, could look into our court
and,windows
After the Ambassador had reoeived the
visits of several personages of distiaction,
His Excellency, followed by gentlemen of
hie &it;, ,proc&ed to pay his rdspeote to
Avdde-Mjraa, who bad the extrktme p
litenas to ofjt;er chairs to the Ambassador,
and each gentleman who was with him.
He is a young man, twenty-fbur years of
age; ia we of the. King's youbgest sons,
and bears a strong resemblance to A b b
Mirza, to whom be k ,much attwbed. In
compli&nt to his. brother, he kee& two
battalions. of regular troops, for wham he
hoe built a fine b a r d
his palace.

-

1

As .9r:e staid several days at Sang- I
visited the b a r ; it, is a poor and dirty
p l k . We saw a great number of turqu~isesin the shop, which, alfliough they

.

ai.a the produce of Peirsia, may be purohased

much cheaper in Russis, Persia is the oily
country in the world in which these stones
are found, and thexe, are only two mines of
them. The one has been only lately discovered, and produces very inferior specimens
of the stone. The old mine, of which the
king monopolized the produce for his own
use, is unfortunately situated in the province
of Conossan, which is at present in a state of
rebellion. There was an abundant display
of fruit at the bazar, but all unripe, with
the exception of pears, which weze excellent.
Avdula-Mirw having two si;ck children,
requested the attendance of Dr. Miiller,
whose enviable fate it thw was' to see a
harem full of pretty women. At.his. first
visit, the childm were brought out to him
by the eunuch. They aGed as if t h y had
been whipped, so that the doctor couM do
nothing with them. The secdnd,time, the
mothers -and nurses carried the children
themselves. But Asiatic jealousy ia never

'
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off its .guard. A thick curtpin was s n s
pended : &tween Miiller and the women,
who held forth .the 'children from underneath it. He saw nothing but. pretty hands.
.
.
and.toei 0 happy doctor !
- E v e evening we had music, to hear
which the whole.town' assembled about the,
house and 'in the court ; several figures also
hoked - on from the tower, but the ; blinds
and the high balustrades concealed. from
oar view. the objects. which. we . were so
anxious t o see. I hope that the :ladies
niem equally disappointed-; . otherwise we
must have left on their minds no very.
favourkble impress*. of the complexians
.
of Europeans.. .
There i s hem a fly, so. small that it can
scarcely be seen, which. stung us .'to sucha
degiee that oiw k s and bodies .were, like
partridge's 'eggs, kovered with red .spot+,
&companied by :a continual-.and 'violent
itchiug, which p l a d the:whole-embassy in
a 8&t% of @eat :activity. This fly is p&
rsuliar to the t%,.and only.stings strangers.
,

-
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Thus Persian towns are not -without their
pesuliarities ! The inconvenience which
we felt from the great'partiality with which
these insects had .honoured us, induced the
A m h a d o r to solicit a change of residence,
which request was the more willingly
granted, as intelligence arrived that the
King had left Teheran, and was proceeding
by slow marches (diverting himself with
sporting all the way) to Sultanie, which iki
only at a distance of two days' journey from
hence. Avdula-Mirza had received orders
from hi3 father to join him, and thereEore
left us. We followed him on the 5th .of
July, and found a large encampment prepared -&r.us, .at a'distance of twelve wersts
from Sultanie, near the ruins of the village
.of Sainanarchie, where we were to await the
arrival of the King. The second minister,
Mirza-Avdul-Vehab,'had arrived before us,
and had pitched his tents close to ours.
He was sent by.the King to pay his compliments to the Ambassador, and keep us
company un,ti1 His Majesty's arrival. He

,

visited the Ambassador the same day ; and
we found him to be a man of great ability,
and of agreeable manners. He always
dressed with great taste, and seemed vain
of his person, which might be excusable,
for he was certainly a handsome man.
Being a seit *, he never hesitates to tell the
King the truth ; and he is otherwise much
beloved, on account of his judgment and
the sincerity of his character.
As the King travelled very slowly, and his
astrologers had named an auspicious day,
before which time he would not dare to
come to Sultanie, we remained twenty days
in camp at Samanarchie.-As
far as the
eye could reach, there was not a tree to
A sect in Persia, which descends from Mahornet,
and is held in esteem and veneration. A seit considers
himself privileged to tell the truth to the King at, all
times. H e is at liberty to enter any house, and his host
is obliged to give him .the best reception, and even to
d e r him presents. The lowest Persian, as a seit, can
have immediate access to a' minister whenever lie pleases,
and seats himself at his table; particularly if the latter
be himself a seit. Aufiror.
.%.

-

gladden it; and even the spot on which we
resided was only covered with withered
grass, such as we see in Europe afier a first
frost in autumn. The thermometer was at
30" Reaumur, in the shade. It was found
-necessary to draw up the sides of the tents,
and we lay stretched out the greater part of
the day-without the power to move. 'Fortunately for us, no day elapsed without
wind, which gently waving through the tents
afforded's very refreshing relief. Even the
nights were warm. The thermometer was
never l&er than 8', and I should mention
as a remarkable circumstance that the atmosphere waa so dry that a sheet of paper
exposed to it's action did not imbibe any
moisture from it.
The. Emperor's presents to the King,
were sent from Astrachan across the Css,pian sea They had been landed on the
Persian coast, and had now safely arrived at
Sultanie. This circumstance afforded us a
pretext for occasional excursions to Sultanie,
where His Majesty was not expected to arQ

2
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rive until the 19th of July. I also took a
.ride to the place, but rather with the view
to visit the 'palace, of which it might perhaps
be difficult to procure a sight after t h e
King's arrival. Although it's distance from
our encampment was only twelve. wersts,.
yet it's elevated situation occasions a perceptible difference of climate. It h e
during the night. I could scarcely credit
my own feelings, for there could not be a
doubt .but that I was in Persia under the
36" of latitude. The white grass before
sunrise, however, . convinced me of the
truth. The first rays of the sun suddenly
create 1@ of heat, and in leas than three
hours, increase it to 30".
The morning discovered to our view a
most dreary prospect from Sultanie, and
.my hopes that our future place of residence
would be an agreeable one, vanished The
castle stands on .a small. height surrounded
by a few trees, and looks like any thing but
the summer residence of a King. I c o d
not conceive how His Majesty could ac-,
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cornmodate his courtiers near his person ;
but I observed upon further examination
that tents had been pitched for them round
the whole extent of the palace, and that
only the King and hia harem resided in the
castle properly so called.
Behind the castle lies a village of the
same name; on the left stands a large.
magnificent metshet, surrounded by the
ancient ruins of the town of Sultanie. The
whole spot is encircled by lofty naked hi14
.which afford nothing to relieve the eya
And is this a summer residence? The
situation, however, is certainly cool, and a
strong wind blows constantly.
I went to the castle, where I found a
number of workmen employed in repairing
broken windows and floors, whitening the
walls, cleaning and placing the whole castle
in a state fit for the reception of the sovereign of Persia. With the exception of the
audience chamber, whi& forms the open
side of the palace, and from which there is
a very tolerable prospect, there was not
Q
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one apartment which looked like.the cham2
ber of 'a palace. It is, however, necessary
to state, that the King passes. only. a few
months here, perhaps, once in four years.
The other rooms on the first. story were
little holes, connected with each other by
doors and passages. At the end of the
building I ascended, by a covered.staircase,
into a space encircled by a high wall, in the
middle of which stood an octagonal sort of
tower surmounted by a dome. It has.d&rs
.on all sides ;in the inside there are a.number of small chambers formed axiund a
large apartment in the center, onZthewalls
of which are inscribed Persian apophthegms.
This isthe residence of the principal women,
and the seat of luxury and enjoyment. It
appeared, however, much in want of. clean. ing. . From the space upon which this building stands,xa small door leads into a tower
from which the women may enj0y.a view
of t h e camp. Such is the description of
the place, of which a correct drawing has
been annexed. Opposite the castle tents

-
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were pitched in order that the presents
might be laid out in them.
I must confess that I returned much out
of humour to Samanarchie, where my spirits
were not raised by hearing of the death
of one of our Tserkesses.
The Ambassador dispatched an officer to
the King, in order that he might know with
certainty how.far off His Majestv then was.
The former returned in a few cGYs, and reported that the King was at no great distance, but that his mode of travelling might
delay his arrival for some time. H e was
proceeding at short stages, and shooting all
the while. I t happened to the officer that
his followers demanded more horses at a
village than were requisite; perhaps too,
they wanted. to keep some.of those which
they had already. The villagers made a great
noise, but were awed into submission by the
memandm, who gives orders in the name of
the Government. The peasantry in these
cases have the ludicrous privilege of calling
their wives to their assistance, which is
Q
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readily afforded in the following singular
manner : they throw a handful of earth over
their heads, shouting Ali sees that we are
out of our minds :' upon which they assail
with impunity the object of their fury. I
am not sure that it would be very slfe to
grant a similar privilege to the sex in
Europe.
Owing to the solemn fast of the Rmm
san, scarcely a Persian was to be seen.
They sat in their tents, and fasted the
whole day, a penance which in such
weather would have been more easily submitted to than the painful thirst accompanying it. But when the last rays of
the sun had sunk behind the horizon, a loud
shout was raised by a Mollah, which was
considered the signal of the end of the
fast of that day, and immediately the
mouths of the whale camp eagerly cornmenced the work of making up for lost
time. These fasts have a powerful effect
on the constituticm, particularly as they last
for months ; and they produce a visibIe
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e f f d on the Persians, who during the time
are in a Btate of great lassitude, and almost
mental im becillity.
The Ambassador also took a ride to Sultanie, and in the evening when he returned,
gave an entertainment in the open air to
Mirza-Avdul-Vehab, at which the band
'played, and we drank the health of the King
in the true European style. . This hstive
tiemonstration of joy on proclaiming -our
good wishes in favour of any person, seemed
h$ly to pl-e
the minister, who is very
ausceptible of pleasing impressions. He is
also said. to have acquired some eelebriti
by the effusions of his muse, a distinction
of which a Persian is not a little proud;
and therefore when the Anibagsador spoke
to him of my father ai a celebrated European writer, he said, 'C therejbe a a n
'

'

like myseZ$"
Mirza-Avdd-Vehab invited us to dinner
on the following day, which, on account of
the Ramasan, could not take place before eight o'clock in the evening. At-ah
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early hour he sent to the Ambassador a
.valuable present of Shiraz wine. I t has
much resemblance to port wine, but' is
lighter, and has an agreeable aromatic
flavour. The minister had the attention to
(borrow from us chairs, knives and forks,
&c. in order that the Ambassador might
not be exposed to the embarrassment of
eating with his fingers. Every thing was
h i d in his tent with great neatness, and
the dishes were not piled upon each other
in the Persian h h i o n , but carried round,
which was another instance of attention on
his part to the Embassy. After we had
taken our seats, we waited until the Mollah
had shouted. When this signal had been
given, a small box was brought to the
minister, out of which he took some-opium
to whet his appetite. The various sweet
and sour dishes which were offered to us,
~LS
well as the bread, which is a cake of meal
baked in the sun, were certainly not much
relished by us; but the wine was good, and
that of Ispahan much resembles Madeira.
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After dinner we proceeded into another
tent, where coffee, without sugar,. and - kallions, were offered to us. As the Persians
smoke after every .dish of which they partake, these kallions had already figured
at dinner in such numbers, that we might
have thought ourselves present at a concert
of bassoons.
The ambassador wasFso obliging as to
give me the unmerited designation of astronomer, upon which the minister begged
me to call upon him the next day, inasmuch
as he also was a great lover of astronomy
and mathematics. At the appointed time,
therefore, tlie councillor of embassy and
of state, M. Negri, had the goodness to accompany me to the minister's, as the ordinary mterpreters could not have carried on
a conversation on abstruse subjects.
It occurred to'me that as the Persians attach great importance to astrology, it was
necessary that I should give some 'astrological interpretation of the arrival of the
, Embassy in Persia.
Jupiter -happened at
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that time to be in the constellation of the
scoipion ; I therefore expounded to the
minister that this planet, by its greatness
and splendor, represented Russia, and that
in Europe the scorpion was generally-understood to represent Asia : now, as these happened to be in conjunction, there could be
no doubt that the friendship of both nations
had been cemented in heaven. The Minister confirmed my declaration ; and astserted
that the Peraian astrologers had also stated
that the Russian Embassy had arrived under
favourable omens of the heavenly bodies.
A fat Persian, who was the only in&
iridual present at the conference, sat by the
side of the minister, having a great book
before him, of which he continually turned
over the leaves, occasionally darting from
underneath two black bushy eye-brows a
very furious squint at me. The minister extolled him as a great mathematician ; but I
Father believe that the gentleman was an
astrologer. He continued to turn over the
leaves of the book with great violence of
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action, and muttered something to the minister; upon which the latter asked me how
eclipses were produced ? I stood up, and
walked round the fat astrologer, who looked
about him with a mixture of vexation and
alarm, not understanding what my object
was ; and he became still more frightened
when I squatted down behind his back,
a d asked the minister whether he could
then see me ? The astrologer was in reality
fat enough to conceal me from the minister's view, who accordingly replied, laughing, in the negative. I then stood up, and
begging that the astrologer would not be
affronted if I compared him to our terrestrial globe, said to the minister that he was
then representing the sun, I the moon, and
that the whole proceeding, which still continued to disconcert the astrologer was an
eclipse of the moon. I then placed myself
between the sun and the earth, and said,
that now that the astrologer coyld PO longer
see the former, there was an eclipse of .the
sun ; but that the bulk of t k earth's repre-
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sentative prevented me from exhibiting a
total eclipse. The sun laugl~ed; and the
earth growled. But we cannot please every
body in this world. When it came to the
minor eclipses, however, I was honoured
with more gracious looks from the astrologer, as I had no occasion in these cases to
shut him out from the sight of the sun.
After these gentlemen had played parts
so flattering, they became overbearing, and
maintained that every thing that we saw on
the heavens was mere splendor of the gods ;
that Jupiter, Saturn, and Venus, were the
only planets which they considered as
bodies, much happier indeed than the earth,
because they were placed so much nearer to
the sun than we were, and were also much
warmer. With respect to Venus, I rejoined, they were right, she is considerably
nearer the sun than we are, otherwise w e
. a u l d not see her cross the sun every hundred years ; but Jupiter and Saturn are
much more distant from the sun than we
are, and for that very reason can never ap-

.
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pear between him and us. The astrologer,
who was afiraid that he should be called upon to play his part in another eclipse, agreed
to every thing, and turned in his book to
a large leaf, upon which there was a drawing of a goat, and hieroglyphicks. Afier he
had several times bestowed upon these a
look of satisfaction, he asked me very
s&riously, what then, in our opinion, lay
behind all the stars ? I told him that this was
a point upon. which our astronomers were
not yet agreed, but that probably 'there
were behind these stars other stars without end, and that if there were an end,
such end was connected with a beginning
whieh yet had no end Here the goat
dropped from his hands : he gave a smile
of triumphant sagacity, and said that these
matters were as yet too puzzling for Europeans. H e lifted up his great book, and
again turning over it's leaves, said with great
complacency, L6 We will talk no more upon
these subjects now." Nobody could be
more delighted at this than I was, for the
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without beginning and the without end is a
subject which I am sure I understand much
. less than he does..
The astrologer's hand remained upon s
leac covered with small points, between
which there appeared to be painted thousands of little devils. H e asked what
. was our theory of - winds ?
I commenced
an explanation about thin and dense strata
of air, which being more or less rarified in
different places by the sun, might fall into
a kind of undulation, which by increased
agitation produced wind, and that it was
more than probable that the latter only
originated within the atmospheric range of
the earth, as we meet beyond that with a
thin air which we call etherial fluid, and'What n o n ~ e n s 6 ~ are
o u talking !" exclaimed the astrologer. Such are the Europeans : they are continually twisting about
the origin of things, and thereby lose sight
of the objects themselves. Wind is a matter
which exists by and for itself, acting and
filling the whole space between visible and

'
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invisible bodies.
How otherwise could
comets come flying out ? These are the
true purifiers of the wind ; they fly about,
burning every thing that might check or
destroy the power of wind : wind is a salutary gift of God !" In this country where
wind ispa commodity of indispensable necessity, it is certainly natural enough that they
should think so.
In the mean time he had been himselr making a great deal of wind by tumbling
over the leaves of his book. H e at last
stopped with satisfaction at a leaf on which
were painted a number of balls, above which
were some hideous figures. " What is your
opinion," said he, of the movements' of
bodies? Is the sun stationary, or does it
move 3"- -'! It is stationary," was my reply.
- So I thought ! Are you then ignorant
of the acting power of nature which is
single of its kind? Nature confers on eyery
object only one power, never two once,
otherwise she would be unjust, and that she
cannot be This power once put in action,
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nothing can possibly increase or diminish it.
If you assume that the earth moves round
it's axis, this is in itself a power, and consequently it cannot at the same time also
move round the sun ; but, if you assume
that the sun moves round the earth, the
latter then does not move round it's axis."
c6 According to this doctrine,"
said I,
nature has consequently only cont'errd
upon the earth the power ohtanding still !"
-c6 Right ! We Persians maintain that.
You ascribe that power to the sun, rand yon
are wrong. Every thing has been created
for the satisfaction of man and of the Shah :
we stand with the earth in the center, and
look on with gratitude and admiration."
The astrologer here shut his book, and
said that these things belonged to the
higher order of the co~ltemplativesciences,
and that the mind must be a little spared
fm . some- future occasion. In the mean
time he would talk of lighter subjects, such
aa mathematics. He then showed me how
to measure the distances of objects fiom

-
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esch.other on the other side of a river;(on
which the minister interrupted him, by aei
suring me that the King had once charged
him with a commission of that nature;-which
h e had execute'd wonderfully well,) and how
to ascertajn the height of any given object
from a distance, kc. But I rather disconi
ceked him by obsewing that these were
trifles which little children in Europe'
learned in the first lessons of geometrj-.
I began to go through a trigonometrical
problem ; but of this he understood nokhing, nor did he seem to have any conception of logarithms. .
. ,
Before the conference broke up, I was
f
obhged to give the.astonished gentlemen
some account of my voyage round the
world; of which two things appeared to
them to be impossible ;-- that I hed once
been with their antipodes, and that there
were finer countries in the world than
Persia.
The minister returned thanks for the
agreeable conversation, ordered rehesh'

-
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ments to be offered to us, begged me t o .
visit him often ; and we parted very good
friends with the fat astrologer. I had only
one subsequent audience of the minister, in
which I showed him the use of the slate
and pencil, of which they have no notion
in Persia, axid which greatly pleased him.
H e was still more astonished when I assufed
him that similar slates were to be found in
the country in 'abundance.

'

.

The 19th of July. -Reports of artillery
announced, at last, the arrival of the King at
- Sultanie Several gentlemen, wko happened
to be there at the time, witnessed His Majesty's. entrance.
The road fiom the castle was lind, for
the extent of a mile, with double files of
regular infantry, between which the processidn marched i n the foI10wing' order :
- An elephant carrying a splendid bd%;in.
FiRy.camels, with musicians wearing red

,
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pointed caps: their instruments consisted
of kettle-drums and long trumpets.
Five hundred camels carrying small.cannons, and decked out with flags.
A flying battery of eighteen pieces of
artillery.
Twenty richly caparisoned saddle horses.
Forty running footmen, wearing on their
heads caps like crowns, and ornamented
with plumes of different colours.
The King, simply dressed, but mounted
on a horse having trappings richly ornamented with diamonds. Nobody followed
him within an hundred yards.
Seventeen sons of His Majesty in splendid dresses, and mounted on very handsome
horses. The attention of the spectators
was particularly attracted by MahmetrAliMirza, who had joined his father with
15,000 cavalry, which closed the procession.
The King observed several gentlemen of
the Embassy, upon which they respectfdy
unco&red themselves, when His Majesty,
rising gently in his stirrups, exclaimed seR 3
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veral times, Koshkildi ! (welcome.) The
Persians assured us that His Majesty had
never yet done a similar honour to any
body.
On the arrival of the King at the castle,
a camel was slaughtered, according to the
custom of Persia : when he dismounted from
his horse, a volley was fired from five hundred small field-pieces, and thk head of the
camel was laid at his feet. He immediately
came farwilrd in the open hall of the palace,
and upon seating himself, the artillery was
again discharged. In consequence of his
arrival at Sultanie, the whale surroupding
eountry was covered with a vast encarnpment, the tents being so. much crowded*
&hatonly three or four outlets were left in it,
- Between the castle and the place destined
for our own encampment, a space of about
four werstg and a half had been kept open ;
and it was the only unoccupied ground in
the whole camp. Merchants from all qua&
ters had received orbra to repair to SuE.
tank, and close to our encampment a large

'
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b a a r was established, in which, however,
as we subsequently found, there was nothing
worth purchasing.
. The King had sent several times to enquire after the health of the Ambassador,
and to express his concern that the festival
of the Ramasan precluded him from making his personal acquaintance. The observance of these fasts ends with the new moon
ofthis month, viz. the 81st of July.
On the 26th, His Majesty dispatched
Safir-Chan to conduct the Embassy to the
encampment at Sultanie, which had been
finished for our reception ; and after waiting till the heat of the day was over, we
departed from Sarnanarchie at three o'clodk
in the afternoon, in the following order :
A detachment of Cos~acks.
The Marshal, with two assistants.
The band of music.
Sim.offioers of the general staff.
Two feldjiigers, accompanied by messengers of the Senate.
The Ambassador, mounted on a richly

.
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caparisoned horse, which the King had
sent to him.
Two Councillors of Embassy.
The whole suite of the Ambassador; .
And another detachment of Cossacks.
The wind raised a dresdful cloud of dust,
which completely covered us. Safir-Chan
made apologies for the disagreeable state of^
the weather; but our torments were increased when, within half a day's march
from Sultanie, our cavalcade was joined by
the Vali of Kurdistan*, who advanced at the
head of several thousand Kurdins to welcome the Ambassador. These men were
much better equipped, and more .expert
horsemen, than those whom we had seen at
Erivan and Tauris. Many of them were
finely arrayed in coats of mail, and had all
the appearance of ancient knights: they
were mounted on Arab horses, and provided
with lances. Some of them wore on their
'

,

* Farmedy Sovereigrr Prince of Kurdistsn, now a
vassal of the King, and particularly devoted to His
Majesty's eldest son. -Ah-.

,
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helmets a number of plumes, each of which,
it was said, had been granted to them in return for an enemy's head. I counted as many
as five on some horsemen. It is curious
that the horses share in the honours of their
riders, and carry as many feathers as the
latter. However fine, under any other circumstances, the sight of these men might
have been, we now heartily wished them at
the devil. The heat was intolerable : they
formed a narrow circle round us, and raised
a cloud of dust so thick, that the wind had
~ o the
t power to disperse it. A t last we
got rid of them at the bazar; it's entrance
not being wide enough to admit them.
The King and his court looked on from
the castle. On our dismounting before a
large tent, .which bad been prepared as an
audience-chamber, the Persian guard of
three hundred men presented ams, and we
hoisted. the Russian eagle. Refreshments
had been prepared for us in the tent, and
after partaking of them, Safir-Chan proceeded to announce our arrival to the King.

Our camp consisted of sixteen large, and
a number of smaller tents ; three or four
- persons residing in each. Colonel Iwanoff,
Dr. Miiller, 'M. de Rennenkampff,and myself, had nitherto been inseparable fellowlodgers, but here Rennerlkampff was unfaithful to his old messmates, .who took up
their abode by themselves. Besides a tent,
the Ambassador had a kibitke, which he
had brought from Tiflis, and which, being
lined with oil-skin, was the only place protected from the wind and dust, which penetrated the other tents so completely, that
we found it necessary to sweep them out
several times during the day.
In the middle of the camp there were
. threa large tents, containing the presents,
which msde such a fine display, that we
were reminded of a St. Petersburgh hermitage.* Theae tents became our hvonrite
plrsce of recreation; and we lost a most
The author alludes to a rural pavilion at which V&
rims ebtertainments are given by the Russian courtTramktor.
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agreeable pastime when they were given
up to the King.
The presents consisted of the following
articles :
A large complete service of cut-glass.
A service of the finest porcelain, from the
manufactory of St. Petersburgh, adorned
with paintings of the costumes of all tlre
different nations subject to the Russian
crown ; together with views taken from the
vicinity of St. Petersburgh, and of the adjoining castles. To this service belonged
two porcelain vases, which were real masterpieces.
A tray of cut-glass, three feet six inches
in length.
Several kallions ~f cut-\ss.
. A toilette mirror, of one piece, three
yards in length, with candelabres, supported
By two bronze figures of angels. The
Persians were greittly surprised to see these
figures, and enquired whether there were,
in our country, people who had wings.
A lady's toilette, in the form of a pyra-
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mid, made of all the various species. of
woods that are found in Russia, in their
natural colours. This article was very deserving of admiration, both for it's taste
and workmanship. Inside there was a piece
of mechanism, by which knitting and twisting were performed, without manual assistance.
A clock, in the form of a gold eleiphant,
which moved it's trunk, ears, and eyes.
The pedestal, set round with diamonds, contained landscapes, with moving figures.
Tula guns, pistols, and sabres, of the
finest workmanship.
Two pier-glasses, each of one piece, nearly twelve feet high.
A gold kallion.
Three daggers, ornamented with diamonds.
Diamond snuff-boxes, rings, and a number of watches.
Two fur's of black sable, each valued at
30,000 roubles ;and a number of others less
costly.

.

,
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Three diamond plumes, of exquisite
workmanship.
Two gold telescopes, ornamented with
diamonds.
An immense quantity of gold and silver
stuffs, cloth, &c.
. It was indeed an Imperial present ! Several distinguished Persians to whom the
presents were shown, were perfectly transported, and would not leave the tents.
Glass has, in the estimation of this people;
a particular value ; and aq they never have
an opportunity of seeing any other articles
of glass than their kallions, they certainly
must have been struck with delight by the
sight of a splendid service of crystal glittering with the brilliancy of diamonds.
The next day we bad a view of the whole
camp, 'which lay huddled t~getherin the
greatest -confusion, affording altogether a
singular but not an agreeable sight. The
bazar formed a straight avenue between the
castle and. our camp. 'Each merchant had
s miserable little tent, in which stood a box

.
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containing all his riches; and upon which he
sat, ate, and slept. This bazar, therefore,.
was altogether wretched ; and in order to
complete the purchase of five yards af
cloth, it became necessary to summon a
meeting of five merchants. The view of
the whole was dull and uniform ; for, excepting the castle and an old metshet, we
could see nothing but the tops of the tents,
which produced an appearance like that of
an immense white field.
The second day a h r our arrival the
A m b a d o r visited the Prime Minister,
Mirzdeffi, who immediately returned the
compliment, ,accompanied by a number of
Chans, among whom was the former Anibassador at the Court of St. Petersburgh,
Mirea-Avdulasan-ChanbXThe gentlemen of
the Embassy were ihdividually presented
to the Minister. His Excellency is eighty
years of age, and of small stature. ?Iis voice
sounds as if it hued frmn the grave. He
The present Ambassador to the court of Great
Britain.- Translator.
+

-

.

is vain, rauges, and affects a . effeminate
elegance of manners. But he is really, a
phenomenon in other respects, for he
filM the station of Prime Minister during
the last forty-five years. He said that, noti
withstanding his arduous occupations, the
administration of the government under a
Prince like the present King, was a delight,
a d by no means too much for his advanced age : the predecessor. of His Mt+
jesty, on hhe contrary, Aga-Mahmed-Charf,
an eunuch, had frequently plagued him so
much that he had, notwithstanding the uny
bounded love he bore to his country, bean
often on the point of retiring from ,hiis
office, and even from Pemia We coaM
have no difficulty in believing His Excellency, for the treatment which he experienced from his former master WR(J
t r d y barbarous.
*
Aga+-Mahmed-Chan was sn eunuch, who,
bj a suc~esdulconspiracy, unlawfully obtained possession of the throne 5 and in
order to maintain it, committed every i m a
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ginable act of cruelty. His condition may
have contributed to increase his natural
hatred of mankind. Determined to be dissatisfied, he sometimes placed confidence,
indiscriminately, in all ;sometimes in none,
and in the elld -distrusted even himself.
Addicted to drinking, he would forget tomorrow the orders which he had given today ; and he mamd like a maniac at the
sight of the unfortunate beings, frequently
his own favourites, whom he had commanded to be sacrificed. It is not surprising that with-auch a character he should
have united the passion of war, which yet
he conducted disgracefully. . He was finally
murdered by his own guards.Mirzdeffi was long the prime minister
of this monster. H e was obliged to be con- .
stantly near his person, and rarely escaped
humiliation or insult, of which the following
anecdote affords a decisive instance. The
minister Bad the daily task of taking minutes of the orders of the tyrant, which the
latter dictated while stretched out on a
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carpet. If he was in a bad humour, he
would generally add expressions personally
disrespectful to the minister ; and on one
occasioh, while probably intoxicated, he
reproved Mirzdeffi, wbo sat writing
before him, by saying that he was continually plaguing him ; that he left him
no rest; that he found a pleisure in tormenting him, and in depriving him of
sleep, . &c.
The minister continued to write, till
at last His Majesty's cushion flew at his
head. The latter, half dead with terror,
still proceeded in his writing : the diamond
kallion followed the cushion : after that,
every thing else within reach ; and the
tyrant concluded by firing a pistol at the
object of his fury. The ball passed through
the mihister's beard, and lodied in his
shouldei : he fell, and u7as carried away,the Shah fell asleep. Several months elapsed
before the ' minister recovered from his
wound, and he could not, therefore, appear
at court. In the mean time the Shah did
S

.
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not once enquire after him, and when he
got- better, he returned to court and administered the government as usual.
On another occasion the bowstring was
actually round his neck, when happily h e
produced an Alcoran, which he always carried about his person, and at 'the sight of
the sacred book the Shah allowed him to
escape.
Notwithstanding all this, the old minister
said : (' at had he accompanied' ' ~ ~ a ,Mahmed-Chan in his wars, he would certainly not have been murdered."
Persia has been continually exposed to
wars and internal commotions. 1t' can
boast of three great men : Nadir-Shah, Abbas the Great, and the reigning Shah, FetAli. The two first have extended t h i possessions af Persia, and raised the glory of
her arms. Fet-Ali-Shah loves peace, and
has the happiness of his people at heart.
The following curious anecdote is told
illustrative of Shah-Nadir's determined
character. After having concluded his con-
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quests in the East, and penetrated across the
Indus into Delhi, from whence he returned to Ispahsn with the immense treasures
of the Mogul, he thought of extending the
western boundary of his kingdom, which the
Turks had never ceased to molest. He instantly commenced his march, and was soon
os the frontier, wherk he came t o a large
stone, which from time immemorial bad
borne the following inscription :
cc Whichever of the two powers, Turkey
cc or Persia, shall seek to extend it's limits
cc at the expense of her neighdour, and first
cc pass this stone, shall be damned for.
cc ever."
The Shah paused a little before this
stundling stone ; but soon recovering from
his surprise, he ordered that it should be
placed in a large wa'ggon, and carried before
the army, until he had reached the limit of
his projected conquests, where he directed
iti to be deposited.
At the conclusion of the minister's visit,
he and his suite were conducted into the tents

.
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where the presents were laid out. Struck
with astonishment, they knew not on which
article first to fix their attentioil. Pach !
Pach ! and Whoop ! Whoop !. exclamations
of surprise and admiration, loudly resounded from every mouth. Moving about in
all directions, and distracted by sensations
of wonder and delight, they hurried fi*om
,one object to another, without examining
any, and finally'left the tents as wise as they
,had' entered them. . There was only requisite the applicatios of a few electrical
shocks to koAplete the confusion. : This
scene created a great noise, and fame instantly commenced the work of exaggeration and romance. Some loitering people,
who could only obtain an occasional glance
through the apertures of the tents, fancied
that they saw diamonds where there was
only crystal ;and it was circulated throughout the camp, that the Emperor of Russia
'had sent a service of diamonds to the

Sh.ah.
Captain Willock, the English chargk

.
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d'affaires, accompanied by Dr. Campbell,
came to visit the Ambassador.

The wind continued blowing violent1
every day, and raising clouds of dust
which almost darkened the ai'r. Whirl-winds came on also several times in the
' day, forming columns of dust, which nearly
rkached to the clouds, and rolling ovei'the
camp, tore up the tents. It was singular
enough, that when one of d ~ e s ecolumns .
encountered an object offering resiitance,
$he palace for instance, it divided into two
parts, which again closed after passing the
-object, and pursued it's course. About
a hundred muskets, which were ranged
before our Persian piquet, were once thrown
into a heap, and well shaken together, before the whirlwind had passed on.
Every morning and evening a gun waa
fired-before the castle, as a signal that the
fast had commenced, or that it had cons3 '
'
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eluded. On the-expiration of the Ramasan
this practice was discontinued.
In the mean time the King had frequently sent to enquire after the Ambassador's
health ; and at last fixed the 31st of July
as the day on which he would grant his first
audience.
At eleven o'clock in the morning, the
regular Persian in fantry, in 'red uniforms,
were ranged in double file from the castle
to our camp. Soon afterwards appeared the
Deputy Adjutant- General Mahmud-Chan,
accompanied by several officersof the court,
wearing red shawls round their caps, and all
provided with large canes. They proceeded
to clear the way in the name of the King,
removing every thing that might obstruct
the passage o f , the -procession. These
people were called essauls. The Ambasssdor received Mahmud-Chan in the audience
tent; and after mutual civilities, w e commenced our march to the castle.
A beautiful charger, decked with trappings ornamented with gold and precious
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stones', was, by command' of the King,
brought forward for the Ambassador9suse,
and, .according to the custom o f Persia, remained afterwards the property of His Excellency. A gold salver was destined fbr
the presentation of the Emperor's letter to
His Majesty. We proceeded in the same
order which I have already described ; with
thisdifference only, that a number of ambassadorial attendants, dressed in rich liveries,
w'alked before tfie Ambassador's horse. The
troops presented arms, and the drum's beat.
As the King did not receive us in the
castle, it is necessary that I should give
some idea of the place. As has been already mentioned, the palace is surrounded
by trees, which are planted in a row, at
short distances. The space between the
castle and the trees was drawn round with
high red curtains , and in a similar man-

* These curtains are called saraperda, and are of wtton stuff, generally coloured red. They are used in
camps, in lieu of partitions, and mostly by Chans, or
very rich personages, who carry their harems with them.
-Author.
s 4
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ner divided into two squares. In the second
square stood the King's tent, in which he
received the Embassy. At the entrance o f .
the first square there was a tent, in which
the Ambassador was received by the Adjutant-General and son-in-law of the King,
Alajar-Chan, and some of the principal personages of the court. Chairs covered with
red velvet had been expressly made for the
Embassy. While the Ambassador was ag. suring Alajar-Chan that this was to all of us
the happiest day of our lives, since we should
see so powerful and great a monarch, tea,
with rose-water, was carried round. Alajar~ h a nthen
'
stood up, and said that the Shah
was ready to receive the Ambassador. Excepting the two councillors of Embassy, one
of whom carried the letter upon a gold
salver, no other person accompanied His .
Excellency.
The Ambassador presented the letter to
the King with his own hand, and made the
following short speech :
" The Emperor of Russia, my august
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master, faithful to his principles, as well as
'' his sentiments, honouring the distinguish" edl qualities whicli adorn your Majesty,
" and having at heart yourglory, is desirous
" of establishing, on an everlasting found' ation, his peaceful relations with Persia,
which owes it's prosperity to your Ma" jesty's government. I have the happiness
" to be honoured with the charge of declaring to your Majesty the wishes of my
66 master. That his wishes are sincere, God
c6 be my witness."
The councillor of state, Negri, read this
address in the Turkish language, which the
King takes delight in speaking almost constandy.
His Majesty requested the Ambassador to
seat himself on a ,chair, which was placed
opposite the. throne; an honour which, a8
well as the permission to appear in boots;has
.
.
never yet been shown to any other person.*

'

,

'

,

'(

'

* Sir Harford Jones and Sir Gore Ouseley, the
British Ministers, both sat in chairs opposite the King's.
throne. -Translator.
,

'

,
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Afier waiting perhaps 'a quarter of an
hour in the outer tent, Mahmud-Chan invited us to the abdience. We passed through
the door of the curtain, having an immense
dragon' painted on it, and entered the, first
court, which.was lined with Persian soldiery ,
and Kurdins. The door of the second
court was guarded by a numerous body df
men, among whom was one with a silver
staff. On entering this, at the extremity
of which stood the King's tent, it appeared
to me as if the square was filled with
soldiers ; but this was merely the first'
impression, produced by paintings on the
curtains; and there were only present some
of the principal Chans, who were standing
in two mws, exposed to dreadful sun.
From the door to the tent the distance was
about an hundred yards. At one-third of
that length the Adjutant-General stopped,
and made a profound bow; at two-thirds
of the distance he left his slippers, and
. made another bow (we only bowed); and
when he had gone over the whole length,
,

s
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he stood still, and bowing again, cried
aloud :'' The suite of the Russian Ambassador
6G wi,shes to have the happiness to be allow'' ed to approach the dust of your Majesty's
" feet.
Your Majesty's commands ?"
The King slowly turned his face towards
us, and exclaimed, ~ o s h k e l d!i Hoshkeldi !
upon which we uncovered ourselves, and
entered the tent.
The Ambassador rose from his seat, and
begged His Majesty's permission to be ak
l o w 4 to present the members of the @mbassi personally. The King consented ; he
enquired after our health, and asked whether
we had experienced any incapvenience from
so long a journey. On being respectively
named, we stepped forward, and bowed
threh times to the King, upon which he
generally exclaiged Hoshkeldi !
When it came to my turn, the Ambassador said : '' He has been round the world,.
and Abw comes to Persia, for the sole p u p
pose of having the happiness of seeing your
'
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Majesty."--.
Iwish him joy," said the King,
" he has now seen every thing."
He spoke of his friendship wit11 the Emperor, and assured us that we might consider
ourselves as being in his service ; and he
hoped'that we would serve him as faithfully
as we should serve our own Emperor. To
.Dr.'Muller he said, You are now my
physician."
He mentioned the custom. , which' now
prevails among the Sovereigns of Europe,
of visiting each other. a I should be glad,"
he said, if the Emperor of Russia would
come and visit me : I should certainly go
and meet him."
The manners and behaviour of the King
areso engaging and amiable, that we might
well say,. without flattery, he is the only
man fit to be Shah in Persia! Continually
surrounded by courtiers, who, in point of
manners and understanding, are mere dolts
compared to him, it is diicult to imagine
. how his mind can retain so much freshness
and vigour.
,
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His Majesty is of a middle stature ;of his
fsce nothing is seen but two large fine eyes ;
the rest is concealed by his beard, which
hangs clown to his knees. It is said to be
the finest in Persia, and it is invoked on all
occasions calling for the most sacred testinlony.
He sat upon a golden throne, richly ornamented with real stones. It was shaped like
one of .our old-fashioned chairs. On the
first step there was worked a bas relief of a
tiger in gold:
His dress was of gold stuff, with the
addition of a shawl. The crown increased
in breadth towards the summit, and was
surmounted by three diamond plumes. On
his arms, where every Persian carries his
Alcoran, there were two diamonds well
known in Europe, surrounded by others of
very large sizes. His dagger and his girdle
were profusely studded with stones and
pearls.
The tent was hung with red silk, and on
the ,right of the throne His Majesty's seven- '

,
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teeh sons stood ranged against the curtain :

they were the only persons who shared the
honours of the audience with us. Immediately adjoining the throne, was a handsome
youth, said to.be a nephew of the King, who
stood in waiting near a carpet worked with
genuine pearls, and upon which lay a round
cushion, with tassels adorned with pearls of
an enormous size. Upon this carpet stood
the great kallion, which is crowded with
large brilliants ; and a cup, which appeared
to be formed of a single stone. Immediately
before the tent stood three officers, the first
bearing a crown upon a cushion richly embroidered ;the second a sabre, and the third
a shield, which, from the number of precious
stones with which it is ornamented, formed
one of the most valuable articles' of the
royal treasure. From this short description
it may be seen that the value of single articles is'immense; but I must confess that,
upon the whole, there mas no appearance of
that Asiatic magnificence which has been
so bighty ekt011ed by European travellers.
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At the conclusion of the audience the
prime minister was allowed to come into
the tent, where he stood next to the members of the Embassy. The King, in a loud
voice, said much to him in praise of the
Ambassador, and particularly mentioned
His Excellency's delicacy in rising from
his seat every time that he addressed him.
This convinced His Majesty that if His
Excellency knew how to assert his rights,
he also showed much good taste in the exercise of them.
The Ring dismissed us very graciously,
and commanded the prime minister to see
that the Embassy were provided with every
thing which they could want. We returned
as we had come, making three bows in the
eourt, where the Adjutant-Gener~lresumed
his slippers at the place where he had
leR them. Mahmud-Chan accompanied us
home, where the Ambassador justly expatiated on the noble qualities of the Shah,:
respecting whom we learnt that he was alaa
the first poet of his nation.
*
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As during the Ramasan * the Moslems
are forbidd,en to allow themselves any recreation whatever, the King would not look
at the presents, until this festival was over.
On the day preceding its conclusion, he
ordered a large Zent to be erected c i ~ s eto
the audience-tent, and all the presents were
conveyed there. While this operation was
going forward, His Majesty looked on from
the castle, and sent several times to thank
us for the exertion and care with which the
proceeding was conducted. But we viewed
with regret the destruction of our hermitqy,
which had afforded us so much amusement.
The Persians have four Ramasans in the course of
The
most severe is that which precedes the new gear, corresponding to the 10th of March, Old Style. On this
day the King receivek numberless presents from every'
province, and distributes in return new coins to all the
principal perionages of the state, and to the people.
Author.
the year, which they keep very conscientiously.

-
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On the same evening, the whole camp was
in a bustle. Every creature raised his hands,
towarda heaven to greet the new moon,
which instantly absolved him who.saw it.
fmm all further observance of the, fast,
The following day was a great festival.
Early in the morning, all th'e troops assem-.
bled round the castle, and the Ambassador,
accompanied only by the Councillor of State,
Negri, attended the King, with whom he
appeared on the open side of the palace. A
battery of twenty-nine pieces ofartillery im+
mediately fired three rounds. - While the
Ambassador was conversing with His Mac
jest?, the Persian music played ;it-consisted
of some dozen immensely long trumpets,
and about twenty drums..* Two dancers.
performed, with some skill, on a rope which
wae drawn from the square to the t4 of ths

* This mueic aaaembled every evening at suneet befoke
the castle, and set up a dreadfully discordant noise.'
This is 'a distinction which i$ only shai-ed with the King
by His Majesty's sons and the commanders ofprovincev,

-htAw.
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castle, over the audimce&amber. Three
elephants were then brought forward. The
King's sons, and the principal chanq SWOC~
in the court, eqposed to the burning rays
of the sun, happy when His Majesty deigned
to honour them with a look or a word. At
last he requested the Ambassador to. show
him the presents in half an hour, as it was
then the time for going to
His
lhcellency accordingly took his leave, and
proceeded to the tent where the presents
were laid out.
His M+.jesty now came, and, perhsps for
the first time in his life, saw a full length
reflection of his own figure.
These mirrors," said he, are dearer to me than all
my tmsurea" Continual exclamatians of .
Paoh t pach ! and Whoop ! whoop ! agreia
resounded throughout the tent w h m e ~ e ~
he touched any article. The service of cut
glass pleased him exceedingly. He desired
almost every article to be presented to him
separately, enquired where each had been
made, and alwaj-s said that it pleased him

more than all lib 'trerrsuree. The Ambassador observed that the treasures of
P& were too well known in Europe to
render it posdible to surprize' His Rajesty by the magnificence of the Irn;
perid present; but these' articles were
aU the produce ~f Russian manrrfwtpl
ries with which, by these specimens, the
Emperor was desirous of making His M s
jedty acquainted.
They are f a desrer t6
m e than all my treasures !" he again exclaimed.

He spoke with much g r a d ease, rwrct .
showed that he knew how 'to appreciate
each article. He took up a bear&ihl goblet
of cnt glass, ~d said to Hn ExbeUerrcy,
~ r u lthis
i glass is so fine that it might
seduce me to drink wine !"
The superintendant of the pmente war
dowed to present every &ida 'mt4 htr
own hand8 ; an honour which ie never .eg.
tended t o any pebut the prime mD
nirPfer, -- which ailbrds another proof t h
the King is proud only +en the cus- .
T 2
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tams of his country require that he should
be so.
...
. The sable furs excited his admiration to'
.
such degree that he dolibted at first whether they were not dyed ;a hesitatiqn which
created nosurp&ze, since those worn even.
by the most opulent chans were reddish.
When the.Ambassador had convinced hilh
that the mlour wa!! .natural,,addiog that the
Emperor had selected them him*;
he,
suddenly laid his hand on the furs, and
resting 'itthere, said, I wish that my h h d .
may happen to. touch the place where that
of the Emperor has rested : -my friendshik
is sincere, and lasts .for ever."
He took .a pleasure in lbking f r e q w t l y
in' the .mirrors, and at last said,' smilingly,
" These will make me vain of my person.''
He-desired that the. machinery of. the. elephant mightbe put in motion, and,admired
-its-inechmism. He praised the costu& of
the Rnaoian Mies, and was in such good
s p ~ f s 4.
,
so lively,. that he sent , ordem
to: hie principal :&airs
tlirdughout the

a

to mme and admire the presente
&mp,
which the great Emperor had sent to his
friend the &at Shah ;" and he comrnandbd
the minister instantly to dispatch a courier
to Teheran, with orders to build a saloon
expressly for the reception of the presents ;
adding, 66 He who shall be the first to bring
intelligence of their safe arrival, shall receive
a reward of one thousand tumanes ; but he
. who disregards my e6rnmands, shall 'be
answerable for his neglect with his head."
His Majesty passed the night with his
harem *, near the presents ; and on the next
morning directed that they should be immediately packed 'up, and sent. to Teheran
without delay. H e requested that the
person cnder whose charge they had been
brought fiom St. Petersburgh, might be allowed to accompany them to Teheran, to
quperintend the disposal of them. He sent
daily to enquire whether they were packed
6p ; and when wery thing was at last ready
,

* He had brought only sixty women with him.
T 3

-Author.
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fbr the.jaurney, it was by some trick (zf .his
astrologers pastponed for three days, Even
when the long expected day had arrived,
these gentlemen insisted that .the, convay
should set off in a direction opposite to t k t
of the road leading to Teheran ; rtsserting
*t
the happy star, under which this
journey bad been determined on, h
ad t&
that coyme.
One afternoon I w i t n e d a singular
diversion which the King was taking. A
h p , bound so &hatit could not move, lay
at cr great distance fnnn the hdmny of the
pdaee, and His Majesty, as well as so* of
bis children, were shooting arrows at the
unfortunate ani&l.
None hit it so wdl as
he did. One oE his sons, a beautiful little
boy, was at(ulding by him, and learning
from his father the use of the bow.
His Majmty &nt out shooting every day,
and dways sent to the A m b w d o r game
which he had killed with his own h a d .
Fruit was likewise brought to us in large
quantities, but mostly unripe.
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The Persians are highly skilled in the art
of procuring ice in the hottest weather. .
They have no ic~housm,and I have no
notion how they get it.
We had music every evening in front of
our encampment, and the Persians assembled in great numbers to hear it. The King's
band performed at the same time, and they
produued together a singulm uproar.
The Persian infantry wm constantly
drillid the whole of the day in front of ouf
camp ; but they cannot be compared with
the troops at Tauris.
The sentries, who were posted in our
camp, used to give one another their arms
whenever they wanted to go any where, and
not unfirequently one soldier was seen holding several musquets. They, besides, often
abused their authority, by stopping and
plundering individuals, who, ignorant of
their countersign, attempted to pass through
the camp, and we were continually called
out of our tents, to see that the property
of these persons was restored tp them.
T

4
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These poor devils had, however, a Bard ser.vice to perform : their officers frequently
forgot them, and left them on their post the
whole of the day ; yet many of the sentries,
who had not thoroughly profited by European discipline, would go and give their
officers a hint when it was time they should
he relieved.
The small field-piece, whiah is carried on
a camel, is a peculiar kind of gun. The
officer who commakded this arm of the
service, a meritorious old soldier, on several
occasions manceuvred some hundreds of
them in our presence. The guns are so
light that an artillery-man can take his
piece on his back, and run about with it.
They do not attempt to take aim in firing :
the gun lies on the ground, and is fired at
random. They are never discharged but
in'vollies, which are very powerful, and
may do much execution, from their numbet.
With some impro~ements,they might be
used with. advantage by the advanced guard of an spy. The- colonel assured us that
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hewould match his .corps against a whole
army. The men ere clothed like the .Bajazzoes, and wear caps with red feathers.
The whole of the infantry were also manoemred several times, and performed the
running fire particularly well.

-

I

Of the ancient ruins of the city of Sultanie, which is said to have been flourishing
and populous in the times of Chardin, there
now remain only three Metshets, one of
which is particularly distinguished for its
magnitude and beauty. It is 'an octagonal
tower, surmounted by a dome, which is a
masterpiece of architecture, The whole
building may be about forty yards broad,
and eighty in height. The inside is :ornamented with hieroglyphics; and in the upper
p.art of the building there is a number of
small chambers and passages, formerly leading to four small pillars which surrounded
the dome : but of these there is only one
now remaining, which has a winding stair-
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case inside of it, and the top of which is
on a level with the summit of k h e cupola.
The other ruins are ugly masses of loam,
which have been washed by the 'rain into
such-singular shapes, that m European can
scarcely consider them as the remains of
dwelling houses.
Not far from thence there is a small place,
&circled bySahandsome wall, which is now
about to be transformed-intoa garden. In
the middle stands a building, 'containing the
remains .of.the Saint Hassain-Kashi. The
whole has been erected by-the present Shah,
aha, during his residence at' Sultanie, . frequently proceeds to this place to pedorin his devotions in solitude.
There is
no trace of Christianity in the whole
neighbourhood, as asaerted by the A r k
nians ; although some of these people, who
are.now scattered ov& Persia, like the Jews
over h p e , may have formerly resided
there
We have as yet Been no trace o f the farfamed magnificence of Aeia The houses
.

.

ss well aa the tents are fitted up in the
phinest style ; and, excepting some handsome carpet. found here and there, we saw
literally nothing to attsact our attentiom
A Persian gentleman makes some show in
his dress : he has a few fine shawls, a sabre,
and a dagger, which he inherited from his
father ; and the trappings of his horse &e
of gold ; but he psesaes nothing elae, and
his servants are almost in rqga Bven the
attendants of a minieta are clothed like
beggars. Our ideas of splendor are formed
from the general style of a man's house, and
mode of living ; but the highest degree
of Asiatic grrmdeur has no reference whatever to domestic state ; and I am disposed
to think that the false notions which prevail
in $hope, relative to eastern magnificen,
have been inherited firom our ancestors, who
imbibed them in times behm any progress
had been made in civ-09,
The treasure of the King is extremely
valuable, but entirely without taste. Some
few great personagee are very rich, but the
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redt are wretchedly poor. I t cannot, indeed, be otherwise, for in this country they
have no conception how a sum of money
can begr interest, without a diminution of
the capital.
There is no exchange of
money. Neither the constitution of the
state nor their ideas of honesty permit the
introduction of another system. The consequence is, that the rich man hoards his
money, and eats it up by degrees, unless he
his the prospect of acquiring more; but if
he live longer than he had calculated upon,
he goes to his grave a beggar.
The fear of outliving his capitd, renders
a Persian disgustingly avaricious. Those
who serve the government hoard their pay,
in order that they may not be exposed to
want hereafter ; and the ministers act upon
the same principle, because they cannot be
certain how long they may remain in favor.
The King himself possesses an ,immense
dead treasure, which he withholds from a
beneficial circulation among his. people,
and from which his subjects derive no re-

-

-
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urn, except- in time of war. If the industry
of the landholders were not cramped by'the
religion of the country, their lot might be
said to be happier than that of their fellow&
subjects, for they are the only class' whh
draw interest from their capital.
There exists a singular notion that it i d
the custom of the Persians immediately to
give away to a person any article that. he
may have praised. This idea, however, has
solely aiisen fnom a literal. interiretiticin of
their phraseology of civility, and the 'cus-'
tom is about equal to the ausurmce with
which they generally receive a guest,--that
&hewhole house belongs to him ; meaning
thereby, in reality, nothing more than wid
do when in writing to any one we add that
we are his most humble servant, without any
intention of becoming such. Yet the custom of presenting articles that have been
praised by another person sometimes prevails in cases where they can be easily
-spared, and then oply when the don&
feel sure of receiving double the value in
'

'
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re!turn ; for a counterpresent cannot be
avoided. It is abo the ,custom of the
country. to make considerable presents to
aemants, almost on every trifling ocatsion.
People are in the habit of sending each
other a flower, an apple, and so forth ; and
these m u t always be repaid by their weight
in guld. The expences of a traveller ir~
Persia are, therefore; t d y alarming ;,arid
some idea may be formed of the *.expenditure of an embassy under this single
head.
The King had hitherto been in the habit
of immediately allowing a settled sum of
money to aU Erropeens who appeared at
his .(hurt, under the name of
bath;
mmey." * But the Ambassador.begged to
d d n e accepting it, declaring that i t wan
'

These betbhg-dlowmces must have been &red' to
the R
&
Embessy, eitber ma fhkcoa~peimtionhr the
trouble they must have Bad in cleaning themselves after
their very dusty journey, or as one of those g6 exclusive
honours" of which the author is very fond of boasting,
snd we allow him to 'ajoy it.. , h k r t o r .
+

-
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not the usage of our country to accept peeuniary presents from any other person than
the Sovereign. It was some time before
the ~ers&nscould be made to conceive that
there existed a distinction between one,
species of present and another. Their
functionaries, who like nothing so much-as
money, were soon forced also to r e h e
pecuniary gifts, which the Ambassador,
however, wm under the necessity of replaeiag by presents of dber descriptions
The negotiations continued to advance
with rapid progress. The A m b m d o r k
t
frequeat audiences of the King and his
minhters, who all, snd His Majesty in part i a h r , became so attached to His Ex&
legcy that they wished that he might remain
in Persia, and they said they would ask the
Emperor to do them the favour of wmenting to this arrangement.
On one occslsion, when His Excellency
p#
to sttend tk-King, I happened
to be officer of the day, snd had- a e c d
iagly ta aceompaay him. We went to
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the great terrace of the castle, where His
~ x d e n was
c ~ received in a tent, by the
Prime Minister, and the Adjutant-General, Alajar-Chap. The King iminediately
appeared on his throne. The AdjutantGeneral conducted the Ambassador into the
audience-chamber while I remained with
the' Minister, who pressed me to be seated.
There kpeared below, befqre the castle,
sevekl th;ousand Kurdins, who, on being
calkd, by name, into the presence of theKing, started at full gallop out of the ranks,
bowing profoundly at the same time. The,
Minister repeatedlyasked me how I liked the
cavalry ; and I gave it that tribute of prai~e
t o which I thought it was, upon the whole,
entitled. 66 Yes," said he, r6 and our'horsk
men do not fight as your European cirvalry
do, standing all together : the bravery of'
our troops consists i n this, that &h. man
fights for himseK With you, bravery is an
ak"- I had no wish to und-ive
the old,
gentlemb, and rnerelyrreferred to :thehevantage resulting from fighting i~ ranks.
'

,
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'! Ha !

You Europeans," said he, " are
always starting some new improvement ;"
the Turks, however; he thought, had no" thing to boast of but their wide trowsers."
t
The Turks are held in such small esti-,
mation .in this country, that the Kipg himself once said, " To be .a Turk ,is to be
nothing at all." The minister also mentioned to me an g a i r (without date, ;how7
ever,) in which 500 Persiarls, having .qo
otber weapons than sticks, totally defeated
several thousand Turks.
,
When the review was ended, the Master
of the Horse came forward, s w d i n g upon
a wild Arabian, and turned himself round
while the horse was bounding about in eye*$
direction. at full speed, not in the measured
canter of our riding-schoo1s.- Sornetinraes
he would suspend himself by eithk t'bot,
while hi; head and arms hung, doqn k .the
ground ; a d then swinging himself on the
horse, he w d d stmd in the saddle,upzj
both legs or one ;in short he ~ e:thraugb
~ t
,.

U
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a great variety of feats, the sight of which
was really alarming.
This man's performances certainly suppassed any thing of the kind that I had
ever witnessed in my own country ; and
when the minister asked my opillion of
them, I assured him that we had nothing
equal to them in Europe., L6 And yet,"
added he, 66 that is not our beet tumbler ;
the best is sick." I did not, however, give
much credit to this assertion ; and I leanit
afterwards that this man Was theonly perh e r at the King's court, and indeed
superior to any in Persia.
The Ambassador soon ailmwrrds made
his appearance, and p m d d to wait up&n
the King's eldest son, Mahrnd-Ali-M.k5a,
who gave His Excellency a most gracioue
reception, and spoke. highly in .paise of
.His Msjesty.
Among the t r o o p who were.still a a e t n ~
b i d .before the castle, two men began qmd i n g in the Ping's presence, and strudr
,

'

,

'

'
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their daggers at one another. .Undex other
e h c u m ~ c eemh
e audacious conduct would
have been punished with instant death;
but -His Majesty p a r h e d them, saying,
'6 The presence of the Russian Embasay
shall not be violated by ,the shedding uf
b o d : there shall be joy only among uJ'
Thie was no mean proof of in&antaneaus
sul,$ugation of feeling on.the part of an
unlimited monarch, accustomed.to *punish,
on the spot, with death, o ~ w ofs a for
more trivial nature.
Z'he Prime MiBigter invited the whale
Ernbagay to dinner, tro which we proceeded
at &a hour of 'five in the a f t e m We
found chairs prt$med for us in the tent,
and upan being seated,. tes with rosewater
and kallians were o&red to us ; the whole
of the Minister's. attendants in the mean
h e , according to Persian asatom, standing
rolirnd and gaping at ua
Soon afierwds we went into a n d h
tent, in the middle of which a morand1 d
earth had been raised as a eubsthute for a
u 2

table, but so very'high, that we muld hat
just -.the noses of those who sat opposite
to us. This table, which was o f immense
breadth, was 'covered with dieeltent sorts.of
dishes and fruits. -hithe middle, :a small'
harrow space had b&n lefk open ;:and I
could not im*ine for-what' purpose; until,'
when we were seated, I saw the : serv&tw^'
jump upon.the .table, and strrhd there, hip&,
ing round ;such.dishesas might be agreeriMe
to ua. I .wouId .have- given .much to have
been allowed to laugh heartily ;but we were
obliged t o repress :our feelings .of ridicule.
One of .the men,' however, having. stepped
into a dish of 'sour .mi&,axid hise:nei&hbdur:
havhg, in the attenipt to relieve.him, newly fkllen over another diah, it -.w&, .no ion*
poaaible 'to refrain .from hghing ; and.
luckily $he ccinverdion <of.the- Aiibarrsadbr.
and of the.Minister,: who #hadObserved-.n&
thing of the fiacas, hsving at the mdhrrat
t#mad;uybon: a circ-tance
in .its& rMi'e~lou%i
OUE .laughing"oodd emcite :mi prrrt i c d w obrierir~tion: : Th& carelckii .s&rVrrnt
'

*
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modestly withdrew, lkving marks of his
fwtsteps ' on the table. Bmides 'this awkward mode of waiting, which must have
been painful to the servants, others had to
stand behind us, and keep-the flies off with
large straw fans.
.' I expected to have realized, at the MinisW's ttible, !the.hope 'which I-still indulged
of eating good fruit in Persia ; but it was
very bad.
. .The Minister sent to severd gentlemen
'" bonnes bouches?' from his own plate, which
'is considered the' greatest hooour that he
can show to a gu&t ;'but with the Persians
that degree of ceremony is disptinsed with :
416throws the fdod at once>into their
d t h s , and they show much 'dexterity in
icstching it. If 'a great man should happen
to take a liking to his neighbour,; he nicely
kneads a portion of greasy rice with, three
fingerriirito a lump, and with' a condescending smile conveys it into the mouth opened
to receive the honour.
u 3
'
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On rising from~table,nntlr w a s , b m ~ ,
in order that we might ,wash our b d s : .we
Chen returned tothe first tent, whme kallioas
and coffee were h d e d round. . There
now an.end of the entertainment, rrs k a u
we were concerned ; but hundreds d .persons, who had.in the meaxi time.been, acw r h g to custom, lying in wsit for the
remains of. the feast, ;began to deniolish .
'them as soon as .we had dined.
On the following day anotber d i i r was
given .to the Embassy by the Treasurer of
the kingdom,' N i ~ ~ u t i D e ~ l e ~ of
~gov~r
Xapahan, and one of the richest private individuals in Persia : he makes,,an a n d
present of twenty pounds weight dpmhre
pearls to the. King. Some of the. t i d e
utensils were of.gold ; and there was .pad
Lspahan . wine. .Shira~,wine is . extremely
scape in . Persia, among &r resaokih:bc+
-use. v(jrY.little of it.ia made ;. . a->frtt'
.&h
must be exbmmely edi@ing~a-Ohos~eigenttemen in Europe who irn;tb& theydrink
-I

genuineshiraz.

I

The Ambaasador returned t h e e civilities
by inviting all the satraps to an entertainrndnt. Our camp was beautifully illuminated
the occasion : the guests all sat at table,
and the members of -the Embassy did the
hpnours, in a manner which seemed to
gratify them. The Prime Minister, who
might have heard something of the story
of his awkward servant's f&bath, praised
our custom of sitting at table, and declared
that he was so much delighted with it,
that he would adopt the practice himself
at Teheran. The band played, a;rd the
Persian a m p collected in crowds round us
the whole night. The King sent from his
.kern a quantity of fruit, with a complimentary message to the Ambassador.
A few days hfierwards, the King invited
the Embassy to an exhibition of fire-works.
At b u r o'clock in the afternoon all the
Q o o p ~awembled round the &stle, together
with the camel-artillery, which was on thb
owasion dismounted. His Msjeraty, desirous of herrring our music, hdreqllested that
u 4

the band might also be present.: The Ambiisador attended the King in the audienehall, while we stood on the terra&. . Below
mere the two .orchestras, Ruaaian ahd
,Persian,which mutually relieved each other,
and produced the -strangest compound of
sounds. Between them five little . boys,
dancers of the co~irt,were capering about' to
t h e music of the orchestra. . The 'two ropedanders were also present. : 'At some distance, the pre@rations -far.the fire-works
occupied s square ; space, of about one
t h o i a n d yards. In the middle.stood, between two elephants, a large figure2reprt+
,senting the giant Rustan. The other objects
were pyramids, fruit-trees, togeher with:.&
immease number of fountains and rockets.
Lest there should not be .a 'sufficient
.number of engines of soand, the space w a
,--sutroundedby the camel-artillery, and a
battery of heavy guns occupied the ramainder of the ground. The King was much.
pleased with our music; and: having .db
missed the men with presents, retired to his

'

a

harem, charging the Prime Minister and the
Adjutant;General to do the honoursiof the
fite in his absence.
Fruit, tea, and kallions were carried round,
while the Persian music played, and the
dtulcers went through their disgusting per&
formances. This noise lasted until dark,
:upon which the business of the fireworks
commenced Some rockets *went up i&
.good. style ; the artillery - fired seldom at
first ; now and then fountains, wheds, &c.
whizzd 0% But this was not to the taste
of,the Persians ; they require that every
:thing shouldrgo off at once. This accora
ingly soon took place with tremendous reports of artillery, and I allow that the sight
was truly superb, but regret that it lasted
only for a moment. The whole atmosphere
appeared to be in flames, and the earth
shook. The flames died away in millions
of sparks, which fell in showers on the
ground, and the entertainment ended it.1
silent darkness.

.

The painter of the E m b y . U i , m a d e
from. memory.a tolerably. good.lilrenese .of

.

the King, whom he had. seen only .at the
&at audience, . and..he had prwnted his
mrk 40 .the..mini%terA+dul-Vehab, d o
showed, it to His Majesty. The latter.imd a t e l p expressed a desire to sit.$or.his
.pi.tur.e, and .sent;forthe :art&, .to whom be
showed, two p~rtiaitsofihimself, whii he
thought good 'likenease9 and he desired to
be painted in the asme style. .Thiswas very
natural, for the &ist had flattered him. in
both instances. In ahort, . the Shah . did .
what he had never. done before ; he placed
himaelf on ,his throne, assumed a n . w y ati
titude,. saying. to the axtist, 6 6 Y ~muust
!nt
.me.twice: one portrait I shall keep
'f .for myself, the other. s h d be for Ew
rope."
The. King. sent also - f ~our.
r grendars,
-anddesired :that they.might be . p d e dbefore him, after. which he dismked .them
with presents.

"
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One day His Majesty b k the divesion
of shooting, having previously directed the
AdjutantrGeneral to show us his cuzbsitieg
.We were accordingly received by AhjarCh8n at the palace, and conducted into the
jewel &amber. We there saw the throne
of gold inlaid with large stones ; &hebeautiful carpet worked with pearls, the c&
ion that belonged to it, and the d i d
kallion. Upon a large s h ~ l f ~ theie
e t
were t w o mwns, a cap with a plume of
dismond~; fbur daggers, the handle of one
of:which was a solid.emerald, kwo sabres, r
girdle of diamonds,a stringof pearls, partkulady uhoioe both in paint of siae and beauty,
a great many lances, the b o u s shield, a
bBtcvn studded. with diamonds, and three
h e s profusely. eglboaiaered with p a d s
and brilliants.
Yet none of these articles were to be
compared to a pair of bracelets, containing
two diamonds, surrounded by others nearly
as large. One of them is called Dariainur
(the brilliant sea), and is worn by the King

.

I

on his left arm ; the other, which bears the
mime of Kuinur (the brilliant mountain),
is.-worn by His Majesty on his left leg.
They are both diamonds of the first water;
14 drachms, apothe
die ~ a k a i n iweighs
i
carieb' &eight ; and the K u ~ 9u drachms
~
-20grains. ,I state their weigh't, however, on
.

die authority of .the T.reasurer; and will,
h r e f o ~ e ,not
. voucli for the correctness of'
the .' information. ' . I. should mention here,
'that we were tiught to considen the s i g h t d
the royal treasure as an indulgence which
theXing had nkver before allowed to any
..
&ringer.*
. On viewing all tliese treasures, one felt
strongly.impressed by the consideration,that
many fh~usandsof families might be made
happy by that alone .which lies unprofit-

-'
If the author had the caution to distrust the information given to him by'the Pkmian Treasurer, surely
he might have hesitated a little, before be claimed another exclusive honour .to the Rgssian Embassy, on the
authority of the Adjutant-General. Sir Gore Olrseley
certainly saw the atate-jekls. T r d t o r ,

-

ably in this small chamber! It is said
that these jewels were brought fiom India.
by W i r Shah, who took them fiom the
Mogul onTthe conquest of Delhi, togethei.
with that Prince's throne, the seat of which
is .th&,figure of a peacock, placed on a
pedestd of solid gold, having three steps
The peacock, as. well as other v a l ~ b l e
commodities,, is still at Teheran ; but the
workmanship is very coarse, and inlaid with
enamelled flowers,' arranged without -any
taste.
The AdjutanbGeneral, who showed the
treasure to us, preiented, in the name- of
the King, two'fulClen&h pictures of His &jesty.
In one of them he :is represenG
ed on .his throne, and in 'the other he is
sitting on his superb carpet. They are
bath tolerably well painted ; 'they colours, in
particular, are very fine, and the dresses
and ornaments are most minutely copied ;
an accuracy of detail which is 'the particular
~ha,ract&~tic
of Asistic. painting. ,
'

,

'

With respect to painting, I find that Perah
ofrnds on the m e levd as China: in both
countrim there reigns the same taste for
he gaudy display of variety of colours. Iii
speaking of China, however, I must except
Cantop, where, with a view to supply the
European market, painting is carried on
with p a t assiduity. They rrtanifed the
greatest perseverance and ingenuity in p w
paring every description of articltm, ewen
d-oounters, to catch the European track;
,and I once saw there a painting in glass of
abe &hrated Madarne Recsmier.
As it,is a custom of the Persians to &ow
tothe portraits of individuals, but particularly to that of the King, the same enterd
marks sf respect as to the persons them*
dwes, the Ambassador directed that the
P;Ctaws:shou~dbeeamied .to the camp by
tbe~gentlemenof the Embassy, which was
accordingly dona amidst the game honours
on
pqrt of the*-s
and of tbe ,peop1e;
as if the King.had beem. a & d p pmeemt.

The negotiations bad ' now drawn to a
happy close ; and, without flattery to the
Ambassador, I may say, that it was entirely.
owing to His Excellency's able and zealous
exertions that, on the 27th of August, every
point was finally adjusted, to the satisfaction
of both powers ; and the King appointed
the afiernoon of that day for our audience
of leave.
The court .of Persia never allows it's
visitors to depart without bestowing presenta upon them. These are generally
given on the day of taking leave; and it is
necessary to appear with them before the
King. It is alao the custom on this occasion to appear in the k b h a t of honourc,
which is included among the presents ; but
the Ambassador declared, that in our country it wodd be conaidered m insult to the
'

A -.of cloak, which ltbe K i qiconfer~~uppnChins
particular :d
of &war.and distincttion.. : It n
made of s W , ,and I&
: f i a night-gown ; but the
people .bow to.it with .&+reace.--&hor.

ar

a

'

'

d m of our sovereign, if we wore any
other dregs over it His Majesty hrd the
delicacy to yield in this,instauce also to our
national notions ofpropriety ;and he made,
-

-

in hvour of the Russian Embassy, the h
t
,
and perhaps the last, exception to the o b
serp&ce of this point of courtly etiquette
W e therefore received no kklaatr; and the
stua of which they were to have been prepared, was not made u p st
*'
W e r r r M e d t mnst k llbrd to tbe Parhn
mgothbrs fw their succes in having persoded .tbe
R e .Embassyythat the government had shown it
mot^ dhhction, and conceded a greater ntunba qf
Wts ofdqwtte to i
t
'
s bed, O
d J ~ U K O M tbm
PP~

~beexrdoneinusesoffiKmerEmhssieg Itb,
the I+w Brit* Am-or
to the
CoartdPer$.experi~totkhU.s~
rrsepionastbeRmmbnA
'-lory~tBat~nrony
points. d et+%te rere waved in .his ~ T O I U as. are
enomemtedby the author. Tbe privilege d wearing
leather boots a h a tresding On tk carpet (which hnm
kwewmy.cermin, that

-

the-l~;od&tbe~db,afHiaPasLn
Majesty) m a point not inrkted on by tbe British
~yrbeabefbgbdrhttbe'Kbg~todLdt
his~rBeoererIfis~aalK!llpmtheuIpet;
6 r H i s ~ ~ t b . t i t r r u t m t f i i r d
U e t o take d t b e dirtybDotsoraboain rhicb
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At eleven o'clock in the morning we were
summoned to the audience-tent, to receive
'

the members of the ~ m b had
a either
~ ~ been
~ riding or
walking to the audience, and to change them for others
of clean scarlet cloth ; and he, therefore, readily conformed to a r e ~ l a t i o nfounded on ideas of cleanliness
aad convenience, not meant as the exaction of a degrading mark of respect.
This important point of wearing leather boots, so
triumphantly dwelt upon by the author, and 'which, perhaps, most of our readers may consider as one more
66 honoured in the breach than in the observance," was,
however, attended with more disagreeable results to the
gentlemen of the Russian Embassy than they have
thought proper to notice. For instance, when MinaJefE invited the Russian Secretary of Embassy, with the
aides-de-camp and attaches to dinner, and the English
gentlemen to meet them, the Russians, being all booted,
were not allowed to come upon the carpet on which
the Prime Minister was sitting ; and, consequently, they
did not enter within the inner walls of the tent, but
sat on chairs outside, whilst our countrymen, with cloth
boots on, were seated close to the Prime Minister, on
his carpet.
With respect to dresses of honour, it is certain that
His Britannic Majesty's late Ambassador, neither at his
first audience, nor on taking leave, nor in the very
frequent interviews which he had with the King of
Persia on business, ever wore any other dress rhan the
X

#
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the King's presents. They were carried in
slow procession from the palace. Several of
Windsor uniform ; and it is equally certain, that whenever he received His ~ x c e l l e n c ~
he, seated him, as has
been already noticed, in a chair, if he was himself on
the throne of state; or on a carpet near him, if His
Majesty l~appenedto be so seated.
In a preceding page it is stated by the nutlior, that
when the King made his entrance into Sultanie,' His
Majesty had welcomed some -gentlemen of the Ru&n
Embassy by rising in his stirrups, and exclaiming Kosk
kdu3 ; and this is styled by tlie author nn honour which
the King had never before conferred upon any other
person. I t must no% however, be concealed from the
mder, that the expression alluded to is nothing more
than the common mode of salutation of the Sovereign of
Persia to all his subjects.
But, as has been already observed, the Pereinns very
probably represented to the members of the Embassy,
that every mark of distinction shown to the Russian
gentlemen was exclusively granted to them, although they
would equally have endeavoured to convince the English,
or the French had they been there, that they were
severally honoured with the highest marks of respect
ever bestowed : and it may, therefore, be'fairly inferred,
that the narrative conveys, with bonne foi,,'the estimate
which the Russians formed of their reception, and with
which it mu the interest of the Parsims to impress
them. -7kanslator.

.
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the principal Chans led the way, followed
by ti - number of med carrying on their
heads the trays containing the presents,
which were covered with white cloths.
The people bowed re~pectfully,as they
do to every thing that comes from the
Kig. Some gentlemen of the Embassy
advanced to receive the procession, and
upon reaching the tent the trays were set
down.
One of the Chans infbrmed the Ambassador that the King sent these presents -to
the whole mission, as tokens of his regard,
rrnd in remembrance of Per&
On 4
present lay a ticket, containing a description
of the article, and the name of the peraon
fbr whom it was intended.
Besides several costly presents, the Ambassador received the decoration of the first
chw of the Order of the,Sun and Lion,
several of us that of the second clw, and
aome of the third.
The presents were very trifling ;far, with
the exception of the two Councillors of the
x 2

.
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Embassy, each gentleman received only a
shawl and two pieces of stuff. The shawls
were mostly in holes, and patched. Indeed
it would be very desirable that the King
should know how shamefully he is deceived,
on these occasions, by his officers who are
in the habit of substituting in lieu of His
Majesty's gifts, other articles of inferior
value. Thus, a shawl is changed five or
six times, in passing from hand to hand,
before it reaches the person for whom it
was intended by the King !
At five o'clock in the after no or^ we proceeded, in the ohlei that has already b k n
described, to the' audience of leave. The
place and the forms of introduction were
the same as at our first presentation. ' The
King was extremely gracious, and, with his
usual condescension, assured us that we had
all won his affection, and by our condarct
acquired .tKe regard of his people ; and that
he had himself, from the moment, of our
arrival, been foremost to form a very different opinion of the Ruksians. " I have not

known you until now, my dear neighbours,"
he exclaimed several times.
The Ambassador said that each of us was
profoundly. impressed with His Majesty's
goodness, and that a reception so gracious
from so great a monarch would for ever
remain engraven. on our grateful hearts.
" Such is my wish,"
exclaim*edthe King,
" we are now friends for ever.
As you are
the first who have given me so much satisfwtion, and as you have performed a painful
journey to come to me, I pray that my great
friend, your Emperor, may reward you all.
Thou," addressing the Ambassador, " hast
particularly pleased me, and I beg thee to
send me a couple of lustres'from St. Petersburgh ; let them be large, and of the finest
cut glass."
With his own hands he presented t o the
~ d b a s s a d o ra letter for the Emperor ; and
in adding the solemn assurance of his sincere friendship, he appeared to b e dectcd.
His Excellency was alsb overcome by his
feelings, and the King observed repeatedly
x S

*
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to his Prime Minister, that 6b the Ambassador must have a good bed"
A pause ensued, during which His Majesty appeared to struggle with his feelings,
and he said at last, " I cannot bear to say
farewell." The Ambarhador thw to& his
leave, the King exclaiming several times,
i6 Koshkildi ! Koshamedi !" and continuing
to follow us with looks of benevolence and
&ability until we had passed the man with
the silver stick.
The Adjutant-General immediately came
after us, and acquainted the Ambassador
that it was customary, on such occasione, to
ask a favour from the King, upon which
His ~ x c e l l e n c irequested the promotion
of Najar-Alibek and of Mamat-Alibek to
the rank of Chans. His Majesty r&urned
for answer, that he never should have promoted Mamat, but that he could deny n*
thing to His Excellency.
On the fallowing morning the two Chans
came to pay their iespecta to the kmba*
sador. The former had fully deserved his
'

,
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new honours by his exemplary conduct ;
but they were principally solicited for the
latter, because when he was at St. Petersburgh he had been honoured with particular notice by the Emperor.
Of the King I shall only now say that we
have fully convinced ourselves that he is
the most amiable, and the most discreet
man of his nation ; and it is, therefore, not
a matter of wonder that he should have
reigned twenty years in Persia.
We received with the insignia of the
Order, warrants or firmauns, all worded
alike (with the exception of the Ambassador's), and written by the Minister AvdulVehab, who, it seems, has the principal
management of all writings convected with
the business of the State. This is the
gentlkman with whom, it may be recollected, that I had some discourse relative
to astronomy; he continued to the last
moment of our intercourse to solicit me to
write a book, in two volumes, on the stars ;
nor would he be satisfied unless he had. inx 4

1
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serted in my firmaun some suitable allusion
to astronomy. I subjoin a translation of
this precious document, begging to offer
my congratulations to those who can understand it.
,
" In the name of the Holy God !
In . this seal there is written :
" Power of Providence, the Seal
of the State, of this century, in the
reign of the Shah Fet-Ali."
fc The State resembles the Divine nature ;
it orders as follows ;cc From the . dai that the Architect - of
Providence made visible the position and
the firm ground of the State, and finished,
with a profound sketch, the plan of .the
house for the State, upon the chart of his
will, and that his Yirmness had raised into
infinity the first of the straight pillars, while
he fixed the rule of our eternal happiness,
and drew ilso the immeasurable lines.of hh
consistency, and by sending down .the rays
of his Almighty power, .appeared in great
splendour. Now our direct intention and

a,

*

will is to unite ourself .with all States, 'in
order to establish still more strongly the
foundation of our own ;the splendour of this
perception proceeds from the Luminary of
the undertakings of the Shah !
" At this happy epoch, .when the Russian
Empire. stands fortunately in harmony - arid
union with our happy and well-presmd
State, and when the Stars of the. two great
States are also in alliance, as well' as our
friendship and tried sincerity,- we have, in
the centre of our well-inclined he&, determined that every one who stays. under
the shade of this eternal State, and who,
with persevering exertion, ascends the steps
of zeal in both States, and who diligently
pursues the road of ~ervicein both states;
shall be promoted to fueher honours, and
be dignified by the grant of an a c t of our
gracious benevolence ;and from the motion
of our Sovereign Grace, .we do convey to
him'our wishes for his hrther honourable
distinction. The supplement an? the contents of the foregoing is, that .when the
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High-Titled, High-Standing, the Most Ila
lustrious from his Station, the Most Wise,
the Constant, the All-penetrating, the Brave,
the Confidant of the Imperial Court, He
who is honoured with Alexander's orders
and favour, and ornamented with ribbands
of glory and power, the Leader of troops to
honour, Lieutenant-~eberalJennoloff, the
great Commander in Chief and Ambassador
of the famous Russian State, whose understanding rivals Jupiter, and whose thoughts
equal Mercury, -arrived at our just Court,
by reciprocal desire, we have enlarged the
honour and glory of all those who belonged
to his suite, by conferring upon them the
appropriate order ; to their number belongs,
the High-Praised, the High-Standing, the
Wise, the particularly Wise Selection of
illustrious Christendom, Captain Kotzebue,
Architect, who, like a Circle in the Service
of both high States, holds the head of
obedience on the earth of Submission ; and
who, in the basis of friendship - of both
eternal States, as it were like a point, will
never place his foot out of the line of zeal ;

*
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--and whose actions, from the numbers
and tables, appear figures of' illustrious acts
of service, as the revelation of his secrets
through talents, places flags in the measured
parts of Science, and8of the System of the '
World ; the Trabant * of his imagination
goes round the World, and the Star of his
'fidelity rises up the footsteps of performed
Services into the higher regions. Wherefore we will to distinguish him with greater
honour, by conferring upon him the Order of
the Sun and Lion, with diamonds, which
insignia distinguish faithful servants in
Persia, in order that he may diligently apply himself to the service of both States,
and manifest still greater zeal in cementing
their friendly agreement.
It is hereby ordered, that the highpraised, esteemed, and happy Journalists of
my blessed Chancery, do register and acknowledge the grant of this order.
" Written in the month Nivala, 1232
Canri."

"

Captain ~ o & b u e himself.

I
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The original is undersigned by the
ministers, Mirza Jefli, Avdul-Vehab, Firidun, Muhamed-Hussein, Muhamed-Seki,
Meria, Sinul-Abedina, Jasdul-Lacha, Mussaibni-Kiagina, Nisamud-Dewle, Mersuma.*
Translated from the Persian into the
Russian language by the Councillor of the
Embassy, the Councillor of State andKnight Negri.

The last days of our stay at Sultanie were
spent in reciprocal visits among the ministers, who all assured .the Ambassador that
the King, as well as they themselves, had
b e e n so much captivated by His Excellency, that they were truly .grieved to part
from him. The Prime Minister, is even
said to have found a tear to guarantee the

* These names are printed as they are given by the
Author, although it is apprehended that some of them
are inaccurately spelt. - Trailslator.
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expression of his sorrow, notwithstanding
that, according to . report, the expensive
honour of maintaining the Russian Embassy,
during the whole of its stay at Sultanie, had
been committed by the King to his charge
Bnt he is said to be the most opulent of the
ministers.
- When the King observes any of his subjects becoming too rich, in opposition to
his royal will and pleasure, he has recourse
to a yery amiable expedient, in order to re'duce the offender to poverty and beggary.
It consists in sending him daily a dish from
hk kitchen ; an honour, in return for which
the High Treasurer would not be satisfied
with a less' fee than one thousand ducats.
Should this proceeding be cbntinued sevkral
weeks, it . is natural that it 'must entail
poverty upon the wealthiest individual.
But if the.King :be decidedly. bent upon ,the
absolute ruin of the person, he fires on a dG
on which he dines with him ; an honourable '
distinction, which reduces absolutely to beg:
gary the person on whom it is. bestnwed.
.
'

'

'

'

'

;

lhaerenotanyduogektbewather
during our residawz at Saltanie A re
mdably v i o h t rind nged +ly
fiom
morning until evening. Bd the nights
were still very cold ; indeed the t h m *
ter M frequently at the freesiog point
The heat, during the day;was on tbe s v q
at 19"Reanrnur. In the &moon of the
14th of August, there f d a strong shower
of hail-danes, as large as nuts It lasted
above a quarter of m hour, a d made the
whole horizon white This ocamence, and
the general wldnw of the nights in this
httitnde, plainly show that Sultanie muat
lie wnsiderably above the level of the sea
fltre winter, $so, is d to be of some dnd o n . There is a striking diffkwce between the climate here and tbat of Somanarchie, although the latter is at a distance
of only twelve w e d s , and in a noahmn
dkction.
On tbat account,poisonous animals are
less d a q m u a here. Two of our partp
were stung by mrpions, bk they ex+-
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enced no hrther inconvenience than a
slight swelling, which soon subsided.
A musician died here of apoplexy ; and
thus we have altogether lost four men.
Upon the whole, the climate of Sultanie
must be very healthy; not m e of us was attacked by fever, and some who had brought
it with them, even recovered from it. But
the dust, which incessantly penetrates every
where, and through every thing, is insuffedle.
On the 29th of August, the Embassy
left their encampme~~t
at Sultanie, and
r e d e d the town of Ssngan on the same
evening. We stopped there the following
day, to celebrate the anniversary of Saint
Alexander ; we had mwic and illuminations on this occasion, and the people were
the more willing to participate in our demonstrations df joy, as they were informed
that the King had given us a particularly
&aciaus reception, and thet permanent reMona of amity had been established with
the Emperor.

,
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On the 9th of September we arrived at
Tauris. The military governor . and the
English, among whom were Mr. Willock
and Dr. Campbell, who had left - Su1,hnie
before us, came to meet the Embassy.
The Ambassador had still many points
to.settle here, connected with the boundary
of both countries, and our stay was prot r d eleven days.
We led such a pleasant life with the excellent English, that we often forgot that
y e were in Persia. Mr. Campbell had once
the civility to assure . me, that one seldom
met with an Embassy composed generally
-of .so many agreeable and well-informed
as our's was; but we' can, o n t b
other hand, without flattery, assure -that
gentleman, that we never had the satisftion to .meet with so many pleasant. and
sociable Englishmen as we found at Tauris.
It is, indeed, seldom that. small communities of men, when' placeh at 'a distance.fiom
their native .country,' continue t o be influenced by the prejudices and the rmerVe of
polished society.
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On the 1,bth of September, we celebrated, in company with the English, the
anniversary of the coronation -of the Emperor, on which occasion Abbas-Mirza had
the civility to send us fireworks.
On the day preceding our departure, the
Prince sent'a shawl to each of us ; and to
Colonel Jermoloff,the Ambassador's cousin,
he presented a ring, whibh he took from his
own hand.
When the Ambassador offered to AbbasMirza the Emperor's presents, among which
were a service of porcelain; diamond
plumes, &c. he merely selected a superb
gun and a sabre, saying : This belongs to
me, the rest is too handsome for me, and
belongs to the King."
We lea Tauris on the 20th of September, with most favourable weather, the heat
being moderate and the sky serene.
On the 84th of September we passed the
Araxes, and although the straight mad to
Nakatshevan does not lead along the river,
several of the party determined to proceed
Y
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by that way, in order to visit the ruins of
the ancient city of Julfa, and we accomplished our object without the knowledge
or observation of the Persians. Some remains of a bridge, a small tower, and a cernetery of immense extent, are the only objects
to be seen. The river winds romantidly
ro~lndthe ruins, through chasms of stupendous rocks. A small Armenian village
lies in lonely solitude amidst this grey
wreck of antiquity ; its inhabitants received . us with joy, for it seldom Mls to
their lot to see a Christian. They heavily
eomplained - af the oppressive treatment of
the govehment.
We are- not the mly
Christians," they said, who fly. for .protection, as it were, into the bosontl of nature :- the river pursues its. course &rough
the rocks into still mare frightful r k s s e s ,
where pious Christians, like us, s d i x patiently, and, like us, hope for delivekce."
As it would not take us much aut of m r
way, we resolved to fallow the course of
the Amxes, until within a.short dietance of

.
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Nakatsheyan, where it flows over a level
ground. -A small footpath led us along the
steep banks of the stream, which rose gradually, and arched over us so that we were
shut out from the sun, and had before us a
complete representation of the scenery of
Doriella in the Caucasus. We saw a miserable village on the other side of the river,
but the rapidity of the torrent would not
admit of our crossing it. The inhabitants
welcomed us with signs of joy, and when
we left them, remained by the side of the
river gazing at us with iooks of sorrow.
-,Ourguide assured us that a convent lay
on the other side of a high rock, accessible
, d y to those who knew the path, and were
very dexterous in climbing. The scenery
continued to increase in horror; and we
were frequently obliged to dismount, in
order to spring OVAdark chasms in t h e ,
rocks. On a sudden turn of the river we
were surprised to see a pretty convent, close
to a small village. .
The inhabitants, who probably at first
Y 2
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considered us to be Persians, ran about in
confusion ; but when, after their first distrust, they discovered that we were Christians, they all advanced towards us, headed
by a venerable ecclesiastic, who welcomed
us with tears starting from his .eyes*
The bells began ringing, and the whole party
proceeded to the church, where prayers
were said, and re-echoed by the whole congregation, who melted into tears.
After -the conclusion of divine service,
we posted ourselves on the green, and each
villager brought his best fare, anxious to
share it with a Christian. The priest .had,
as .usual, the best wine. At last we rose
and departed from these good people, to
whom we recommended as much patience,
and offered as much consolation at3 we
could suggest.
They continued long to look after us,
until we ascended a hill,.Ifrpm which the
country runs flat to Nakatshevan, and at the
foot of which lies the fort of Bessarabas.
We t h h lost sight of the convent, and
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reached our quarters for the night, well
pleased with our excursion.
This suffering little community of Chris
tians, which has fled for security to the
banks of the Araxes, subsists by fishing and
the breeding of cattle. The latter is driven
about among steep rocks, in places where I
never could hdve supposed that a man could
make his way, much less an unwieldy ox.
It is singular enough that the banks of
the Araxes, which are every where so level,
should form here a granitic hollow.
On the 29th of September, the Embassy
reached Erivan, where tents had been
pitched for its reception, in the Sardar's
garden, on the banks of the river.
The Sardar himself was at Tauris. We
found in hia summer-house, round the basin,
an immense variety of fruit, which waa very
refreshing in this sultry weather. His house
stood on the opposite side of the river, and
close to our camp ; and it was, therefore, no
&order that his women, offtrhom there were
sixty, should have gratified their curiosity by

3%
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looking at us fiom the windows We also
did our best to lo&, and -we saw many a
pretty prisoner's face gazing with looks
of sorrow. Some of them were dressed
with. taste. This .curious scene had lasted
s e v d hours, when an eunuch came to
our camp, for the absurd purpose of prcl.&ibitiag.us.fsom looking at. the ~ l a d k; but
on perceiving :that he was only laughed
st, he went away, and we soon afterwards
saw him cudgelling the poor women unmercifully. They all disappeared, except one,
who must either have been the favourite, or
endowed with great strength, for she wrested
the stick out of the eunuch's hands, and
gave him a good beating. She then threw
the stick.out of the window, and continued
sitting thsre for a quarter of an hour, after
which . she.. rose and went away. Every
shnth was then closed, and there was 'en
end of -the.divexsionl
On the 2d of October, w~ reached the
fmntier of our country, amidst loud exclamations of joy. .We found a body of
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Cos~atks,and a company of grenadiers together with a field-piece, ready to receive
us, and the Persian escort were dismissed
with ,handsome presents. Najan-AlibeluChan, who had been promoted to- that dignity at the request of the Ambassador, rw
mained with us a few days longer, because
the Ambassador and all the members of the
mission had become much attached to him.
He was greatly affected on parting from us,
and His' Excellency gave him many handsome presents, together with a box ornliG
mented with diamonds, accompanied by s
document, stating that it was presented to
him by the whole mission as a token of
remembrance, on account of his'excellent
conduct.
The Embassy reached Tiflis on the 10th
of October, being the .anniversary of the
day on which it had arrived there last year.
All the, companions of my journey will,
I am convinced, heartily join in the public
expression of thanks which weaowe to our
chief. He has behaved with friendly indul.

1
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gence to us d,and in a brotherly manner
shared with us many an hour of hardship.
His conduct does honour to his heart, He
has eemented us together by ties of intimacy, which we found it painful to break
on separating at Tiflis.

THE END.
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